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lre and lta y, Nether ands, Norway Spain Sweden
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Cooperatrng State

n the words of the Conventon: The purpose of the
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polrcy appropflate to ts programme and by
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[,4ember States
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representat ves of \,4ember States The D rector Genera
is the chrel executve of the Agency and ts lega
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"Real-world' Signals.
No matter whose world
theycomefrom.

Getting a satellite system off the
ground isn't easy. You spend
thousands ofhours testing and
retesting the hardware. At
integration, on the launch pad
and in-orbit. There has to be a
better way!
Now there is. The HP 8791
signal simulator can generate
the signals you need to quickly
and thoroughly test payloads,
earth stations or system moni-
toring equipment. From group
delay and gain to noise loading
and bit error rate. testing to
spec has never been this fast or
accurate. The HP 8791's digi-
tally generated signals deliver
unsurpassed test consistency
time after time, anywhere, in or
out of this world.
Testing with simple signals and
modulations only tells part of
the story. Ever wonder what will
happen when real signals enter
your receivers and transpon-
ders? With the HP 8791you can
simulate up and down link
traffic, add transponder and
earth station impairments, test
with multiple carriers or evalu-
ate the effects of propagation
and multipath. Quickly, easily
and repeatably.
For more information on the
HP 8791, call your local HP
sales office, or call the Nether-
lands +31 20 547 9999 and ask
for Ron Rausch. We'll send a
data sheet and a satellite test
technical paper that shows how
to get your birds offthe ground
faster.

There is a better way.

f1 si

TM\/ID3997
ftE HiYi=JJ
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UV Auroral lmager

Special features of DEP's Space Grade
lmaging detectors:

. (Position sensitive) Photon Counting

. High quantum efficiency (>25%)
* X-ray and UV to NIR (100 - 950 nm)
. Electrostatic demagnif ication
. Direct CCD coupling
" Solar blind
* Sub-nanosecond gating

DEP involvement in satellite proiects:

. UV Auroral lmager (lnterball / Freja)
* Solar blind UV IPD (Tauvex, SRG)
* UV + visible IPD (XMM, optical monttor)



SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotlight
Model: FDR-8500C

Copocity: 5 Gigobytes (uncompressed)

Dote Rote:

Weighf:
Power:
Size:

l0 Gigobyles (2:l compression)
250 Gigobytes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)

4 to 12 Mbit/s totol (sustoined)

l6lbs (7.3 ks)
l8 Wotts @ 28VDC
I.|.8"x9"x6"
(300mm x229mm x l52mm)

Interfoce: RS-422

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on
the aft flight deck, and aboard space
platforms. Designed with Smm helical scan
technologr, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These
recorders' unique characteristics make them
equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:I,
yielding 10 Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compre ssion
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
are 1O Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The
error rate is less than one in 10'" bits read.

Mechanical
The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters activate below + 10"C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until
heaters can stabilize the internal
environment above 0"C. Shock and vibration
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.

The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(300mm x 229mrnl, with a height of 6'
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
TOmm centers for easy interfacing with ESA
cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total
weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).

Electrical
Power dissipation is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power
converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.

lnterface
Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
I2OO baud. The data channel is synchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK, INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFoRD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TET6171275-2242 FAx6171275-3470
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Fiber Opticol Buses, etc).
- On Boord Rodiofrequency equipments

(TTC tronsponders, filters, multiplexers, etc).
- Communicotion systems (Design, User

Stotions, Control stotions, etc).
ALCATEL ESPACIO'S orgonizotion guo-

rontees the quolity, devoted to deliver the pro-

duct on time ond fulfilling the ogreed nequi-

rements.

AtCNEt ESPACIO: Quqlity in lime.
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged in the

design, development ond monufocturing of spoce

commu n icotion equ i pments ond systems, providing
front - line technology used in sotellite poyloods
ond olso in ground control stotions.

ALCATEL ESPACIO'S moin technologies
ond products ore:

- On Boord Oigitol Electronics. (On Boord
Processing, Doto Acquisition, Video Processing,

ESPACIO
Alcotel Espocio, S A Einstein S/N Tres Contos 28760 Modrid

Tel {341 | BO3 47 10 Fox (341 ) 804 00 l6
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N. Calder, Crawley, UK

fenseits uon Halley
Die Erforschung von Schweifsternen

durch die Raumsonden GIOTTO und ROSETTA

Aus dem Englischen

libersetzt von D. Fischer

1994.Etwa 200 S, 20 Abb., 3 in

Farbe. Geb. DM 48,-; tiS 374,40

sFr 53,- ISBN 3-540-57585-5

GIOTTO, das spektakuldrste Raum-

projekt seit der Mondlandung und ein

Glanzstiick der europdischen Raum-

forschung, wird von dem versierten

Autor Nigel Calder spannend darge-

stellt.

GIOTTO hat sich bis auf

600 km dem Kometen Halley

gendhert, wurde dabei beschddigt,

von der Erde aus repariert und hat danach noch den Kometen Grigg-Skjellerup besucht.

Das Buch fiihrt den leser durch alle Fehlschlzige und die glanzvollen Erfolge dieser interna-

tionalen Zusammenarbeit unter der leitung der ESA. Der Autor geht auch auf das ROSETTA-

Projekt ein, das derzeitin Vorbereitung ist.

Der Ubersetzer hat in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Autor und den wissenschaftlichen Projekt-

leitern bei der ESA den Text flir die deutsche Auseabe aktualisiert und ersdnzt.

PrcisiindcruDgcn rorbchdtcn

Springer-\'erlag n HcitlclbcrgcrPlrtz.J.D l+19-Berlin,FR Germmr n l-rlifthAre,\ew\ork,Nll00l0,USl
n 26,rucdcs(hrmcs.lL-5005Paris.lmnce ! i--3.HongoJ-chome.Bunlao-ku,ToldollJ.Japan n Roorr70l
n Avcnich Dirgon:LJ. .i6lt-4 o(1. [-0E00(r Brrcelona. Spain n N'csselinr i u | | l0-5 Budxpcst. Hrngxn

n Sreetnpple House, CaLtcshall Rortl, G0dalming. Surrel Gtil JDJ, Crcat BrjLxin

N'lirror Towcr. 6l Modl Rold. 'l simshrtsui, K$vkrcn, Hong Kong



industrv/esa business practices

Review of Industry/EsA Business
Practices within the Scientific Programme

The Industrial Workshops

D. Dale, F.A. Jagtman & T. Deak
Science Projects Department, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
ESA has been holding intensive discussions
with European Industry over the past few
years with the purpose of reviewing current
management practices followed in the
Agency's scientific projects and identifying
potential improvements that would lead to

efficiency benefits. This activity is a follow-up to
an overall review of the Scientific Programme
in 1989 by the Science Programme Review

Team (the so-called 'Pinkau Committee'), one
of the recommendations of which was an

i ntensive I n dustryiAgency dialog ue targetted at

improving the efficiency of the contractuali
management interface

This article reviews the background to the ioint ESA/Industry dialogue
that has been taking place in recent years with a view to further
improving the contractual and managerial interfaces within the ESA

Scientific Programme. lt describes the main events in this continuing
dialogue and summarises Industry's and the Agency's perspectives
on the major topics addressed in the various working groups.
Particular emphasis is placed on the outcome of the joint Workshop
held last October, which was a concluding milestone of the initial
phase in the ESA/Industry exchange.

Industry has been actively supporting this

initiative by contributing both ideas and
resources to a series of high-level joint

Workshops and Task Forces which have

examined specific areas of management
practice.

The Horizon 2000 Programme
Prior to 1984, the selection procedure for ESA s

scientific projects was essentially geared to

choice of a specific project on a one-off basis

as and when money became available Funds
were foreseen as becoming available when
the needs for already-approved projects
were prolected to fall below the Scientific
Programme's annual fixed income At this point

it became possible to select a new project from

the 'candidate missions' for which Phase-A

studies were then being conducted.

Whilst this was proving an adequate procedure
for the initial ESA Scientific Programme, it

became clear that if European space science
was to mature and grow, it would be necessary
to establish a more coherent approach to
planning a programme and subsequent
mission selection A new, more comprehenslve
approach was therefore presented to the

ESA Council Meeting at Ministerial Level in

Rome in January 1985 in the form of the
'Space Science: Horizon 2000 Programme'.

This Programme foresaw four so-called
'Cornerstone Missions' in each of the main

scientific disciplines, interleaved with'Medium-
Size Mrssions' selected on a competttive basis,

each of the mission types having a fixed
financial envelope, The current overall Horizon

2000 Programme schedule is shown ir
Figure 1

The Scientific Programme serves multiple
customers, representing a variety of scientific
disciplines, but is funded by a fixed annual
budget provided by the ESA Member States
This creates a dynamic environment in

which Industry has to respond to scientific
challenges, but at the same time the scientific
ambitions have to be contained. The missions

have to be implemented in an environment in
raihinh nr^ia^t anat ronraaanta a meior

constraint This reouires 'checks and balances'
to be operated between the various activities,

and also between participants within a project,
in nrdor t^ koon a:ch nrniont arloce to its'[ | vruvr LU r\vuv uuvl I vlvlguL ulvov tv lLo

aooroved baseline with minimal technical/cost
risk, whilst strivrng to maximise the scientific
return,

Figure 2 shows the main elements of a typica
scientific project and identifies the main
participants. Not only is the scientific
community the project's only 'customer', as the

main beneficiary of the data, but the scientists

themselves are also active project participants,

taking responsibility for designing, building
and delivering the instruments to be flown on
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Figure 1. lmplementation
schedule for the Horizon

2000 Scientific Programme

the spacecraft that ESA is procuring from
Industry.

Origins and
Workshops

key activities of the

Although the Horizon 2000 Programme has
provided focus and continuity, at the same time
it has placed greater demands on Member
States' resources, due to the agreed annual
growth in contributions, and also because of
increasing financial needs for national funding
of ever more complex instruments. Presented
with a requested growth in the scientific budget
due to introduction of Horizon 2000, Member
States wished to review the efficiency of the
Scientific Programme to try to improve value for
money wherever possible. As a result, the
ESA Council requested the Director General
to establish an independent Scientific
Programme Review Team (SPRT), which was
chaired by Prof. K. Pinkau.

One of the many recommendations in the
Pinkau Report was a request for a review

of the industrial practices relating to the
scientific projects Consequently, a group of
consultants (R+l Systems Consultants) was
contracted to make a global assessment of the
Industry/ESA management interface within the
Science Programme Having conducted
enquiries both in ESA and lndustry, they
recommended, with the agreement of all
parties, that a number of specific areas should
be examined in detail by a joint ESA/Industry
team, This activity was subsequently pursued
via a series of joint Workshops and Task Forces
(Fis.3)

In order to establish an industrial forum for the
intended exercise, all science-project Prime
Contractors were invited to participate, each
supported by a Subcontractor of their choice.
The Prime Contractors for current projects were
invited to assume the industrial lead (Fig.4).

To balance the participation. the ESA
representation was drawn principally from the
Science Project and Contracts Departments.
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The Third Workshop
(Marlow, UK)
Of all the Workshops, the
third meeting held in

Marlow on 19120 October
1993 renresenler^l a sionifi-

cant milestone in the joint
Agency/l ndustry activities,
It established a clear
categorisation of proposals
in terms of acceptability or
otherwise, together with
appropriate recommenda-
tions for future work. ln ad-
dition to the ESA, Prime
and Subcontractor repre-
sentatives who partici pated
in the previous two Work-
shops, Delegates from the
Anencv s Sr:ienr:e Pro-

gramme Committee (SPC)

also attended this event
Tho Anonr-v n:rticin:fjgp
was also broadened to
include ESA s Inspector
General and, a renrcsen-
tative f rom iLs Technical
Directorate

The aim of this forum was
to provide all participants
with an opportunity to ex-
press their views openly
within the Workshop and to
obtain feedback fi rst-hand,
The resulting dialogue
offered new perspectives
in the internretation of

ideas during the discussions, thereby allowing
a wider range of opinions to be reflected in the
ConCIUSIonS

The Marlow Workshop concentrated firstly on
reviewing the acceptability of implementing
recommendations made via the previous two
Workshops, related to prolect preparation and
phasi ng, management practicesirequi rements,
product-assurance procedures, and the
responsibility boundaries between Industry
and ESA lt then moved on to review possible
future activities resulting from the discussions
In addition, the role of the science/lndustry
dialogue was examined in light of other ESA
initiatives such as the Eurooean Coooeration
tar Qnano Q+rnrlarrlig2ljgp (ECSS) The
changes that have already been implemented
by ESA as a result of the earlier Workshop
recommendations were also reported, specific
examples being the recent Invitation{o-Tender
(lTT) and procurement processes for the XMM
project

Generally speaking, the opinions expressed at
the Marlow Workshop reflected converging
views on most points, together with an under-
standing that further work was still necessary to
e drlrocc cnanif in iqcr rocovvvil rv

Malor sublect areas that were embraced by the
presentations and subsequent discussions can
be summarised under the followino headinos:

Reduction of technical/f inancial risk and
improvements in implementation efficiency
During general discussions, attention was
focussed on the efficiency of running the
programmes,'Non-value-added' efforts were
felt by Industry to have been included in
^^^^i{i^^+i^^^ ...hi^h nntenti:llV lod tn-FfEullludtlul lJ. VVlllul I LU

unnecessary cost Whilst acknowledging the
unique 'state-of-the-art' nature of the ScienLitic
Programmes activities. il was suggested by
Industry that, where possible, existing, lower

tttttttttt'

a
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GROUPS Figure 2. Malor elements

of a scientific proiect
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Figure 3. Diary of the
various Workshops and

Task Forces
| 1988 | ldentification of Need for Review

The British Delegation propose the establishment of an independent
review team, under the chairmanship of Professor Pinkau, to look into
the costs and the management of the Science Programme, with a

view to sustaining the Horizon 2000 activities.

| 1989 | 'The Pinkau Report'
Science Programme Review Team Report: call for measures

to increase the purchasing power of the Horizon 2000 Programme

by 4O MAUI/ear:

20 MAU of the savings to be achieved through changes in
procedural, management and industrial policy matters.

| 1990 I Consultancy
Follow-up study by R + I Systems Consultants:
r Surveys conducted:

. Science Programme Review Team. ESA
Industry: Laben, BAe, Matra Marconi Space, Dasa/Dornier,

A€rospatiale, Alenia

r Recommendation: intensify dialogue between Industry and
ESA (Science).

| 1991 I First Workshop in Heelsum (The Netherlands):

The Agency initiates the first Industry/ESA(Sciencel Workshop.

Joint Task Forces established to investigate critical aspects of
activities in the Horizon 2000 Programme:

. Project Phasing and Technology Planning

. Management Reporting Requirements and Optimisation
of Computer Tools

. Product Assurance Procedures and Documentation

. Transfer of Responsibilities

| 1992 | Second Workshop in Stresa (ltaly):

o The four joint Task Forces findings are presented, and
recommendations discussed

Recommendations are considered for implementation, and the
Agency decides to further examine the more complex proposals.

Working Group established, to investigate 'Contractor Empowerment'
possibilities

o ESA formulates its views on major Industrial proposals

o SPC and IPC are informed of progress

| 1993 | Task Forces & Working Groups - The Third Workshop
o Task Force work continues on the review of Management Requirements

o Working Group meetings on 'Contractor Empowerment'

o Sub-group formed to look into Flight Operations related activities

o lmplementation of recommendations continues

o Third Workshop in Marlow (United Kingdoml

a

a
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risk technical solutions should be given equal
consideration, even though neweI more
challenging technologies may have been
farrnr rrorl in tha nrniont c nran:ratinn Tho

Agency encouraged this approach wherever
nrrntinal hr rl 665f aainaA +h^+ '^,h^.^vrouu9qr, uu( urrrvr ldJlJUU tl ldl! vvllYIU

there was an intrinsic shortfall in matching
specifications, formal approval would have to
be sought These performance shortfalls must
be clearly quantified to allow appropriate
cost/risk/performance decisions to be taken.

Geographical return
Extensive discussions took place on the issue
of geographical distribution In the opinion of
several Industrial representatives, the relaxation
of requirements and fostering of a more
commercially oriented approach to spacecraft
procurement through competition, could bring
improvements in cost efficiency Whilst noting
these views, the motivation for maintaining an
Industrial Return Policy was understood and it

was acknowledged that authority for any
changes was beyond the scope of this
Workshop

Management requirements on industrial
contracts
As a general observation after the joint examin-
ation of current management practices. it was
confirmed that the basic orincioles of the
existing requirements were still applicable in
todav s nroiect environment While most
elements of the industrial orooosals received a
favourable response from the Agency, there
remains a divergence of views on the principle

--! ^'^^ri^^ ^{ ^^rar rrrant nrnrricinn nfol lu PloUtlUU Ul UUI rvurruilL Vrvvrrrvr I vl
information to ESA and the contractor hierarchy
from all layers within a Consortium Whilst the
Anonnrr nnntinr rac ln nnncirlor ro^t rle r annocc

to detail as vital for reasons of 'early warning'
anrl hainn ahlp tn maka an inrlononeloni

assessmenI of project status, lndustry favours
detailed concurrent information flow only on an
ovnaniinna I hacie

Under the terms of reference of the Task Force
to review management reporting practices. an
rrnrl:tori eat nf doteilod ronr riramontc ^n
Industry has been produced by a joint ESA/
Industry team. lt has subsequently been
decided to continue the work in finalising the
details with regard to the wording and
applicability of the requirements. Agreement
has also been reached on the future scope oI
work for the development of electronic data-
exchange standards This effort will be
coordinated with similar activities elsewhere in

the Agency with a view to harmonising the
vaflous requrrements,

European Cooperation for Space Standard-
isation (ECSS)
A summary presentation on the ECSS initiative
n rtlinad itq nhiontivpc end iho nrnnncorl

working structure. lt was understood that
further discussions would take place between
the principal parties to the ECSS activities, to
finalise the arrangements, the scope and the
priorities of this longer{erm effort

I n dustry, particu larly those contracto rs i nvolved

Figure 4. Organisation of
ESA/Industry Task Forces
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in the work on the management requirements,
whilst recognising the necessity of standard-
isation aimed at increased Eurooean soace-
industry competitiveness, recommended that
duplication of effort should be avoided, and
that the science initiative should first be brought
to full fruition, lt was emphasised by a prime
conlractor's representative that Industry
considers its contributions to the science-
Industry dialogue as a worthy investment, and
is looking forward to the eventual dividends in

the form of Agency-level considerations of the
Workshop results

As an example, it was suggested that the
updated set of management requirements
for the scientific projects deserve broader
examination for suitability to the Agency's other
programmes This'harmonisation' is to be
pursued within the Agency

Project preparation and phasing
Industry has performed an in-depth review
of current project preparation/phasing to

explore possible changes that they believe
would improve efficiency and establish a better
basis for cost-estimation, The orooosed revised
sequencing of preparation phases is reflected
in Figure 5, compared with the current practice
reflected in Figure 6

The Agency explained to the Workshop
participants the potentially far-reaching effects
on Member States, Institutes, Industry and

ESA, should the industrial proposals for
modifying the prolect-phasing processes be
implemented,

In the Industry-proposed scenario, the Assess-
ment Phase would be more selective,
would provide for limited industrial involvement,
and would concentrate on only the few
missions that were most likely to be
implemented lt would be completed by the
selection of two potential missions to be passed
for Phase-A study. For the Phase-A, there
would be two parallel industrial contracts on
each candidate mission, the intention being to
maintain competition of ideas and lndustrial
consortia, whilst ensuring earlier industrial
involvement and continuity in the
implementation of scientific projects.

This selection of two candidate missions for
Phase-A study would be complemented by
selection of the instruments and Principal
Investigators (Pls) at the same time The implicit
motivation for Pl selection at this early stage is

to provide real instrument payload definition for
Ph:ca-A 2e nnnnaon tn tho nr rrront nrantinp nf\. qv vvvvuvv

defining a 'model payload Industry argued
that this would provide earlier and better
payload definition and thereby increase
confidence in Phase-A designs and cost
estimates

As shown in Figure 5, Industry also recom-
mends that technology development activities

Figure 5. Project-selection
phasing: New scheme
proposed by Industry
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involved
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Tho drrr2li^n 
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industry not involved

conce'ns abort possible cofseqJences
implicit in the Industr,al proposals, incluoing
the potentia mpact of changes arising from
^^/^^'l^^l^ 
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flying' Phase-A instruments (baselined for
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tie proposals have Lo be c'itically reviewed in

detail within a sma er SPC forum, to assess
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SPC at their June 1994 meeting

Role of 'contractor empowerment' in

improving efficiency
At tho ronrroct nf lnrlr r<,__;trV. a SJOgroLp JrOer
the Task Force commissioned to review
'responsibility boundaries' was formed follow-
ing the second Workshop in Stresa This
'cof tractor empowermerl subgroup s role was
to explore the potental for transferr rg to
l^! ^r.., ^^ri.,i',^^ rA^l A^,,^ l"^! | ^^^11., x^^^il tuu5il y dultvtLtu> I tdl Idvu ltdu lrut dily uuut I

led by the Agency, such as launcher
nroc.rremenl navload-inte.[ace defiritiOn ard
control, test-fac lities respons bility and
"nanagemenl. and al lhe sane line assess
.nnt.2r'l' ra nrnnedr rrtra leeded tO matCh the
new roles

lnrlr crrrr crroccoal Iho imnnrl:nno nI nnnlr:nlnr
omnn\^/ormonl thrnr ah ctroeml n na roannna-

industry not involved

Figure 6. Proiect-selection
phasing: Present scheme
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ibilities including shortened decision-making
processes, and replacing those contracting
practices perceived by Industry as inefficient,
The ESA position was reflected by the invitation
to Industry to further demonstrate its readiness
to assume matching contractualifinancial
responsibility with the increased authority it

seeks, In the opinion of the Agency, there are
some areas where 'contractor empowerment'
would not be applicable in the science-project
context, e.g. scientific mission design, payload
selection and procurement, and flight-
ope rations desig n/evolution/execution

Recommendations agreed by the Agency were
implemented on the XMM project through the
industrial ITT for Phase-B, released in May
1993 In the context of capitalising on an
expanded industrial involvement and desire for
'empowerment. a detailed review of flight-
operatrons supporting activities has started
in specialist groups, and further systematic
work is planned to address mission-analysis
workshops, spacecraft database, simulator
design and procurement. mission-control
software, flight operations training, operations
manual, and in-orbit performance follow-up In

ESA's view, the extent to which responsibilities
could be either embraced by, or transferred to
Industry must depend on mission-specific
circumstances,

Product assurance
Recommendations made by Industry to reform
product-assurance procedures were generally
acknowledged by the Agency, as reflected
in the ITT for the XMM project This included
reduced documentation requirements,
together with recognition of prior experience
and PA accreditation of potential contractors,
Specific recommendations by Industry regard-
ing PA procedures also include the definition of
a joint ESA(Science)/lndustry reliability policy,

and the inclusion of technical product-
assurance reouirements in the technical
section of the lTT.

Future plans
The ESA (Science)/lndustry Workshops have
clearly served as a useful forum and constitute
a constructive initiative. lt was therefore
proposed that further Workshops would be
planned in order to benefit from major project-
related procurement activities within the
Horizon 2000 Programme (Fig.6). According
to current Horizon 2000 plans, this would result
in convening the Workshops at about eighteen-
month intervals, when implementation
experiences can be analysed, and future
policies determined, for introduction into a new
ITT cycle Major topics already identified for

coverage Incruoe:

- Management requirements and electronic
interface standards

- Project phasing

- Contractor emoowerment

- Flight operations

It was suggested that the inter-Directorate
applicability of the Workshop results within ESA

should be seriously examined, so that good
cxnerienr:es and rrseful elements from the
science initiatives may be re-used in other
programmes as and when appropriate Whilst
there was a oeneral concurrence that the
discussions on"the subjects addressed should
l^^i +^ ^,^^+^r ^{{i^i^^^,, ;+ ,r,^^ ^la^rudu LU vrudtur Eilrurur ruy. rL vvo) orJU

reconfirmed that quantification in cost-saving
terms would remain somewhat intanqible,

A general briefing to Industry was given at
ESTEC in February 1994 More than a hundred
and twenty companies were invited; forty-one
companies confirmed their interest by sending
representatives to the presentations, which
closely followed the theme of the Marlow
Meeting

The composition of the group of Industrialists
eitonrlinn iho trqTtrr- h.;^{i^^ ^h^..,^iurLur ruil rV Lr ru LU I Lv Ullulll lg Jl IUVVEU A

different balance between prime and
subcontractor representation compared to the
'typical' Workshop, the subcontractor involve-
menl being greater at ESTEC Responding to
comments made by Industry about the
desirability of expanding the role of
subcontractors in future joint ESA/lndustry
activities, proposals were invited from Industry
for new arrangements that would raise the
orofile of smaller comoanies in the Task Forces
and Working Groups,

It is intended to review fully the composition of
the Workshops prior to initiating the next
set of activities, with the goal of broadening the
industrial-opinion base and exploring improve-
ments in working practices throughout the
ESA/I ndustry hierarchy G
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La politique industrielle de I'ESA
Le concept 6volutif du 'juste retour'

P. lmbert & G. Grilli
Bureau de la Politique Industrielle, Direction de I'Administration, ESA, Paris

lntroduction
La notion de juste retour. qui nexistait pas d

lepoque de la crealion de I ESRO. a
nnmmonno i nronrlro {nrmo on l OAR lnrcnr ra

le Directeur general a ete amene a garantir un

retour minimum de 700/o it tous les Etats

membres

La Convention de I ESA entree en vigueur en
1975, couvre de faqon assez complete la
politique industrielle. Ses objectifs generaux
sont d6crits dans l'Article Vll, dans lequel

La Convention de I'ESA d6finit le coefficient de retour d'un Etat
comme le rapport entre le pourcentage des contrats qu'il a regus,
calcul6 par rapport au montant total des contrats pass6s dans
I'ensemble des Etats et le pourcentage des contributions pay6es par
cet Etat.

^n r:nnallo hriarromont Iovinonna rl rrno

participation equitable des Etats Plus de
details sont developpes dans l'Annexe V qui

traite des reoles de mise en oeuvre de la

politique industrielle En particuliet l'Article lV

de cette annexe definit les regles de calcul du
coefficient de retour global

Ce coefficient est consider6 comme un indice
de juste retour de chaque Etat La politique
industrielle et la notion de juste retour qui lui est
souvent associee, ont fait I objet d'un interet
grandissant d chacune des dernieres r6unions
du Conseil de l'ESA au niveau ministeriel a La

Haye (novembre 1987), a Munich (novembre
1991) et a Grenade (novembre 1992).

ll nous a semble utile de reolacer cette notion
de luste retour dans le conlexle plus general
de la politique industrielle de lAgence. de
rappeler brievement la methode utilisee pour
son calcul et d'indiquer les evolutions recentes
des contraintes imposees dans la repartition
geographique des contrats,

La Convention et les objectifs de politique
industrielle
fArticle Vll de la Convention fixe les orincioes

aonorat tv do la nnliiinr ra indr rctriallp ot
Yv"('Yev

I'Annexe V traite plus en detail de sa mise en
oeuvre

Ces textes ont ete rediges en 1974 en
preparation de la cr6atron de l'Agence Spatiale
Europeenne et il convient de noter qu a cette
6nnnrro la ronharnha cnqtielo on Fr rrnno covvvYvv. ,v, v, ,v uYul,u

situait dans un contexte olus favorable oue
celui dans leouel nous vivons actuellement,

I oc nr:nr1ac 6yipnf2tinno /'l^ In nnli+inrraLvo Vrurruvr vrrurrLuLlVl l) UV lq PWlltlVUE
industrielle, qui sont citees dans lArticle Vll,
indiquent quatre objectifs. ou pour etre plus

exact trois oblectifs et une consid6ration
supplementaire Ces objectifs sont 6num6res
suivant un ordre quelconque et il n'y a pas de
volonte de hierarchie entre ces objectifs du fait
oue I un est olace avant lautre

Le premier objectif cite est celui de la

r6alisation des programmes de maniere
effective et efficiente, C'est un oblectif qui

semble evident. Mais il n'est pas inutile de
le rappeler car il arrive parfois. en particulier
dans certains programmes facultatifs, que
d autres aspects de politique industrielle. qui
peuvent conduire d des augmentations des
coOts, pr6valent

Le deuxieme objectif, c'est I'amelioration de la
comp6titivit6 de l'industrie europ6enne face a
I'industrie mondiale Tout le monde
oci cnnnorn6 nqr ao crriat nrri a m6mo otoY",*,
aborde dans des discussions avec la

Communaute Europeenne et c est une
question tout a fait actuelle.

Le troisieme objectif qui est un point de debats
f r6nr rantc n aci nolr ri nr ro I nn a at elifi6 dovv,v, Yuv

'juste retour' En fait la Convention dit
simolement oue tous les Etats doivent
participer de faqon equitable a la realisation
des programmes de lAgence, LAnnexe V
rlatinil r rn nor r nlr ra ao nrro l'nn antonrl n2r rnovv Yuv
fennn 6nr ritqhla c aqt-a-11iro lq 16nariitinn

geographique des tAches, donc des contrats
entre les Etats Cette repartition des contrats
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doit se rapprocher de faqon proportionnelle de
la repartition des contributions des memes
Etats aux programmes en cause,

Le quatridme point que nous ne
considererons pas comme un objectif mais
plut6t comme une position de principe.
c'est que la politique industrielle de I'Agence
doit se baser sur la notion d'appel d la
concurrence, La Convention est tres claire sur
ce principe fondamental: elle dit 'ben6ficier
des avantages de l'appel d concurrence dans
tous les cas sauf lorsoue cela serait
incompatible avec les autres objectifs definis
de la politique industrielle'. Les derogations d
I'obligation de faire appel a la concurrence ne
devraient 6tre lustifiees que par la recherche
de l'un des irois objectifs cites precedemment,
^'^^+ A !;"^ "A^ti^^.u esr-a-uile reailser les pfogfammes Oe

manidre 6conomiquement efficiente, am6liorer
la competitivite et enfin assurer la repartition
geographique equitable des contrats.

Ce dernier objectif peut quelquefois nous
conduire d d6roger d la loi normale de la
concurrence pour atteindre une 16partition
equilibree Mais une telle demarche ne doit pas
avoir un caractere prioritaire. ll convient de
noter que, dans le Reglement des contrats de
I'Agence, la justification des contrats places de
ore A ore se hase sr rr d'autres raisons telles
que la continuite, la specialisation etc, et non
sur une obligation de repartition geographique
des contrats.

La Convention et les rdgles de politique
industrielle
Apres ce rappel des principes fondamentaux,
reportons-nous d I'Annexe V de la Convention,
qui porte le titre de Politique industrielle et qui
en fait traite essentiellement des questions de
repartition des contrats et du retour industriel.

le nremier artir:le de cette annexe definit bien
les points d consid6rer tels que la structure
n6norala rlo I indr rcirio loc donr6c davvv, vv

specialisation, la coordination des politiques
industrielles nationales, les caoacites de
oroduction et les oossibilit6s de d6bouches.
Mais tout le reste de l'annexe traite
essentiellement du retour industriel: definition
du retouI calcul du retour, obligations en
matiere de retour et mesures d prendre lorsque
ces obligations ne sont pas satisfaites

En matiere de procedure d suivre pour
I'attribution des contrats, l'accent est mis sur la
or6f6rence a donner a l'industrie ou aux
organismes de recherche des Etats qui
participent au programme Mais ce n'est
qu'une notion de pr6ference, ce n'est pas une
obligation exclusive ll convient de souligner

que la Convention ne dit pas que les Etats

membres, qui ne financent pas certains
programmes facultatifs, sont exclus; il est
simplement dit qu il y a une pref6rence d

donner d'abord aux Etats participants, ensuite
aux Etats membres non oarticioants et enfin
aux autres Etats.

Pour definir le retour, des facteurs olus
techniques interviennent: qu'entend-t-on par
repartition geographique et quelle est la

nationalite des firmes qui sont mises en

oeuvre? A priori la question semblait
relativement simple lorsque I'on a redige la

Convention en 1974: les firmes avaient le plus
souvent un caractere national indiscutable
mais il y avait deja quelques rares filiales
6trannAroc l-)anr ric aatta anndra rlor rv

phenomenes ont vu le jour: la restructuration
industrielle en Europe, qui a vu plusieurs
regroupements de grandes firmes et le rachat
de petites firmes par des grandes firmes, et le
fait que les firmes ne travaillent pas toujours sur
leur territoire national. Elles sont aooelees d

rendre des services dans les etablissements de
I'Agence, d faire appel a du personnel qui ne
releve pas de la nationalite de la firme d'origine,
et la encore, un autre probleme est celui de
oualifier la nationalite du travail confie a ces
firmes,

Dans les articles suivants de l'Annexe, la
procedure a suivre pour la politique
d'approvisionnement est definie dans ses
nrandoc linnoc C act la RAnlamant rloc"Y"""
contrats nrri definit dans le d6tail cetteYv,

proc6dure, c'est donc d ce Reglement qu'il faut
se referer pour etudier les implications sur la
politique industrielle de I'Agence,

Ensuite, un ensemble d'articles interviennent
sur la notion de coefficient de retour global
Ce n'est pas n6cessaire de les reprendre dans
le detail mais il est utile de rappeler que le

coefficient de retour n'est qu'un rapport de
pourcentages et non pas un rapport de valeurs
absolues. Le coefficient de retour, tel qu'il est
defini par la Convention, cest le pourcentage
des contrats obtenus par un Etat par rapport au
montant total des contrats attribues d tous les

Etats, donc un pourcentage, divise par le
pourcentage des contributions de cet Etat par
rapport au montant total des contributions,
donc egalement un pourcentage

Ce coefficient de retour est donc un rapport
entre deux pourcentages et, non pas comme
on le croit souvent, le rapport entre deux
valeurs absolues. a savoir le montant de
contrats sur le montant de contributions
Derridre cette notion de coefficrent de retour:
petit a petit, s'est introduite la notion de surplus
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ou delicil Ceci a ete du au fait que pou'facilrter
le calcul du coeff cient de retour on a defini la

notion de valeur ideale des contrats C'est une
notion a.bitraire qui permet de remp'acer ,e

nnr rrapnt2aro ir-lo:l do aa\ntr2te n2r rn mnnt2nt
:hcnl, r ot il oci :lnrc nlrrc fen /o r1o cnmnrror lo

monlall reel des contrats par rappo.t au
montartt rdeal Mais ceci n esl qu une
nrnr:pd' rrc dc n:lr:r rl gI nOn Une def nitiOn
ov2alo rir r ralnr tr. rznnnlnno n' rn In r^+^r 'r ^-+un uuru uu uruur . rqvpgrwr r) 9ug rg rgtuur gJt

^^^^^+;^ll^m^h+ ^^^f fi^i^^l ',^l^, ,"UJJUTUUilUT rUrL UI UUU|tLtut tt 5dt l5 VdtUUl
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Au dela de cette definition. ,a question la plus
souvent soulevee concerne la valeur minimale
de ce coefficient de retour et le contr6le de son
evolution Dans a Convention comme dans
differentes Resolutions du Conseil, il est
nl:ircmonl ind nrrp nr r r:nnalo arr'il f:rrt tondro

Yvv vv uvvv'v

^ir,,^* ^^ i!A^t^ !^-^ t^^,,^il^ r^,,^ t^^vurJ ur ru )iludriur ruudru udt t5 tdL_1uu ru tuu> tu)
coefficients de retour sont egaux a 1 C esl
Inhioetif nrinrit:iro nn dnit co rennrnnhor da 1

mais il eqt enalerrenl clairement Oit danS
r: Cnnrronlinn nr ro ci c act r rn nhiocti{ .o n oat

pas une obligation Les aLteurs de la
(-nnrrontinn nnt nrAforA mailra rrna nhlinalinnrr vrurvru rv vvilvu'rvr I

en definissant un seuil limite en-dessous
rlrrn rol nn nnnci|Aro ^ ,^ l- ni+ 'atinn nn+uuguur ur I uvr roru9ru LJUU ld SlLUdLlUl I U5t

anormale.

Lors de la creation de I Agence. ce seuil a ete
fixe a 0,8 Des examens formels sont prevus
tous les trois ans et si un Etat membre a un
coeflicienl de retour irferieur a ce seuil, e
f-\irnaln' 'r aanatal nn+ a66plai rlenc lannoo nrriUllEUIUUl 9gl lUldl UJt dvpuru uur rr I ur r, ruu Vul
cr rit a nrnnneor doc moarrroa nrri rlniriont lr,i

Yu, vv, vv, ,r ,vl

nermettre r^lc rcrlrcscgl' la SiUatiOn et de
rallrA"ler le ser ril minimgp Ce seuil minimUm
oe 0.8 oans la Convention nest pas un seuil
ei6{,niti{ rl nor rt 6tro rorir r lnr rc loc lrnrc :nc il no
ntrr rt n2a rlocnonalro on-dpqcnr rq rle O R mqic il
vvvr Puu
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nerrode orri sest achcvee fin 1993 etait frxe

a 095

Evolution des
proc6dures
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1974 des decisions ont ele prses soil par le
(]nncoil cnit ner lo f)nmilo da : Pnliiinrro

Industrielle dans drfferents donaines qui
rolorranl do l: nnlitrnrre ind, rctriollo I e nlrrnart
do noc rl6nrqinnc nnrlont cr rr loc nroalrnna
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dilterents Le premier concerne le seuil
minimum du coelficient de relour global
au-dela duquel il y a lieu de prendre des
mesures correctives Progressivement le seuil

de O,B a ete porle a 0.9.

0,95 et lors du dernier
Cnnseil orri sest tenu a

Grenade en novembre
1qq2 A n qA nnr rr lavvul
norindo irionnalo rlo 1QQ/vv,,vvv
) lgqA ll ri : dnnn trr Une
nrnnroccinn lroc nollo A^vrvvrvJorvr I uuJ rruLLU uE
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le de,rxieme asncct crui a
fortement evol ue, concerne
les melhocies el les nroce-
dures techn ques du calcul
du retour. C'est suite
au Conseil reuni au niveau
ministeriel a La Haye ou rl

^ :+^ !^^ii^ A^ ^^^-a ele oecroe oe compen-
ser les ciescnrilibres
observes dans les retours

Ano trfa+o m^mhr^. A la {in |o la norrn|ouY) LLqt) r l lEl l lulE- o ru ilr I uu ru lJur rvuu
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des donnees evolutives et n 6tait simplement
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tendances et rien d'autre,

La compensation des desequilibres impliquait
nor rr cp.tainq Ftatq r^le debOUfSef deS mOntanLS
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desequilibres du passe. de revoir la procedure
de calcul et une nouvelle methode de calcul du
retour a ete mise au point en 1988
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la oolitioue industrielle de l'esa

le Comite de la Politioue Industrielle. les
procedures d'engagement etc,, nous utilisons
le systeme informatique qui gere le systeme
nnmntahlo do I'Anonno n'act-A-.liro loc

Annanamontc 16olc at lac n:iamantc r6olc

effectues dans le cadre des op6rations
contractuelles de l'Agence. Nos calculs du
retour industriel sont donc faits maintenant en
a'2nnr r\/2nf er rr lo crrciAmo {inennior ria

I'Agence Ces calculs ont toutes les qualites de
ce systeme mais presentent aussi les memes
inconvenients.

Linconv6nient majeur du systeme financier est
do rrirrrp An temne r6al n act-A-.iira da nrandro

les engagements et les paiements effectues
tout au long de l'ann6e et de transf6rer sur
l'ann6e suivante les engagements restant a
payer. Comme notre systeme travaille a la fois
en monnaies nationales et en unites de
compte, on est conduit d utiliser des taux de
conversion non constants pour un m0me
contrat Une autre difficult6 du systeme
provient de la notion d'evolution 6conomique,
Nous avons des contrats avec formule de
r6vision de prix et d'autres a prix forfaitaire
definitif Pour ces derniers, il est evident qu'il
n'y a pas de modifications 6conomiques qui
interviennent dans nos statistioues Par contre.
pour les contrats avec formules de revision de
prix, lorsqu'il y a revision de prix le montant
correspondant est engage. lci il y a une
correction oui est reellement faite dans le
systeme financier.

On constate ainsi que le systeme de calcul du
retour industriel travaille essentiellement sur
des montants exprimes en unites de compte
qui, d'une part, utilisent des taux de conversion
variables pour chacun des 15 Etats membres
ou associ6s et qui de plus ne se srtuent pas
dans des conditions 6conomiques constantes,
puisque nous ne faisons pas de reactualisation
ni de desactualisation.

Remarque finale
Nous avons essay6 dans cet article de replacer
la notion de juste retour dans un contexte plus
general de la politique industrielle de l'Agence
Si l'on se refere a la Convention, on constate
que depuis 1974. en matiere de politique
industrielle, il y a eu des modifications sur des
questions de methode ou des questions
techniques qui relevent plut6t de l'Annexe V

Mais ces 6volutions n'ont Das remis en cause
les fondements des principes de la politique
industrielle de I'Agence

Mais par rapport d la Convention, le monde
exterieur a change et le monde de I'Agence
elle-m6me a change En 1974, la Convention
a ete ecrite en s'appuyant sur le passe et

plus particulierement l'ESRO, organisme qui
travaillait avec des contributions orooortionnel-
les au Produit National Brut de chaque Etat

membre, pour realiser des programmes
obligatoires communs d tous les Etats
membres et non pas des programmes
facultatifs.

Sont venus s'inscrire dans le debut des annees
1970 les premiers programmes facultatifs avec
les programmes de telecommunications OTS
puis ECS et Marecs et les autres grands
programmes Ariane et Spacelab. f introduction
progressive de ces programmes facultatifs a
change assez fortement le contexte de
l'Agence et la notion de calcul de retour global
a d0 6tre revue dans la mesure ou il y avalt
egalement des obligations de retour a
l'int6rieur de chaque programme facultatif. De
plus, le poids relatif des programmes facultatifs
par rapport aux programmes obligatoires a
constamment progresse. Actuellement ce sont
pres de 800/o du budget de I'Agence qui sont
consacr6s d des programmes facultatifs qui ont
tous des niveaux de contributions variables en
fonction de la volonte Droore de chacun des
Etats participants De plus, chaque Etat ne
participe pas d tous les programmes facultatifs
Dans ces conditions, il est bien difficile d'avoir
une politioue industrielle coh6rente dans la
mise en oeuvre de tous ces programmes

Une reflexion plus large sur l'6volution possible
de la politique industrielle de l'Agence pourrait
s'appuyer notamment sur les deux considera-
tions suivantes:

- D'une part, le contexte international a
rapidement change depuis ces dernieres
ann6es Dans le domaine spatial, des
collaborations nouvelles sont en train de se
developper entre les differents partenaires
Cela produira des effets sur I activite
industrielle au niveau europeen

D'autre part, notre vie quotidienne est plus

concern6e par les activites spatiales qu'il y
a dix ou vingt ans. f Espace est en train de
devenir un facteur economique qui fait
partie de notre societe Non pas un facteur
6conomique privilegie mais un domaine
d'activite industrielle, certes de pointe,
mais oui est susceotible de traverser des
cycles conjoncturels de croissance et de
stagnation comme n'importe quel autre

Gsecteur economique
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The ESA Modification Procedure
as a Tool for Management and
Engineering Control

S.G. Kahn
Rules and Procedures, ESA Contracts Department, ESTEC,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

M. Duran
Contracts Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

lntroduction
It is a characteristic of large development con-
tracts with a long duration that the customer's
requirements and the work performed by the
contractor do not remain static and exactly as
foreseen in the negotiated contract, which itself
reflects much of the substance of the original
Invitation to Tender and the offer. No matter
how detailed the specifications, how exhaustive
the negotiations and how vigilant the contrac-
tual management, it is the nature of such con-
tracts not to remain totally frozen

In a large development contract with a long duration, the customer's
requirements and the work performed by the contractor are more than
likely to change over the length of the contract. The changes must be
well regulated to minimise the impact on the cost and schedule but
also to maintain a very clear control and record of the technical progress
and the characteristics of the product.

For the last 20 years, ESA has been using a Change Procedure to
manage changes. That tool has contributed significantly to the
technical success of ESA programmes, and cost overruns and schedule
delays have been manageable. Moreover, the Change Procedure has
proven to be an invaluable mechanism for the settlement of contractual
disputes, without having to resort to arbitration.

Nor are changes necessarily to be regarded as
always unwelcome. They might be the result of
an element of intellectual vigour, successful
development and enhanced possibilities
though of course they might also reflect a lack
of precision in the definition of requirements,
inadeouate oerformance or an external and
unwanted happening

Whatever the cause, however, it is essential that
the flow of changes be extremely well
regulated so that not only are costs, schedule,
end performance and similar basic contractual
conditions

kept transparent, but also to maintain a very
clear control and record of the technical pro-
gress and the characteristics of the product
The clauses and procedures which aim to en-

sure this are an essential tool of overall project
management which protect the interests of
both the customer and the contractor. The
clauses used in ESA contracts (and before that,
in ESRO contracts) are more detailed than
most, and have been applied successfully for
more than 20 years.

The causes of changes
The variety of events that can give rise to a
modification of the contract is so wide that an
exhaustive list would be impossible to draw up,
^^i ^ ^^+^^^/i^^+;^^ ^+h^, +h^^ h,, h"^^idr ru d udLuvur rJdlrur I ulr rEr u ror I uy uruou
generalisations and with an eye to the contrac-
tual consequences raises more questions than
it answers.

Typical events in development contracts that
give rise to changes are:

a need by the customer to change the
specifications because of changed require-
ments from a third party to whom he has
^hli^^+;^^^ ^,,^h ^^ ^^ ^.,^^"i-^^+^, ^. ^uuil9dLrut tJ. JUUt I dJ dt I U PUtI tut tLUt ut a

launch suoolier

- a desire by the cusromer to improve the per-
formance, which is made possible by new
technological developments

- the failure of a technology assumed by both
parties to be suitable or feasible

- the disappearance from the market. or proof
of unsuitability of some essential material or
equipment, such as high-reliability elec-
tronic comoonents
a reouest bv the contractor to reduce the
Derformance characteristics for technical or
financial reasons

20
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- the failure of the customer to furnish, or to
furnish on time, an iiem or service that he
has undertaken to provide the contractor.

The basic contractual rules
In the vast majority of ordinary commercial
transactions, it rs not expected that the terms of
a contract will change. The customer states
what he wants and then waits for it to be
delivered, lf it matches the specification and is

suitable for the purpose, that is the end of the
matter lf , exceptionally, a party wants to
change something in the agreed terms, such
as deliverable quantities or place of shipping,
the variations would be fully discussed, their
consequences explored and their implemen-
tation settled before they are introduced.

In the field of malor projects and complex
technological development, this is in practice
impossible Not only is the need for change
innately more likely because of the nature of
the activity, but the cost to both parties of any
delay to the work while these changes are
discussed far outweighs the formal clarity that
a discussion would give Furthermore, in

development contracts, the product is not just

a simple deliverable item The acceptable
performance of the end-product is subject to
test and evaluation, and is measured as a
combination of many factors which fall within a
range of possible acceptable or unacceptable
results. The active interest of the customer in
each factor is greater than under a normal
sales contract. He follows the development and
building process closely and intervenes rapidly
if he feels this necessary tn order to protect his

technical interests, as well as to avoid delays
and additional costs,

For this reason, in complex development
prolects, a contractual provision is often intro-
duced that allows the customer to insist on the
introduction of a change, and enables the
change to be introduced if necessary before all

the consequences have been agreed Where
such orovisions exist, there have to be certain
protections for the contractor, a clear definition
of the types of changes and their effect on the
contract terms, and a procedure for their
orderly introduction.

There are also some fairly complex legal issues
as to how far the change can go in relation to
the existing contract (the so-called 'in-scope'

doctrine). lt is beyond the bounds of this article
to examine this particular problem, though it is
briefly outlined here*. Contract law, whether
domestic, or when codified in an international
set of rules such as the Uniform Law for Inter-

national Sales, tends to say very little about
changes to the agreement - usually little more
than that the parties are free to change the

terms by agreement, and that if the original
contract was entered into by special formalities,
such as writing, the change must be made
likewise. Further rules are mainly concerned
with coping with situations where external
circumstances outside the contract and
beyond the control of the parties change and
determine whether, and under what conditions,
the agreement can survive Essentially,
changes are not particularly expected or
wanted as part of the business relations.

More detailed contractual orovisions that anti-
cipate and are designed to permit and regulate
changes at the will of the parties are mainly
to be found in the world of projects, either in
iho nrirrato fiold cr rnl-' laraa nnaln ai,,ilu rs pr rvqru iluru ouvl I dJ ldlVU-JUd|E Ulvll

engineering, or in the public financing of
research and development, with all its uncer-
tainties and risks Common to these rules is a

Change is inevitable.
In a progressive country change is

Benjamin Disraeli

recognition that the customer can require
changes, and a definition of the extent to which
these can occur, the responsibility for the
financial and other conseouences of the
change, and a procedure, including powers of
decision and binding commitment These
clauses have some legal interest, as they can
F.n nr rohina tho frnnt odno nfuu JUU| | o- PuJr ilr 19 Lr rE il ur rr vuvv vl

contractual technology in the same way as
their subject matter does for science and
engineering, They also show important project
management aspects, regarding the set of
procedures put in place to manage changes
and to maintain a smooth running of the
prolect, in particular where there are a large
number of sub-contractors in a multi-layer
hierarchy, The ESA clauses and practice are an
interesting illustration of these issues.

The right of the customer to impose
changes
The right of the customer to insist unilaterally on
changes is to be found in, for example, the

. For a more detailed legal examination of some of

the issues, see Unilateral Modification Clauses in

Long Term Contracts, SG Kahn, Revue de Droit des
Affaires Internationales No 2, 1986

constant.
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NASA and the Intelsat conditions, and those ol
other satellite procurement bodies, and the
FIDIC Conditions of Contract (lnternational) for
works of civil engineering construction.

Clause 26j oI the ESA General Clauses and
Conditions states:

The Agency reseryes the right at any time to
modify the specifications, patterns ol
drawings relatrng to the work covered by the
conuact.

Major contracts contain a more elaborated
clause, which includes the following:*

l. General
The Agency may at any time, by written
order, make changes to the scope of the
work to be performed or items to be
provided under thrs Contract. The
Contractor shall be obliged to prepare
and implement such changes under the
r:ondifions sner:ified below. .

The clauses leave no doubt that the customer
can have the change introduced, contrary to
the expressed wishes of the contractor, and, if
necessary, before agreement on its

consequences has been reached. Typical
provrsrons arel

Nothing contained in this Article or else-
where is to be construed as justifying any
deciston by the Contractor not to introduce
or lo suspend the introduction of a change
approved or ordered by the Agency

lf the required introduction date is prior to
the next scheduled Change Review Board
(CRB) meeting or the CRB postpones its
recommendation until a later date or the
CRB does not reach agreement, the
Agency's project manager may order in
writing the prior introduction of the change.
This shall not be deemed to constitute
acceptance by the Agency of any other
aspecl of the change

This is admittedly, a somewhat draconian con-
dition, even somewhat shockrng to persons
who come from a different contractual environ-
ment lt has, howeve[ proved over a long
period to have been essential and has made a
beneficial contribution to the successful conclu-
sion of projects, and to have led to far fewer

* Clauses in ESA contracts are subject to negotiation,
and will sometimes differ in formulation, but not

significantly in substance, from the texts cited

arguments than might be suspected There are
a number of reasons for this:

- imposition of a change before agreement
on all the consequences must inevitably in-
volve some degree of responsibility of the
customer for such consequences. The right
is therefore only used in extreme operational
circumstances where the customer is con-
vinced that a rapid reaction is necessary,
and the customer has his own fund of
technical skills and experience.

- if there is a real technical disagreement on
the need for and the conseouences of the
change, for example on the performance or
reliability, the change requirement is pro-
bably the result of an already identified
problem. Both sides are likely to want to
analyse and discuss the matter until a
reasonable certainty as to the solution is

found. The contractual conseouences are
not upoermost in their minds Where the
need for the change is technically agreed,
the disagreement centres on such matters
as the responsibility for the need for the
change, or its impact on cost and schedule.
These matters tend to be negotiated, in a
fairly objective way, on the basis of existing
documents This can be time-consuming
but carries no abnormal risk for either oartv.

- the large number of changes within a pro-

1ect, and the number of different contractual
relationships, past, present and future, that
a contractor is likely to have with the Agency
contribute to a mutual confidence that both
parties will be reasonable

It must, of course, be pointed out that it is rare
for the customer to insist on change in the teeth
of opposition from the contractor. The norm is

for agreement to be reached before the intro-
duction on at least the major impacts and con-
sequences, even if some subsidiary aspects
remain to be discussed in the normal manner.

The 'in-scope' doctrine and the limits of
changes
It is a generally recognised rule in contract law
and practice that any changes to the contract
that a customer can insist on must be within the
scope of the original agreement NASA and In-
telsat clauses specifically reserve the right for
the customer to make changes within the
general scope' and there have been cases in
which the right to impose changes beyond the
scope has been rejected The reason is self-
evident A completely unrestricted right could
allow the customer to demand delivery of
something that so differs in nature, perfor-
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mance or quantity that the contractor cannot
meet the demand, due to lack of skills or
resources.

The ESA clauses appear at first sight, but not
on closer examination, to contradict this rule. In

the definition of changes, one finds:

C/ass A changes are alterations which
result from one or other of the followinq
CAUSCS,

1) A significant alteration to the scope of the
work to be performed such as a redefi-
nitton of the function, performance or
schedule requirements of any item, parts
thereof or any assocr,afed items, due to

changes of the Agency's requirements.

What seems to be a conflict between the
general rule as illustrated in NASA's approach
and that of ESA (or of the FIDIC Conditions of
Contract (lnternational for works of civil
bngrneering construction, which appear to go
even slightly further) is more apparent than
real. The ESA clauses measure the scooe
against the detailed and specific agreed
requirements - the contractual baseline -and not against a general broad-brush'
definition of the scope, This baseline is defined
in the change clauses as follows:

The baseline from which devtations are
deemed to be changes shall be the
technical and administrative baseline at the
slalus as agreed and approved by the
Agency at the date of the proposal of the
cnange.

It should be noted that where the baseline is
very broadly defined, as for example in feasi-
bility studies, the customer can give a technical
redirection within the price - this is sometimes
referred to in ESA contracts as an 'in-scope'
modification and is not regarded as a
contractual change at all

In the extreme case, were a custonrer to try to
impose changes that alter the very nature of
the activity, it would be argued that it is not the
subject matter of the contract at all, so the right
to impose the change is not covered by the
contract.

There is a further protection against the (largely
theoretical) possibility of a customer unilaterally
imposing excessive changes Beyond a
reasonable and justified degree, such actions
can be seen as distorting the original procure-
ment and either the fair competition or the
justification for direct negotiation (sole source)
Both oublic orocurement codes and ESA inter-

nal regulations would oppose this Of course
the issue is not likely to be tested very often -a contractor is usually pleased to take on
additional work if he is certain to be paid

The classification of changes
ESA contracts classify changes into two
r:ateoorres Class A and Class B A third
category, Class C which existed in some early
contracts, was found to be redundant: by
definition it was not a contractual change, and
its consequences were the same as for Class B.

Class A changes are defined as:

i) A significant alteratton of the scope of the
work to be performed, such as a redefint-
tion of the functton, performance or
schedule requirements of any item, parts

thereof or any assoclated items, due to
changes of the Agency's requirements:

ii) Addition or deletion of specific efforts or
items to be provided by the contractor or
parts thereof due to changes of the
contractual base|ine;

iii) The Agency's non-execution of any of its
,,^A^r+^t.i^^t -a cnarifia.l in thicUl IUVI Ld\ll lgJ dr r^Juu,,ruv u t U,o
contract;

iv) Malfunction of any equipment or facilities
provided by the Agency duilng their
critical utilisation, e.g. during integration
and testing, insofar as these are not
caused by the Contractor's negligence

Since 'tis Nature's law to change,

Constancy alone is strange.

John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester

Class B changes are simply defined as any
other changes. A simpler version of the Class
A definition has recently been introduced
without changing the essential meaning:

C/ass A changes are changes which result
in an imnact ta lhc COntraCtOr frOm:

- The Agency initiating a change in the
Aoenr:v's rlorttments of the contractual
baseline as defined in Article . or in the
time or place of delivery specified in the
contract;

- failure by the Agency to execute one of its
ttnrlertakinos as defined in Art
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The world's a scene of changes, and to be Constant,
in Nature were a constancy.

Abraham Cowley Q616-1667)

Conceptually, it is not at all hard to identify a
t'alao- A ^h^^^^ ln nraa+ia^ i+ i^ ^^+ ^1,^,^,,^vraJJ ^ ur rdr r9u, il | Prduuuu. rt t5 | tuL dtvvdys
quite so evident. The customer is concerned
about a particular engineering solutron, The
contractor claims that it is part of the contrac-
tual baseline, having been specifically offered
in his bid A detailed examination of the
documents shows that the issue is not wholly
clear, for example, the record of subsequent
technical discussions implies that the Agency
has endorsed the solution. Or oerhaos it is not
clearly demonstrable whether the solution will
or will not meet the requirements, it is really a
change intended to increase confidence in the
approach adopted Or the same technical
change appears as a change in requirements,
but would, at least in part, have been
necessary for the contractor to meet the
original requirements. Depending on whether
the customer requirements are written purely
as end-product performance specifications, or
contain design or technology details. the
borderline for this point will move, but not
wholly eradicate the area of doubt Over the
years, the Agency has moved increasingly to
performance-defined requirements, but, con-
cerned as it is with advanced develooment and
scientific excellence, it is far from a hands-off
customer placrng turnkey contracts

Similar ouestions of difficult classification arise
where, for example, the contractor is running
r^+^ ^^! ^+ +L^ ^^-^ .ima tho Anannrr ic lqta inldLU dl lU. dL Ll lU JdlllU tllrru. u ru 
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furnishing a model of an experiment required
for the spacecraft testing programme In purely
contractual terms. the temptation on either
party might be to play poker', waiting for the
other party to declare his hand. From the pro-
ject management view, this might be taking a
risk that far outweighs the benefits

For such reasons, the contract provides
specifically that a change may fall partially into
one category and partially into another, and a
ro:cnnahlo anr{ on, ritnl-rln annrnnnh inrsaour rours qrru vgutLoutE opptuaut I tJ

enabled

The consequences of a change
In principle, the consequences of a change are
relatively simple The customer bears the con-
sequences of a Class A change and the con-
tractor bears the consequences of a Class B

change. The matter is somewhat complicated
by two factors: the effects in a cost-
reimbursement environment and the existence
of a hierarchy of sub-contractors

Where a Class A change consists of anything
other than a cancellation of work, it is, in effect
a new or additional procurement, and all terms
of the contract that are affected by the change
will be modified as necessary Such terms may
include price, delivery dates and performance
specifications, and such lower-level matters as
work package descriptions. lf there is a perfor-
mance incentive scheme, the parameters
might be modified In the case of a cost-
reimbursement contract with a cost-incentive
scheme, the target cost. target fee and other
elements are to be considered

The change may consist of a reduction of the
work This may be the reduction of a test pro-
gramme or even the elimination of a spacecraft
development model In principle the negative
annqoar ronaoe nf iho nhenno chnr rld ha

reflected in all elements concerned, such as a
price reduction, earlier delivery or a reduction
in mass, applying the principles contained in
the contract clauses dealing with cancellation
(Clauses 31 32 and 33 of the General Condi
tions). ln practice, one is only forced to such
changes when there are malor problems in the
programme, and the negative consequences
tend to be set off against other increases, Very
often what is really a negative change will
appear as a technical waiver or configuration
change, with the danger that it escapes proper
contractual scrutiny This is a topic that might
itself justify a separate study

In a fixed price contract, a Class B change will
lead to no modification of the contract terms lf,

howeve[ the contract is for a cost-reimburse-
ment price, the costs associated are classified
as allowable costs, although they bear no pro-
fit, and any targets in a cost-incentive scheme
will be unchanged, A Class B change on a
prime contractor may, however, be the result of
a Class A chanoe between a sub-contractor
and the prime Jontractor The subcontractor
will claim profit, whatever his price type, from
the prime contractor, who will then claim the
total additional price as an allowable cost to
himself. The logic of cost-reimbursement would
imply that this is correct - but it can be seen
as an inducement to imprudence and lack of
cost consciousness. An equitable solution that
is sometimes negotiated is to include in the
^r;'-^ ^^^+,^^+ ^^ j^+orf2na raaar\/a rarhinhVlllllE UUI lLldUL dl I lllLurrqvu rvour vv, vvrilur I

allows such costs, including sub-contractor
profit. to be met up to a reasonable point and
no further.
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It might be asked why, in view of the above, it

is considered necessary or useful even to
categorise Class B changes or to handle them
under the procedures The main reason is that,
although they do not directly affect the contrac-
tual baseline as specified in the contractually
applicable documents at prime contract level,
they will affect lower level documents that are
monitored by the Agency as part of its overall
project management. As a corollary, the less
the customer concerns himself technically with
what occurs below the prime contract level, the
less he has to concern himself with changes at
that level, or carry any degree of responsibility
for them

Finally, it should be emphasised that in the
case of a fixed price contract, Class A changes
increase the total price by the total cost. In a
cost-reimbursement contract, they merely in-

crease the estimated cost to completion and
the fixed or target fee, The financial negotia-
tions, therefore, really turn on a relatively small
nar^6nra^6 nf iha +Otal COSIS. Whefe the
amount of programmatic uncertainty is such as
to justify a cost-reimbursement contract in any
case, this effect is an additional element in

ensuring flexibility in the development process.

Contractor's duty to minimise costs
It is a widely held if cynical, view, that it is

through the changes that a contractor makes
his profit This view rs familiar to anyone who
has had the house-builders in While contrac-
tors involved in high-technology research
usually have a greater sense of responsibility
and higher economic priorities than merely
extending the programme, it is considered wise
to reduce any such temptation. ESA therefore
introduces a clause which states that:

The Contractor shall reduce to the minimum
any delay to the programme caused by any
changes. lf a delay due to a C/ass A change
causes exlra cosfs, the Agency shall pay
such cosls only insofar as fhe Contractor
can prove that this change was the so/e
cause of the delay. Mtlestone dates shall
only be extended if the Contractor can
prove that lhe C/ass A change is lhe so/e
cause of his requesting a delay.

This provision has three effects. Firstly, it puts
the burden of proof on the contractor. In prac-
tice, he is only required to make the proof if the
customer can show that there is a case to be
made that the contractor is partly the cause of
the change. Secondly, it covers the circum-
stances, mentioned previously, where a
change can more properly be classified as a

mixture of Class A and Class B Thirdly, it puts
the emphasis on the costs arising from a delay
due to a change, which is normally the most
significant economic effect, and the one most
susceptible to mitigation. The sort of action that
a contractor is expected to take to meet this
obligation is the immediate cessation of work
which he should be aware will be the subject of
change, or the restructuring of a test pro-
gramme to match deliveries

Procedures
The procedures that are used by the Agency to
cope with the introduction and management of
changes are complex, detailed, and an integral
part of overall project management. The main
formal provisions are included in the contract
and subsidiary procedural aspects are put into
the Management Requirements document.

Change is
even from

not made without
worse to better.

lnconventence,

Richard Hooker O554?-1600)

In effect, as with all procurements, the process
begins with a request for an offer and the
response. In other words, the customer asks
the contractor to make an offer to carry out the
change (a change request) Usually the
customer will say that a change is needed;
sometimes, especially with the 'nice to have'
changes, he will want to know the costs before
considering the change in detail Alternatively,
the contractor may decide on his own initiative
to submit a proposal for a change - effectively
an unsolicited offer The reasons for this can
vary from an attractive improvement he has
identified which might interest the customer, to
a change he has to introduce in any case and
for which he hopes to recoup some costs

Care and discipline have to be exercised to
avoid the contractor understanding any
question or idea of the customer as a formal
request requiring a formal answer. lf for
example, a project engineer at a progress
meeting asks a question which seems to
require an investigatron involving costs, the
contractor must have this confirmed in writing
by the customer's Project Manager who alone
can authorise such activity, in accordance with
the procedures of the management require-
ments. A further disin- centive to excessive and
wasted effort is a provision in some contracts
that costs of change preparation will only
be allowable if reasonable and properly
authorised.
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ESA

The ESA contract change
procedure

CONTRACTOR

V
Agreement

V
CONTRACT CHANGED

Engineering Change
Request _(EcR) \-

Engineering hange
Proposal

-/ (ECP)

,/
ange Reo.est

(cR)

Contract Change
Notice

,/ (ccN)
,

ESA CONTRACTOR

In response to Lhe change request (CR) the
contractor submits a contract change notice
(CCN), which is sometimes, and confusingly,
referred to at this stage of the procedure as a
contract change proposal (CCP) (ln some
cases, he will first submit an engineering
change proposal (ECP) which deals only with
+h^ +^^h^i^^r ^^^^^+^ and not the financial oru rE tuur il iluor o)PEULD c

schedule ones This must be seen as an inter-
mediate step which is useful when there are
many potential changes that should be
scrutinised for feasibility before management
consideration, but does not modify the logic of
the procedure.)

The CCN has to be submitted on a specified
form. In simple cases. a single form suffices
This form requires a brief account of all the
consequences, including the proper contract
reference, the proposed classification, a brief
technical description, the costs, the schedule
effects. and a summary of all other elements
affected, such as work package descriptions,
deliveries, and test programmes, lf the form
does not have sufficient room for the infor-
mation, supplementary pages are used For

large programmes, the form is treated as a

summary coversheet, and detailed costing and
technical description sheets will be added to
match the detail of the original proposal, in

order both to allow a proper assessment of lhe
change and to help maintain proper control of
the baseline once the change is agreed Large
change notices on such a programme may
well amount to substantial documents in

themselves.

Tho nhannac aro non^lia+ai F.', - ah-h^^| | rv vr rer rVUo qr u I rugULldtVU Uy o vl l4l lVv

Review Board (CRB), which consists of the
Prolect Managers and the Contracts Officers of
the two parties, assisted by technical experts as
required lf a sub-contractor change is being
discussed, the sub-contractor may also attend,
The CRB meets at regular intervals, At the early
stages of a programme, a monthly meeting is
normally found to be necessary, though in later
stages the frequency may decrease There is a
d,annar ih:i tnn m2n\/ nnn-eottlod nhannpq

accumulate while the momentum of the work
contlnues This can lead to uncertainty
regarding both costs and technical status and
has to be avoided,

No agreement
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lf agreement is reached, the CCN, having
already been signed by the contractor's Project
Manager and Contracts Officer before submis-
sion, will be signed by the customer's corres-
ponding representatives. together with an
indication of the agreed classification and the
costs.

Once signed, the CCN constitutes a fully bin-
ding contractual agreement - in legal terms, a
rider to the contract As such, the represen-
tatives of the Agency have to ensure that they
have, prior to signature, all necessary appro-
vals, including financial ones This procedure is

the only one, as regards the Agency, where, on
the one hand, two signatures are required to
make a commitment and. on the other hand.
where the commitment can be made by the
persons directly responsible for the manage-
ment of the contract This delegation is, and
must be, explicitly made in the contract.

lf the parties fail to reach agreement, it is usual
to oostoone the discussion until the next
meeting: further evidence and time for reflec-
tion often aid the agreement process. lf they
again fail to settle the matter, it can be submit-
ted to a Change Appeal Board (CAB), con-
sisting of 'two high-level representatives (from
the technical and administrative sides) of the
Agency and the Contractor', lt should be said
that while many thousands of CCNs have
arisen under Agency contracts, only a handful
of CABs have had to be called.

The contract also provides that if the CAB can
not reach agreement, the issue is submitted to
arbitration under the general provisions of the
contract. In practice, a dispute has never
reached such a state. and this procedure has
never had to be invoked.

Benefits of the system
There can be little doubt, after many years of
experience, that a system such as the Agency's
Change Procedure is an essential tool in

managing dynamic and sophisticated pro-
grammes, which works together with the
related procedures of configuration and project
control. Time consuming as it is it has con-
tributed significantly to the technical success of
the programmes, and to the fact that, at least
relative to other programmes of similar com-
plexity, the cost overruns and schedule delays
have been kept within manageable pro-

oortions

It has, moreover, proved an invaluable
mechanism for the settlement of contractual
disputes not specifically related to changes to

the contractual baseline, without resort to the
arbitration orocedure. and it is a mechanism
which should be of wider interest.

In the commercial world, outside the space
sector, it has been widely recognised for a long
time that the courts of law are often an unsuit-
able forum for the settlement of commercial
disagreements of great complexity, especially
when difficult technical oroblems lie at their
heart. Court proceedings are costly, formal,
slow and public This was a major stimulus for
the growth in the use of arbitration as a means
of dealing with such problems. Arbitration pro-
ceedings are intended to work with simplified
procedures and less formal rules, they can be
kept confidential and the parties can choose
arbitrators with a specialised knowledge. For

many years, this was successful. Recently,
however, arbitration itself has taken on some of
the heaviness of court proceedings, and while
suitable for some cases, it no longer satisfies all
parts of the business community. Increasingly,
new, simplified and more informal procedures
are sought, under the general heading of Alter-
native Dispute Resolution (ADR). To a con-
siderable extent, the new procedures that are
being used bear a strong resemblance to the
Contract Review Board and its orocedures,
which have been used for more than 20 years,

While different sectors have to use different
approaches to take account of their particular
circumstances, there is much in common, and
ESA has in this a fund of exoerience that
should be of relevance and applicability
beyond the world of space research and
technology,, G
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Comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 on Collision
Course with Jupiter

F. Billebaud & J-P. Lebreton
Solar System Division, ESA Space Science Department. ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

Introduction
Comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 was discovered on
18 March 1993 by astronomers Gene and
Carolyn Shoemaker and David Levy Sub-
sequent observations and orbital calculations
have shown that the comet is in orbit around
Jupiter and that it was captured into a two-year
elongated orbit by the giant planet's gravita-
tional field in July 1992.(Luu & Jewitt, IAU Circ ,

1993; Chodas et al , IAU Circ., 1994).

A rare cosmic event will occur in July this year. Over a period of seven
days, starting on 16 July, the fragmented comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9
(1993e) will collide with the planet Jupiter.

During its initial close encounter with Jupiter,
the comet was broken into many fragments by
tidal forces and placed on a collision tralectory
for its next encounter with the planet. Each
fragment of the comet will speed into Jupiter's
atmosphere at 60 km/s, marking the beginning
of an exceptional astronomical phenomenon

Astronomers around the World using both
ground-based and space-based observing
facilrties, will be looking at or 'listening to'
Jupiter at that time. ESA will be using its IUE

and Ulysses spacecraft and the Hubble Space
Telescope to observe this unique event.

The comet and its impact
Comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 (1993e) referred
to as 'SL9' hereafter, is the ninth short-period
comet to be discovered by Gene and Carolyn
Shoemaker and David Levy. Observations
conducted since its discovery have allowed its
jovian orbit to be determined, and backward
orbital calculations have indicated that the
comet was captured by Jupiter's gravitational
field and passed close to the planet (within
about 1 4 jovian radii) on 8 July 1992. Almost
certainly the tidal forces experienced by the
comet during this encounter broke it into the
numerous fragments that we currently see
(Fis 1)

Presently, the comet appears to be in at least
19 pieces, the exact nature of which remains
uncertain Each fragment is surrounded by
trails of dust and pebbles moving around
Jupiter in an orbit that will result in another
close approach in July this year. This time,
however, tralectory calculations indicate a
minimum miss distance less than the jovian
radius, which means that the comet will collide
with the planetl

During the comet's two-year orbit around
Jupiter, the various fragments have become
separated due to non-gravitational forces. As a
result, they will impact on the lovian surface
over a seven-day period at the time of the
collision.

Unfortunately for the Earth-based observator-
ioc lho nnmoi c l72i6n+art t ia o' 'nh +ha+ +hnrso. Lr rs vvr I rgt o Lr qjvutut y tJ Juut I Lt tdt Lt tu

collisions will occur on the night side of Jupitef
near the morning limb, out of direct view from
the Earth. Thanks, however, to Jupiter's rapid
rotation (it makes one full rotation in less than
10 h) the impact sites will become visible from
Earth between 20 min and2h after the impacts
have taken place This will allow Earth-based
astronomers to observe the imoact ooints two
hours at most after impact has occurred.

Two NASA satellites should be in a good
position to observe the impact directly: the
Jupiter-bound Galileo spacecraft f rom a
relatively close vantage point (Galileo will reach
Jupiter in December 1995), and Voyager,
which will be very far from the action (it is now
well beyond Neptune) but will have a direct
view of it, albeit with low spatial resolution.

ESAs Ulysses spacecraft. which is heading
towards the south pole of the Sun, will be in an
ideal position to lrsten to the radio signals
emitted by Jupiter and to search for those
associated with the imoacts.
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The uniqueness of the SL9 event results from
the fact that it is the first time that such a
collision has been predicted so far in advance.
It is therefore no surprise that most observa-
tories are intending to track the event. lt is now
certain (probability greater than 99.90/o) that the
collision will occur, Estimation of its timing,
which currently involves an uncertainty of
40 min, will be continuously refined until a few
days before impact takes place.

The event is also interesting from an
observational point of view because not just
one, but several collisions will take place in
quick succession. This will allow scientists to
observe and process the data from one event
and then adjust their observing programme,
where possible, ready for the next one.

This once-in-a-lifetime event is eagerly awaited
by the scientific community because it will
enable them to learn more about comets and
cometary physics, and about the physics of a
celestial body's impact with a planetary
atmosphere and its short- and longterm
consequences for the planet. How does a
planet react to such a strong impact? How
does it affect the dynamics of its atmosphere
and its energy budget? How long will the
perturbations last? These are just some of the
questions to which SL9's collision with Jupiter
should provide answers

All that we presently know about such events
has been gleaned from impacts that have taken
place in the past Having the opportunity to
observe an impact in real{ime is therefore of
paramount importance, especially as impacts
of this magnitude are rare

We are, of course, very fortunate that such an
impact is not taking place on Earth, where it

would have devastating consequences The
energy involved in the SL9 impact is estimated
to be about 1 000 000 times that which was
involved in the Tunguska event in Siberia in
1908, which devastated an area of more than
1000 so km.

Some predicted impact effects
One of the key parameters involved in the
prediction of the effects of SLg's impact with
Jupiter's atmosphere is the size of the solid
objects involved We only have estimates of
the sizes of the fragments, derived from an
analysis of a series of images taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope, the last of which was
acquired in late January 1994 with the
corrected optics (Fig 1).

The solid fragments, or 'nuclei', cannot be seen

directly because they are lost in the glare of the
surrounding dust cloud. Sophisticated data-
processing and several assumptions about the
composition and distribution of the dust-cloud
material are necessary to estimate the size of
each nucleus One cannot completely rule oul
the possibility that the 'condensations' in the
fragment train are due only to dust and boulder
swarms lf that were the case, the impacts
would certainly not be as spectaculal but they
would still produce observable effects.

lf it is assumed that there is indeed a nucleus
at the centre of each of the observed
'condensations', their inferred sizes would
range from a few hundred metres, Io 2-4km
across for the largest ones (Weaver et al ,

Science, 1994). To estimate the impact
consequences, it is then reasonable to
consider a 1 km-sized nucleus. Assuming a
cometary density of 0.3 g/cm3 (in the estimated
density range for comet Halley; for
comparison, water ice has a density of
1 g/cm3), this 1 km-sized body would have a
mass of 101r kg lf it were travelling at 60 km/s,
its kinetic energy would be 1020 Joulesl

As it enters Jupiter's atmosphere, the body will
create a shock wave, which will heat the
surrounding gas to about 20 000 K, producing
a luminous flash, which will unfortunately not
be observable from the Earth, but may be seen
by reflection on one of Jupiter's moons. At high
altitude (around the 0.1 mbar level), it will start
losing mass and energy through ablation (i.e.

vaporisation of its external layers due to the
high temperatures of the shocked gas
surrounding the body) Deeper in Jupiter's
atmosphere (at a level of a few tens of mbars),
the body will be further f ragmented by
differential dynamic pressure as its tensile
strength is exceeded Models show that a high-
velocity impacting object stops when it has
intercepted a mass of atmosphere comparable
to its own mass Because the object is not
confined at its 'sides', it will spread laterally,
greatly increasing its cross-section. lt will
therefore slow suddenly, the most recent
models (Mclow & Zahnle, submitted to Nature,
1994) showing that it will lose more than 900/o

of its kinetrc energy within a single scale height,
at a level corresponding to 1-10bar This
means that it will in fact exolode The kinetic
energy will thereby be converted into heat,
creating a fireball with a temperature of several
thousands of degrees Kelvin

This fireball - a bubble of vaporised cometary
materials and jovian gas at high temperature -
will then start rising at hypersonic velocities,
while slmultaneously cooling and undergoing
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Figure 1. Hubble Space
Telescope's view of Comet

P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 on a
collision course with

Jupiter. The images above
and bottom left were taken

on24 and27 January
1994, after the HST repair

mission. The image bottom
right (facing page) was

taken before the HST
servicing mission

(Photo courtesy of
H.A. Weaver & T.E. Smith,

NASA/STSci)

an adiabatic expansion lf, for instance, the
initial bubble formed at around 1 bar has a
diameter of 50 km and a temperature of
3000 K. we can exoect it to reach a size of at
least 350 km and a temDerature of 600 K at the
1 mbar level (Drossart, l'Astronomie April
1994). The comoosition of the bubble will

depend on the depth reached by the cometary
fragment, but it will certainly contain cometary
material, high{emperature-induced chemical
compounds, and jovian gas from below the
cloudtops lt will probably also carry
condensable volatiles, which may form unusual
clouds, lt will then start diluting, on time scales
varying from a few minutes to a few hours or
days, but thermal stratospheric modifications
could last several weeks or even months if the
amount of dust and condensed materials is

sufficiently large

The fireball will probably produce another
luminous flash, the brightness of which is

difficult to estimate, but it should at least double
Jupiter's luminosity for a few seconds
(Drossart, 1994) Again, it will not be obser-
vable from the Earth. but rt mav well be

seen reflected on a Galilean satellite, lt is also
possible that explosions of smaller fragments, if

they occur above Jupiter's clouds, might be
detectable with large telescopes The plume
created by the rising fireball could also be
observable at the limb of the planet, if SL9's
impact is sufficiently close to it and if the plume
reaches a sufficient height (the maximum
predicted height is about 3000 km).

For the conditions considered above, the
energy involved is equivalent to a 10 million
Megaton explosion, For comparison, in the
Tunguska event, when an asteroid of some
30 m radius exploded a few kilometres above
the Earth's surface, the energy involved was
'nnlrr' onr rirrelont tn that nf e 1O l\/len:tnnv|||yvYuIvqIvI

explosion lt still destroyed everything within a
30 km radius! Unprecedented energies will

therefore be involved in the Juoiter/Shoemaker-
Levy event

It is also useful to compare it to the event that
may have occurred on Earth 68 million years
aon leaclino lo lhe extinction of numerous
living species, including the dinosaurs, and
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which is estimated to have released about
2x.1023 Joules of energy lt must also be
remembered that some 20 impacts will take
nlqno irrct q forai hnr,.^ ^^^.+ ^^ +h^r rh^
vrquu luoL o ruvv rrwulJ oPdl L, JU tl ldl tl lu

medium- to long-term effects will be cumulative

The planned observations
Observations of the comet
Observations of SL9 as it orbits Jupiter will
provide valuable new data on the physics of
comets Analysis of the disruption of the parent
body during its close approach to Jupiter has
already placed interesting constraints on its

tensile strength (which maintains the body's
cohesion). indicating that it was a poorly
cemented comet (tensile strength between 200
and 1500 dyne/cm2). This tends to support the
rdea that comets are aggregates of smaller
bodies held together by frozen material

Observation of the behaviour of the individual
lragments as they approach Jupiter. as well as
their behaviour in the planet s magnetosphere,
will furnish more information on their nature
and cohesion The vaporisation of the nuclei
and the spreading ol the vaporised material

within and possibly outside Jupiter s

atmosphere should also allow us to detect
some cometary materials that are usually
hidden within the nucleus,

Cometary interaction with the jovian
magnetosphere
Observable magnetospheric ef [ects could
result either from the passage of the comet
through the jovian magnetosphere. or f rom the
'fireball and tne ejecta resulting trom the
impact, The comet's f ragments will pass
through the night-side of the magnetosphere,
releasing large amounts of gas and dust, The
ionisation of the cometary coma material
caused by the two main processes of solar
ultraviolet radiation and electron/neutral
collision, may produce observable effects
Mass loading of Jupiter's magnetosphere may
produce effects observable in either the
ullraviolet. visible, infrared or radio ranges

Atmosoheric effects
The rising bubble will carry with it jovian gases
that are usually below the levels accessible to
observations, The impacts may provide the
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opportunity to detect these compounds, as well
as some possible compounds resulting from
the high-temperature-induced chemistry taking
place The study of the dilution of the plume
and the tracking of the newly-formed clouds
could provide information on the Jovian winds.
lf the particles composing these clouds are
small enough, they may prove very persistent
(lasting several weeks or perhaps even
months). By changing the amount of sunlight
that is absorbed they could affect the planet's
thermal budget on a global scale

Some more exotic and controversial effects are
also suggested, such as the creation of a new
storm feature like the Great Red Soot or. more
modestly, like other smaller jovian vortices

The interior of Juoiter
It has been predicted that the energy released
by the impacts in the jovian atmosphere will

excite seismic waves, which will then propagate
within the planet as global oscillations lt has
been calculated (Lognonne et al., submitted to
lcarus, 1994) that these waves could have an
observable thermal signature in the atmos-
phere, which would allow us to probe the
planet's interio[ as seismic waves on Earth
allow us to probe the interior of our own planet,

The observations planned to address this
aspect could provide unique new data on the
giant planet's interior,

Physics of impacts
The observations of what haooens with
Jupiter's atmosphere - the way the clouds
dilute, the thermal-transient modifications or
global climatic changes - will provide valuable
information about how a planetary atmosphere
reacts to a strong impact This will help us to
understand what probably happened on Earth
68 million years ago Scientists postulate that at
at that time a massive amount of dust was
ejected into the Earth's atmosphere. creating
clouds that blocked out the sunlight and
produced a general cooling of our planet.

Could the Earth suffer another such imoact in

the near future? lt is generally believed that
impacts by objects 1 km in size or larger only
occur about once every one million years, and
impacts by objects 10 km in size (probable size

of the object responsible for the dinosaurs'
extinction) or larger occur just once every
100 million years, on average.

ESA's coverage of the event
The Hubble Space Telescope has already
been following comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 s
progress quite intensively, lt even provided
excellent pictures of the comet prior to the HST

refurbishment mission, taking its first image of

SL9 on 1 July 1993. The comet was also one of
the HST s earliest solar-svstem taroets after its

repair (Fig. 1).

The HST rmages are being used to estimate the
size of the core of each fragment embedded in

its own coma HST will also be used intensively
to follow the comet's evolution as it aooroaches
Jupiter, and should provide a wealth of data on
the characteristics of each nucleus and their
evolution during the final phases of the
approach to Jupiter. HST should be able to
provide observations of the comet's predicted
further fragmentation, if that should indeed
naooen

The SL9 event will also be a major target for
lUE, which will be fully devoted to observing it
during the critical period. IUE's observations
will be directed towards the magnetospheric
disturbances caused by the comet's passage
through the jovran magnetosphere, and in
particular to study of the variations in the
comet's brightness as it passes through critical
regions of the magnetosphere (i e. study of the
perturbation of the lo torus). IUE will also
observe the atmospheric effects, particularly
H3* line emissions in the auroral regions. IUE
will establish ore-imoact reference measure-
ments of Jupiter's atmosphere, and will be a
good platform from which to study the long-
term global modifications of the impact region.

Although this event will not be a special target
for Ulysses, this spacecraft's radio instrument is

very suitable for observing impact effects
Ulysses is equipped with the most sensitive
radio receiver ever flown covering the
sub-l MHz range. lt is already recording the
radio emissions of Jupiter, the most intense
radio source in the Solar System, on a regular
basis The normal characteristics of the jovian

emissions are very well documented and even
small changes in these radio emissions
resulting f rom the SL9 impact should be
detectable. In July 1994, Ulysses will be about
53AU from Jupiter, 2.5AU below the ecliptic
plane at 31"S Jovian latitude. lt has been
estimated that Ulysses will have a direct view of
the ejecta plumes if they achieve heights of a
few thousands of kilometres

Finally Ulysses' observations, by providing an
accurate timing of the impacts, may be used to
help the Galileo spacecraft to play back only
the data acquired during the key periods
around the impacts Ulysses would then be the
second ESA spacecraft. after Hipparcos (see

ESA Bulletin No 77, p. 1a3), to help Galileo to
make the best use of its reduced data-downlink

G
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capability.
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Satellite Servicing in GEO by Robotic
Service Vehicle
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D.L. Brown & E. Ashford
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lntroduction
ESA is presently investigating the character-
istics and potential of a Geostationary Service
Vehicle (GSV) which could provide in-orbit
inspection of geostationary satellites and
intervention when necessary. So far, three
types of services or 'interventions' have been
identified:

- insncr:tion of a satellite that has a Severe

malfunction and where a close-up view ol
the satellite could help to clarify the
problem. This diagnostic data can be a

basis for recovery actions from ground.

The geostationary orbit has a high commercial and strategic value, as
do the satellite systems stationed there, for telecommunication, TV
broadcasting, and weather forecasting. To safeguard the huge capital
investments made as well as the usability of the orbit itself , it will soon
be necessary to have adequate means of remote intervention for the
servicing and repair of satellites.Since the physical, technical and
economic constraints of such a mission make servicing by astronauts
impossible, robotic service vehicles will have to do the work. ESA is now
studying a robot-based Geostationary Service Vehicle, which would be
similar to deep-sea and nuclear servicing robots.

Table 1. Examples of satellites for which GSV services could have
been very useful

GSV action

- mechanical assistance to a satellite in

trouble, for example, with a non-deployed
solar array or antenna, to restore operation.
^^: ^{ r;{^ "^ ^"t-.i+ino of uncontrolled

- 
ct tu-ut-il tu t u-ut uI

satellites into a graveyard orbit, an operation
that will become more and more imoortant
in order to maintain the commercial
exploitation potential of the geostationary
orbit (GEO).

As was demonstrated recently with the suc-
cessful repair of the Hubble Space Telescope,
very good servicing results can be obtained if
the subject satellite is built with the intention of
being serviced later. Howeve( because of the
existing fleet of conventional satellites, a GSV

must also be able to perform meaningful inter-
vention tasks on commercial spacecraft that
are not designed for in-orbrt servicing.

GSV system overview
Concept feasibility
The baseline thinking is that a GSV should 'pay

for itself', at least once it is in orbit Howeve( its

capabilities and services must be sufficiently
comprehensive to be attractive to satellite
ooerators This means that in order to be
commercially viable both the development and
operational costs must be kept within very tight
bounds. Many of the enabling technologies for
a GSV exist but still need to be adapted for use
in space and to be proven in flight. A number
of technological challenges also still need to be
resolved, including the rendezvous, circum-
navigation and approach to a non-cooperative
spacecraft followed by its robotic capture and
berthing.

Typical target spacecraft are spinning or three-
axis stabilised telecommunication satellites
positioned (or drifting) along the GEO arc.

Examples of satellites with real problems for
which a GSV could have been verv useful are
given in Table 1

Olympus

Anik-E2

TV Satl

lvlarecs-A

Satellite in unknown
configuration and not controllable

Only partial deployment of C-band
reflector

Non-deployment of solar panel

Solar array drive stuck

Close-up inspection

Close-up
inspection/mechanical
intervention

Mechanical intervention

Mechanical intervention
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Commercial potential
F.nm :n ennnnmir- n^inl Of VteW, meclanical
intervenlions are the type of GSV rrtervention
ilrith tho nro:toct ro\/onro nnlontirl Hnrriovar

vv(vr rLru'

cinno cnenonrafl f1ilttra- ^.^ r 'nnraninial-r a it nril ruu rpouuuror( rqiluruJ dlu ullp uuluLduru. lL )

difficurt to base a commercial plal on the
inlervention missions alone Re-orbrtirg
missions. on lhe other hand. could provide a
mnro eta:alrr innnmo lf I rrr:c n annad tn mn\/o
thp qn:npnr:ft inrhon danlalod lrnm ilc
ann.^1,^^^l -l^+ ;h+^ ^ ^.^,'^,'^"4 ^'h L,^i^^ ^upurduur rdr JruL ilrLU d grdvuydtu utul u5ilt9 d
GSV, a telecom satellite could continue
operating until propellant depletion (roughly six
months of extra exploitation) Additional
revenues would be generated, and a
rnrcnnrhln chnrn nf thrc oytr: nrnfit nn rl| halYqCVl IOUIY )l O Y Ul Ll rJ u^uu |.Jrvrrr uvuru uu

claimed by the GSV operator Anolher potential
GSV service is to re-orbit 'dead' satellites which
could otherwise be a collision hazard to other
q:lolliloc Fnr inqnor-tinn t:cLc ro\/onr roe 2 ro

expected to be low. althougLr they could
become conside'able if the inspection leads to
the recovery ol'the salellile

It is estimated that a GSV could become
economrcal/y viable if the design costs of the
GQ\/ nen ho konl in lho renno nl train ln lhroa

times the launch cost This could be achieved
hv m:Tr rrinn tho ronrrirod tochnnlnnv via
aontrt+o tochnnlnnrr nrnn12mmpe in rodr rnoY',"V',*',
the design r,sk Here ESA could play a key role

ir mobilising the avarlable European expertise
to provide a technical and commercial basis for
A GSV

Basic GSV configuration
Tho nrnnncorl nnnfinrrr:tinn {nr a GQ\/ /Fin 1\

svnthesisea drrrino FSA's recent industrial
study. is a salellile lhat would use the maxrmum
, ,^l^^i ^^^^h;tir,, ^f ^ ^^^ ^^+^; A.t^^^ /uPruou uoP4uilly ur o uEuruoLEu nrorE-a

HIGH.GAIN
ANTENNA

TWO ROBOTIC ARMS

LOW-GAIN
ANTENNA

CAPTURE TOOL

SOLAR PANELS

Fig. 1 A proposed GSV
conf iguration

SOLAR PANELS
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launch. thus a 4.2 Ion spacecraft at launch.
With a dry mass of approximately 1.2 tons
roughly 3 tons remain for fuel, which means a
total delta-v of 3687 m/s (for a bi-propellant with
a specific impulse of 300 seconds) The
hexagonal configuration proposed uses the full

fairing diameter of the launcher, and the height
of the spacecraft is sized in proportion to the
three tons of fuel, Solar panels would unfold
from the outer surface of the hexagon, and the
rendezvous sensors, the robot arm and its tools
would be located on the top surface of the GSV
The bottom surface would be dedicated to the
launcher interface ring and the GSV propulsion
system.

GSV operation
It is proposed to operate the GSV through a
dedicated, portable ground station The S

band would be used for communication and
the dedicated station would be co-located with
the customer's main
ground station. A key

driver in the design of the
antenna arrangemenl on
board the GSV, will be the
continuity of the com-
munication link during all
proximity operations. Low
gain S band antennas with
wide lobes are proposed,
especially for approach
operations when the target
spacecraft may obstruct
the GSV antenna visibility.

GSV orbital manoeuvring
Fuel consumption and
GSV lifetime
The primary requirement
for a commercial GSV is its
capability to reach as many
target spacecraft as possi-

ble during its operational
life Once launched and oositioned at its'home'
location, the GSV's ability to reach a troubled
satellrte is directly related to the amount of fuel
the GSV operator is prepared to expend. The
main fuel consumption parameters are the
speed at which the GSV moves along the orbit,
the phasing and inclination differences for
which correction is needed, and the number of
re-orbiting operations. Based on a scenario
consisting of 25 re-orbiting missions, 10 inspec-
tions, 3 mechanical interventions, and 2 dead
satellite removals, the proposed GSV configu-
ration would have an operational lifetime of five
years.

Rendezvous
The basic phases of a rendezvous are illus-
trated in Figure 2. After a call for assistance, the

GSV begins the transfer to the troubled satellite
by moving from its home position toward the
target spacecraft, with a drift orbit a few
hundred kilometres below the geostationary
orbit When it arrives within 10 km of the target
soacecraft. the GSV is transferred back to the
geostationary orbit (points S1 to 52) The GSV

then approaches the target carefully (S2 to S )

and circumflies it to obtain status rnformation
(S4 to 55) The GSV then makes its final
approach in preparation for capturing the
rarger.

The rendezvous is performed with the help of
ground trackrng, radar tracking or angular
measurement with a startracker, and even-
tually TV-camera tracking,

Final approach
When the GSV is within 50 metres of the target
spacecraft, it begins its final approach and.

Up to S1 : Phasing
S1-S2 : Homing
S2-S4 : Closing
S4-S5 : Fly-aound with

global inspection
S5-S7 : Final approach

55O km

232
km

Fig.2 The basic phases of
the GSV's rendezvous with
a target satellite

using its robotic arm, captures the target (56 to
37). The target is docked to the GSV itself and
later they are 'rigidised' so that both spacecraft
form one rigid compound The robotic
servicing intervention can then begin

The GSV aooroaches a controlled satellite
stabilised rn its nominal Earth pointing position

from behind, along the Earth direction ln the
case of an uncontrolled satellite, the target is

expected to spin slowly around its main axis
of inertia; for most satellites, this axis is

perpendicular to the solar-array plane. The
GSV then makes its final approach along the
spin axis of the target satellite. At the very last

moment, the GSV (or possibly its robotic
capture tool) will be spun up to synchronise
with the target,
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For both controlled and uncontrolled satellites.
it seems realistic to assume that the GSV can
marntain a relative position and attitude
accu racy of 15 cm and !2 deg rees with respect
to the target This does not apply for the roll
axis of a spin stabilised target since the roll-
motron synchronisation will be done by a
rotating capture tool, Possible nutations around
the spin axis could be compensated by the
robot holding the capture tool, After capture,
the GSV will slow down the rotation of the target
until both spacecraft attain the same rate, The
'rigidisation between the two can then take
place: the single point attachment between the
two spacecraft is replaced by a more stable,
multi point fixation structure to strengthen and
stiffen the bond between the GSV and the
target satellite and to free the robot arm for
other uses,

GSV robotic system
Why robots?
A GSV will be uncrewed, and the broad variety
of tasks to be done, in combination with the
unpredictable nature of the servicing tasks,
calls for a flexible and multi-functional flight
segment, Robotic systems are the only means
available today to fulfil these needs, In addition,
a robot can be controlled in a telemanipulation
mode by a remote ground operator. In the case
of a GEO-stationed spacecraft, the direct
telecommunication link enables a good band-
width. Because of the short time delay between
ground control and the flight segment, the GSV
robot can be operated in a telemanipulation
mode of very good quality. This means that the
motion of a ground master arm manipulated by
a skilled operator, can be 'slaved' by the GSV
robot and, in that way, quasi-human repair
capabilities can be obtarned

As far as the robotic interaction with a
conventional satellite is concerned, two major
problems appear: 1) the limited options for
capturei berthing and docking, and 2) the
accessibility of the repair area for the GSV
robotic system

Robotic capture, berthing and docking
The robot arm must capture the target satellite,
berth it to the GSV to align the axes of the two
spacecraft, and dock it firmly. On a satellite that
is fully covered with thermal insulation, there
are few possibilities for proper mechanical
interfacing with the GSV However, two 'hard
points' that are available on virtually all GEO
satellites are the nozzle ol the apogee boost
motor and the launcher interface ring. The
nozzle may not provide sufficient stiffness for
use as the final docking interface but could
serve as a first hook for capture and
temporary attachment. Rigidisation between

the GSV and the launcher interface ring can
then be performed Due to a lack of standar-
disation in nozzles and interface rings, the
capture and rigidisation mechanisms of the
GSV must be highly adaptive

An example of a nominal GSV manoeuvre with
a stabilised target is illustrated in Figure 3. The
GSV will service the Anik-E2 satellite, whose C-
band reflector had only partially deployed The
GSV robot first prepares the spacecraft by
erecting the docking/rigidisation structure
(Fig 3a). The GSV then approaches Anik E2
from behind (Fig. 3b) and captures it by its

main engine nozzle (Fig. 3c). The robot will do
this using a dedicated capture tool. In the case
of a spinning spacecraft, the GSV will be spun
up to the same speed along the same axis. The
capture tool's 'stinger' is inserted via the nozzle
in the combustion chamber and expanded to
prevent the target from escaping Then the
capture tool clamps to the outer ring of the noz-
zle to achieve a greater stiffness. The robot arm
berths the spacecraft to the GSV (Fig.3d) by
latching the other end of the capture tool into its

fixed position, The robot arm is now released
and picks up a gripper f rom its toolbox
(Fig 3e) The robot then performs the interven-
tion: it reaches for the stuck antenna, releases it

and deploys it into its operational position
(Fis 3f)

In the case of an uncontrolled tumbling target
(Fig. a), the capture tool will be spun up in syn-
chronisation with the rotation of the nozzle. The
robot arm also compensates for part of the or-
bital motion by keeping the capture tool align-
ed with the nozzle. lt is expected that the
images provided by the rendezvous camera on
the main body of the GSV will give sufficiently
accurate information so that the robot arm can
safely insert the stinger of the capture tool in the
combustion chamber. During insertion, the
robot will continuously adjust its motion based
upon distance and contact force measure-
ments. After latching, the robot arm and the
capture tool will gradually eliminate the
tumbling motions, and the berthing and
docking of the two spacecraft will then follow.

Robotic mechanical intervention
The intervention for servicinq can be divided
into three sub-phases:

rnaahina +h^ 
'^^^i"

- 
ruqvr rr ru u rs rsuorr ZOle

- close in"spection of tne reparr zone

- intervention using tools, eg removing and
replacing sections of the thermal blanket,
severing restraint cables that prevent
deployment of the antenna or solar array, or
hinging/removing deployable mechanisms
that are stuck
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3a. GSV prepares the docking interface by folding
out the three satellite supports

3c. The robot inserts its capture tool into the
satellite's apogee motor nozzle

3e. The arm takes the gripper tool from the
toolbox and grasps the jammed reflector
(white disc on Anik's top face)

Fig.3 A nominal GSV manoeuvre with a stabilised target,

3b. GSV approaches the target satellite and is
ready to capture it

3d. lt places the captured satellite on the supports
and docks it

3f. lt folds the jammed reflector out into its
nominal position. The repaired satellite will then
be released.

the Anik-E2 satellite whose C-band reflector only partially deployed
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4a. The GSV approaches the target satellite
starts spinning along the same axis

4b. One robot picks up the capture tool and moves
toward the satellite (spinning synchronously)

4d. The captured satellite is slowly rotated and
moved to the docking interface

and

4c. The robot inserts the capture tool's 'stinger' in
the nozzle and locks it

4e. Finally, the satellite is docked to the GSV 4f. One arm, with a camera on its tip, provides
ground control with close-up images of the repair
zone

Fig. 4. A GSV manoeuvre with an uncontrolled, tumbling satellite which is spinning about an axis orthogonal to the apogee motor axis
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A major disadvantage of the capture and
docking concept described, is the distance
(roughly 5 metres) between the repair area and
the GSV. Indeed. most of the defects are
exoected to be at the other extreme of the
satellite where the payloads and subsystems,
such as antenna reflectors, are located lt will
require innovative robotic systems that can
easily access the servicing area and at the
a2mo timo nrnrrido nnnd lnnel nroniqinn

dexterity and stiffness to enable a good repair.

Robotic conceots
An obvious solution is to have one or two large
robot arms that operate from the top face of the
GSV and which can access the service zone
directly This straightforward solution can
adequately solve the accessibility problem but
a severe limitation is that these big crane-type
robots have limited manipulation capabilities.
First, the precision is in the order of centimetres
or even decimetres which is often insufficient
for repair work Secondly, the local dexterity, ie.
the freedom of motion available at the robot tip,

in this stretched position, is generally quite
poor. This necessitates a very specific tool set
to compensate for these limitations, implying
less universality and thus less possibilities to
cooe with unforeseen defects.

Another candidate conceot is a micro-macro
manipulator. This is a cascade configuration
of a large manipulator carrying a small, instru-
mental robot, Technically this is a very attrac-

tive solution since both robots complement
each other well. The large one acts like a
cherrypicker-crane that carries a small, dex-
trous robot (often with two arms) to the repair
zone to do the precise part of the work. This
concept is popular on ground and in LEO, but
the equipment tends to be heavy and the con-
cept is therefore less effective in GEO where
every kilogram counts, lt is also a more expen-
sive solution which jeopardises the potential

commercial future of a GSV

At the research level, new robotic concepts are
being developed which could be very useful for
later versions of a GSV For instance, there are
already testbeds of a small robot which is able
to build a lightweight structure (e.9. a truss) on
its own, and over which it can move easily,

Such a scaffold could orovide a universal
structure used to bring a small instrumental
robot to where it is needed

Robotic tool set
In the same way as a human worker needs a

comprehensive tool set for repair tasks, a GSV

robot cannot perform all the tasks mentioned
with one universal end-effector, A number of

tools that are required were identified in the
industrial study:

^ ^^+^lli+^ ^^^*,,"^ *^ol
- d JdLUilTLU-UAPIUTE LU

- a docking/rigidisation tool

- a satellite close-up inspection tool

- 
a trarn-finnor nrinnar

^ ^^ht^/^i^ ^,,++^,
- 

d uaurs/PilruutLvl

- a self-reacted leverjorce tool.

Some tools, such as inspection cameras, can
be permanently mounted on the robot arm.
Others must be detachable end-effectors,
preferably designed as a modular family to
minimise mass and volume.

Control concept
The GSV proximity and robotic operations nor-
mally require complex control systems
However, due to the availability of a continuous
and direct communication link, the general
control concept for a GSV is to have only the
bare minimum of control functions im-
plemented on board. For rendezvous, these
necessary on-board functions are to ensure at-

titude and position stability, and back-up pro-

cedures to ensure the integrity and health of
both the GSV and target satellite, in case
ground control is lost For robotics, the control
functions on board are to ensure robot arm mo-
tion stability and accuracy, and to perform
guidance for time critical motions such as the
capture of a target satellite.

Spin-off potential
The similarity between robotic servicing in GEO
and deep-sea exploration and exploitation and
nuclear-reactor servicing is striking Remote
intervention in hostile environments is expected
to become increasingly important in the future,
with new applications such as in the clean-up
of radioactive or toxic waste, firefighting, de-
mining, the handling of explosives or inflam-
mable material, security and police work,
telemedecine, and in many other areas. A
technology programme for the development of
a GSV could act as a precursor to robotic ser-

vicing in the other environments, offering pro-

mising potential spin-off benefits to those
terrestrial aoolications
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Introduction
One of the best-known examples of today's
high demands on orbit determination is

satellite altimetry, for which measurements with
centimetre accuracy of the spacecraft's height
above the sea have to be combined with
knowledge of the radial position component of
its orbit.

With the ever-increasing sophistication of on-board payload
instrumentation, requirements for accurate knowledge of a
spacecraft's position and velocity continue to become more and more
stringent. Since the early space missions, they have changed by three
to five orders of magnitude. Earth-observation missions based on
platforms flying in near-Earth orbits have applications that may only be
feasible if decimetre or centimetre accuracy can be achieved in one or
more of the position components.

This article presents an outline of the ESA-developed Precise
Orbit Determination Facility and discusses in detail some of its
achievements to date, particularly with respect to the ERS-I mission
and Global Positioning System (GPS) applications.

Several types of tracking system can be used to
achieve such levels of accuracy, The classical
one is Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), making
measurements of the two-way transit time of a
leCOr nr rlca hotraroon ^'^' '^; ^+^+i^^ ^^ipurrv vurvvvvr I vtuut tu JLdUUt I dt tu

satellite More recent developments use
measurements of the one-way (pseudo-)range
:nfl nhqco nf cinnel. Frrnralaao+ l.\,, lFrnorvr rqr) utuquuoJt uy U tu

spacecraft of the Global Positioning System
(GPS), or one-way Doppler measurements of
the radial velocity with respect to a ground
station (the DORIS system discussed below).
Another promising system, involving two-way
rangrng and range-rate measurements
(PRARE) will fly on the ERS-2 spacecraft in

1995, after testing on a Russian Meteor space-
craft

A facility for Precise Orbit Determination (POD)
has been maintained and developed by ESA
since the early 1980s This facility provides
tools both for assessment studies for future
missions, and for handling the various relevant

tracking types The emphasis has been on
the development of a relatively automated
operational approach, with rapid availability of
orbit and related products, and this is being
well-validated by the results now regularly
being achieved for ERS 1 and for the
determination of the GPS satellite orbits, More
recent applications have been connected witir
the data being acquired f rom the Topex/
Poseidon spacecraft, which offers in a single
mission laser, altimetry DORIS and on-board
GPS data - a oerfect test-bed for a POD
facility. Ground-support requirements for the
navigation problems associated with In-Orbit
lnfracirr rntr rro /lnl\ in narf iar rlar aanr rra*^il ilrqJLr uutur9 \rvt,r. I t votUUutdt duuutdLU

relative orbit determination, have also played a
role in the facility s design

The POD model
The better orbits needed for getting the most
out of the on-board instrument data can
sometimes only be achieved by making use of
the instrument data themselves (or can at least
be assisted by their use), Figure 1 illustrates the
relationship between the quality of the orbit
solutions, the tracking network, the scientific
payload, and some of the models that are
needed in the orbit-determination process.
Examples of physical phenomena for which
such models are required include the Earth's
gravity field, the height of the ocean above an
appropriate reference surface, and corrections
to the tracking measurements due to
nrnn:natinn nf tha cinnele thrnr rnh thorr ilvuvrr Lr ru

troposphere and ionosphere

The three major areas involved in determining
an orbit are: integration of the equations
of motion (and of their sensitivities to the
various unknown dynamic parameters - the
so-called 'variational equations'); the model o1

the tracking measurements; and estimation
algorithms.

Integration of the equations of motion
As Einstein discovered, time is not a universal
coordinate, but deoends on the frame of the

" With Grupo de Mecdnica
del Vuelo (GIVV), Madrid,
but based at ESOC
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observer. For near-Earth-satellite orbit deter-
mination, the frame of choice is a local quasi-
inertial frame with its origin at the Earth's centre
of mass and with a time coordinate that is the
orooer time at the Earth's surface. This time
coordinate is called Terrestrial Time [l and is
realised in practice with a set of atomic clocks
distributed around the World that provide
the International Atomic Time (TAl). Because
tha cnood nf linhi ic nnnctant an2^auYuvv

coordinates also depend on the choice of
frame. The reference frame so constructed is

not an inertial frame, but it is more suitable for
describing the motion of a near-Earth satellite
When the equations of motion are integrated in

this reference frame, only
minor corrections to the
acceleration are needed.

The more important forces
affecting the orbital motion
of a satellite are listed in
Table 1 Earth's gravity is
the most significant for the
types of orbit considered
here, Recent advances in

gravity modelling achieved
by NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center and by the
University of Texas at
Austin have led to the so-

called UGM-2 model' This
is a spherical-harmonic
development to degree
and order 70, a total of 5038 coefficients, The
tidal distortions of the solid and fluid parts of the
Earth by the varying gravitational pull of the
Moon and Sun are likewise modelled using
extensive series expansions involving many
numerical coefficients, determined partly on
the basis of geophysical and astronomical
theory, and partly by direct estimation within
satellite orbit determinations. Surface forces
(aerodynamic and radiation pressure) may
require detailed modelling of the spacecraft
geometry and attitude motion. Perturbations
arising f rom attitude- or orbit-control
manoeuvres have often to be handled by an a
priori model as well as estimation of correction
parameters

Table 1, Forces perturbing the orbital motion of
a satellite

- Earth gravity

- Luni-solar gravity (direct and tidal)

- Planetary gravity

- Aerodynamic drag and lift

- Solar radiation pressure

- Terrestrial radiation pressure
(albedo and infrared)

- Thermal radiation from spacecraft

- Manoeuvres (orbit and attitude)

Tracking-system model
Several factors involved in the tracking-system
model are listed in Table 2, some of which are
discussed in more detail below

Measurements are always accompanied by
a time tag which tells us when they were made.
This time tag has sometimes to be corrected
because the clock at the station or on the
satellite that produced the measurement had
some bias with respect to Universal Time, or
UTC. The clocks on-board satellites have the
relativistic time scale of the satellite, which
differs from the time scale on the ground. The
constant term of this difference can be

corrected by rntroducing a permanent drift into
the satellite's clock before it is launched, but
fine corrections, some of them periodic, have to
be oerformed in order to obtain the full
accuracy allowed by the measurement

Estimation algorithms
Estimation algorithms may be based on a
batch approach, whereby a large quantity of
data is processed in one single inversion to
solve for the desired unknown parameter set.
An alternative approach is a filter process, in
which individual measurements, or groups of
measurements, are used sequentially to
provide a weighted correction to the current
parameter estimates, The main estimation

Table 2. Factors involved in modelling range
or Doppler measurements

lonospheric and tropospheric propagation
Station position at the measurement epoch
Station timing and frequency reference
Satellite timing and frequency reference
(one-way systems)
Offset between satellite antenna and centre of
MASS

- Satellite attitude steering laws

Figure 1. Relationship
between the quality of
orbit determination, the
tracking network, the
scientific payload and the
model(s) used in the orbit-
determination process
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algorithm in dynamic-orbit and geophysical-
parameter determination is, however, a batch
least-squares method. implemented in the
'BAHN' program Some modifications have
been necessary to increase the efficiency of the
inversion when GPS type tracking was
introduced, to allow for the estimation of a large
number of parameters (more than 2000 per
run) with reasonable computer usage (CPU

times)

The multi-arc aooroach is a kind of combina-
tion of both batch and filter methods Here,
previously computed equation systems for
individual tracking arcs (data covering typically
a few days or weeks) can be accumulated to
obtain solutions for geodetic and geophysical
parameters whose effects can only be clearly
separated by processing data covering a long
period of time This is. for example. the case
with gravity and tidal parameters or accurate
models of grornd-station positions and
moirons,

Software system
The software system comprises pre-processing
modules (data and communications handling;
decompression and re-formatting. and data-
quality monitoring utilities; pre-processing filter
and corrections. and initial parameter
octim:tinn\' tho RAHNI nrhit :nd nondotin
parameter-estimation program (for accuracy
analysis, propagation determination); the
N/ULTIARC program, whose function was
described above, and various post-processing
modules (for accuracy assessment, clock bias
estimation graphical output elc ) The entire
a\/alom hac haon dovalnnod in-hnr rco in :

powerful mainf rame environment, and is

currently being ported to a Sun Unix platform

ERS-1 precise orbit determination
The ERS 1 spacecraft (described in several
previous Bulletin articles) was launched in July
1991 into a nearly polar, 780 km high Sun-
synchronous orbit Laser-ranging and altimeter
data are routinely processed in the POD
Facility at ESOC and the results summarised in

a monthly Orbit Report

Satellite laser ranging
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) data have been
the most widely used tracking data for
computing accurate orbits An SLR system
measures the time between the transmission
and reception of a laser pulse emitted by
the station and reflected on the satellite
Multiplying by the speed of light the distance
between the satellite and the SLR station can
be obtained with 1-2 cm accuracy, once
various corrections have been aoolied The
geocentric positions of the stations have to be
known as accurately as possible. Hence, very
accurate models for the rotation of the Earth,

tectonic plate motions, solid tides and ocean
loading (the time-dependent de{ormation at the
site due to the varying mass distribution of the
water in the oceans) need to be used The most
powerful technique for obtaining the necessary
position and tectonic velocity data has been
the reduction of SLR data gathered by tracking
the Lageos spacecraft (two small satellites in

5900 km-high orbits). Several years of
Lageos-1 data have been processed with the
POD software for this purpose,

Figure 2. The Global
Satellite Laser Ranging
(SLR) network
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Another essential aspect in using SLR data is
the centre-of-mass correction: not only must
the centre-of-mass and the location of the laser
retroreflector reference point be known very
precisely in the spacecraft reference frame, but
also the spacecraft attitude as seen from the
ctatinn Thic ic nrrita cimnlo fnr cnhorin:l

spacecraft like Lageos or Starlette, but
becomes rather complicated for satellites like

ERS-I and Topex/Poseidon.

Figure 2 shows the global SLR network, with
most of the stations located in the Northern
Hemisphere, and in Europe and North America
in particular, The visibility regions shown refer
to the ERS 1 orbit. Figure 3 gives an idea of the
number of oasses oer month for ERS-1 and
Topex/Poseidon. ERS-1 is generally tracked by
less than one pass per day and SLR station,
while some stations track Topexi Poseidon more
than once per day

Satellite altimetry
A satellite carrying an altimeter measures its
own height above the ocean surface lf the
satellite's position is known, the instantaneous
height of the ocean surface can be computed.
The ERS-] altimeter is able to measure the
ocean surface with a precision of a few
centimetres To take advantage of this, it is

necessary to compute the radial position of the
satellite at the decimetre level The altitude

39
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measurements can then be used to improve
our knowledge of the ocean surface, as well as
to improve the orbit determination. The model
:dnnipd fnr tho eltimetef measUfementqvvvrev

includes a number of corrections which are
listed in Table 3.

ERS-1 altimeter data are normally made
available to the scientific communitv in two
different forms:

- Fast Delivery (FD) altimeter products: these
data are available at the Mission
Management and Control Centre (MN/CC)

at ESOC with a very short delay (hours) The
preliminary corrections applied are based
on a predicted orbit computed at the ESOC

MMCC the previous day using S-band
ranoe and ranoe-rate data from the Multi
Rur"pose Tracki"ng System (MPfS) installed
at the Kiruna ground station, together with
fast-deliverv altimeter data The radial
accuracy of these orbits is better than 2 m,

whilst along- and across-track it is around
9 m and 4 m, respectively

- High-quality products: these are based on
more precise orbits and better corrections
are applied They are available with up to a
year's delay.

Table 3. Correction model for altimeter data

lonospheric propagation correction
Wet and dry tropospheric correction
Centre-of-mass correction
Altimeter instrument bias
Geoid
Sea-su rface topog raphy
Solid-Earth tide
Ocean tide
Ocean loading effect on ocean bottom
Inverse barometric effect (depression of

ocean due to excess atmospheric pressure)
Electromagnetic bias (a f unction of the

roughness of the sea surface).

I ERS-I

I TOPEX/Poseidon

Figure 3. SLB passes for
ERS-I and Topex/Poseidon
in May 1993
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The corrections aoolied to the FD data are not
adeouate for orecise orbit determination and
so we replace them with more accurate ones.
Since the launch of ERS-1, a considerable effort
has been made by the ESOC POD team to
imorove all the corrections to the altimeter data
This is reflected in the continuous improvement
obtained in the altimeter residuals, which were
around 1 m at the beginning of the mission
and are now just slightly more than 20 cm,
reflecting much better orbit solutions (Fig. a).

Several areas have been addressed to achieve
this improvement:

- Monthly sea-surface topography models
are computed at ESOC, which not only
allows the quality of the altimeter tracking
data to be improved, but also permits some
oceanographic/meteorological phenomena
like'El Niio'to be observed.

- The altimeter instrument bias and the
electromagnetic bias are estimated
regurany,

- Tidal models have been extensively
investigated and new models computed.

- A model to estimate the wet trooosoheric
correction to the altimeter measurements
with an accuracy similar to that of the best-
available atmospheric models, has been
developed
Geoid, solid tides and ocean-
loading corrections are applied
rrsino ihe hcst available""','v
models. lmprovement of these
models is also foreseen
lmprovement of the iono-
spheric correction is under
development

After including all of these correc-
tions, the quality of the enhanced
FD altimeter data is comparable to
that of the high-quality products.
This enhanced product will pro-
vide very useful tracking data for
the MMCC orbits for future
altimeter-carrying missions like
ERS 2 and Envisat-l,

Orbit accuracies achieved
Several methods are used to
assess the accuracy of the ERS-1
nronico nrhitc'

- Measurement residuals (dif
ferences between actual and
modelled measurements after
orbit determination) give a
good indication of the quality
drrrinn a nass Sl R residualsYqvv vL'

are currently about 9 cm for
ERS-1 and 5 cm for Topex/

Poseidon. By evaluating the contributions oI

the various error sources in the altimeter
residuals, that of the radial orbit error can be
inferred.
Overlao test: ln oarallel with the routine
ERS-1 precise orbit determination, in which
orbits are generated in consecutive four-day
arcs, one-day orbit solutions are computed
every five days The 12 hours in the middle
of these one-day solutions are used to
compute orbital-height differences with
respect to the four-day solutions. Over a
period from the beginning of June to the
end of September 1993, the total rms of the
difference amounted to 6.8 cm This value
shows the internal radial consistency of the
orbits, but it is an optimistic indication of the
radial orbit accuracy, because the same
data and the same dynamic models were
used in both solutions
Comparison with external so/uflons: The
ERS-1 preliminary orbits supplied by the
German Processing and Archiving Facility
(D PAF) are computed using different
software and dynamic models Comparison
of the D-PAF orbits with our solution shows
differences of about 13 cm

Altimetry calibration
During its commissioning phase, ERS-1

-iL'-=
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overflew the 'Acqua Alta Oceanographic
Research Platform off the coast of Venice (l)

once every three days for the purpose of
calibrating the spacecraft's altimeter. The
bias computed from the Venice overflight
calibration was -42 cm, the minus sign
indicating that the altimeter was under-
measurng.

The first attempts to estimate the altimeter bias
in the precise orbit solution began at ESOC
shortly after the beginning of the ERS-1 35-day
repeat cycle, in May 1992. The value obtained
for the bias was -46 cm (based on a mean
equatorial Earth radius of 6 738 136.5 m), which
was in remarkable agreement with the Venice
calibration Since then, the bias has been
routinely estimated in both solutions,
showing a behaviour that has more to do with
the poor ionospheric corrections applied to the
FD altimeter data than with the instrument itself.
From global-analysis techniques, the altimeter
bias can be estimated with accuracies of a few
centimetres.

Sea-su rface topography
lgnoring tidal variations and assuming that the
Earth were uniform in density and topography,
the shape of the ocean surface would be very
close to an ellipsoid Howeve[ there are

variations in density and topography and these
give rise to a complex gravity field. This gravity
field in turn defines an equipotential surface,
the 'geoid', which is quite irregular compared
with an ellipsoid In reality, the mean sea
surface is not the geoid. because of ocean
currents, tides and winds. The sea-surface
topography is therefore defined here as the
difference between the sea surface and the
geoid after corrections for tidal effects.

The sea surface can be determined using
ERS-1 altimetry in conjunction with very precise
orbit information lf the Coriolis force acting on
moving water is balanced by a horizontal
pressure-gradient force, the current is said to
be in 'geostrophic equilibrium and is

described as a 'geostrophic current. lt is
thorofnro nnccihlo IO COmpUIe Ocean
geostrophic circulation maps from the sea-
surface topography, as well as their temporal
variations

Since May 1992, sea-surface topography
models have been computed at ESOC every
month using ERS-I data (Fig 5a) These
models have been compared with tide-gauge
measurements in the Pacific and lndian
Oceans (Fig. 5b) and the standard deviation of
the differences has been found to be 6.9 cm.

Th^ hi^h ^+ +t.^^^I rrv | ilvtr ouuutouy ut Lt |EJE

models therefore makes it possible
to analyse temporal variations in

the ocean currents, or large-scale
sea-su rface topog raphy variations,
likethe ElNino'

The high accuracy of the ERS-1 or-
bits, together with the high quality
of the altimeter measurements, will
provide significant improvements
to our current knowledge of the
marine geoid, especially at high
latitudes.

Tidal models
The sea surface is varying with
time, mainly with diurnal and semi-
diurnal periods due to the rotation
of the Earth in the presence of the
Sun and Moon, The extraction of
ocean tidal components from the
analysis of satellite altimetry data
will allow the computation of semi-
diurnal and diurnal tides more
reliably than has been possible so
far (Unfortunately, the fact thatt rns-t is rrving in a Sun-synchro-
nous orbit makes it very difficult to
compute similarly accurate
models for the solar tides )

Figure 4. ERS-I altimeter
residuals (in centimetres)
in December 1993

lffi cm
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The principal lunar tide (Mr) creates the major
oerturbations in the ERS-1 altimeter measure-
ments, which have a period ol 14.77 days and
an amplitude (rms) of 365cm Given the very
dense spatial distribution of the altimeter
measurements and time scale of the
perturbations, it is possible to compute very
accurate models for M, using relatively short
intervals of data (Fig. 6).

GPS tracking and data-analysis facility
The Global Positioning System (GPS) was
designed primarily as a worldwide military
navigation system by the US Department of
Defense. As earlv as 1983, however, it was
agreed that it would also be made available,
with a reduced accuracy, to civilian users

The GPS system consists of three components:
a space segment of GPS satellites, a control
segment that monitors and operates those
satellites. and a user segment that employs
GPS receivers to observe and record
transmissions from the satellites and perform
position, velocity and time calculations

The GPS satellites have near-circular orbits with
an altitude of 20 2O0 km, a period of a little less

than 12 h, and an inclination of 55? They are
located in six orbital planes, with nominally four
satellites per plane, providing global coverage
with four or more satellites simultaneously
observable above 15" elevation

A significant new element of the ESA POD
Facility has been under development since
1990 in the form of a GPS Tracking and Data
Analysis Facility (GPSTDAF) GPSTDAF is
r.lacinnorl t^ anhiorip hinh ana' 'rnn', nrFrituuorgr ruu Lv qvr iluvg lllvll-auuulduy ulult

determinations for spacecraft carrying GPS
receivers, and to perform error analysis for
future missions Such accuracies have been
demonstrated for the TooexiPoseidon soace-
craft, which carries an experimental GPS
receiver, showing radial agreement within
3-5 cm compared with other solu-
tions A laroe deoree of automa-' ,*,v'
tion and reliability is required in the
system, which can support future
Earth-observation and science
missions and an In-Orbit In-

frastructure (lOl). Additional objec-
tives relate to the continuous
monitoring of the positions and
ionospheric propagation effects at
the sites of the ESA tracking net-

work, which is of relevance for all
missions using these stations

High-quality receivers and anten-
nas (Fig 7), together with
associated communications inter-
faces, have already been installed
at four ESA stations
Maspalomas in Spain in June
1992; Kourou in French Guiana,

125 cm

Figure 6. Ocean tidal
height at 12:00 UTC on
1 3 October 1 993 due to the
mean lunar tide, from
ERS-1

Figure 7. A GPS
installation in Perth,
Australia. The small GPS
antenna (in the foreground)
is mounted on a concrete
pillar to achieve millimetre-
level stability
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Figure 8. Structure of
the IGS

in July 1992, K runa in Sweden, in July 1993;

and Perth in Australia, in August 1993 - and
srrn lar installations are ir preparatron [o' the
Malindi (Kenya) V llafranca (Spain), Redu
(Belgiun; and Ooenwa d lGermary) slat,ons

The International G PS Service for
Geodynamics (lGS)
A malor stinulus in Lhe deve opnent of the

GPSTDAF has beer our active participation as
al Ana ysis Cenlre ano Operarioral Data
Centre in the lGS. which came into being via
a Call lor Proposas issued n Aprrl 1991 A
very srccessfu three-nonri canpaign was
conducted in the summer of 1992 and,
following an interim service. IGS became
operational on 1 Jan-a'y 199^

Tho IGS ic .locinnprl tn nontrr2to thc fnl nrni nn

data products:

- r'rgh-acc.rracy GPS sarellite epl'emerides
Earlh-roralion paramelers (po arnol on.

length of day)
coordinates and veloclties of the
tracking stations
GPS satellite ano tracking-station
information

IGS

CIOCK

- ionospheric information

Currenrly nearly 50 slations are contributing
data to the IGS and a considerab e number
ol agencies are irvolveo world-wide (Fig B)

The IGS Governing Board inclrdes 'eo'e-
senlalives from lie major enlities and geo-
g'aphical regiors involved (the.e is also an
ESOC representative), The Central Bureau is

lnternational Eadh Rotation Service

m:n:nod nn itc hoh:lf hri tho .lat Prnnr lcinn
I ahnratnrrr n P:c:11on: tl ISA\

Tie IGS process rg car.ied out by the ESOC
GPSTDAF invotves aboul 20 Mbyles of data
per day (Fig 9) Daily and weekly products -
GPS data files GPS orbit solutions, GPS
satelite clock corrections, Earth-orientation
n212rnottrrq €'Ic - Arrr trarsmiiled via Internel
+^ ^ ^r^A^r i^r^h-^^ at NASAs Goddardtu 4 9ruuor uoLqu4)E
Soacefl'crhl Center and tO the InternatiOr^al

Earth Rotation Servce (lERS;

A combined IGS orbit solution for all the GPS
spacecraft is availab e within about two weeks.
based on the solutiors supplied by lhe seven
parlic paling Analysis Cenlres The agree.nent
of the malorrty of the ndividual solutions with
this orbit is lsr rallv 'vthin 10-20cm Another
innnrtan' IGS nrnd rr:l iS lne correctrons for lhe
GPS satellite clocks

Tho nonr-pntrr- r-nnrrlirl3teS O' the 25 Of SO

stations used in ESOC s IGS solution are now
delernined with 1-2 c.n accJracy The regular
variation of the Earth's rotation (polar moton,
lengll^ of day) is also computed daily with this
e2mo ,aar rr2a\/ GPQ h:c nrnvorl ln ho :
powerfu too for this purpose

Further developments
DORIS
A ^^-i^, ^ !i^^ !. .^^+^^1 nf :cor r:nninn rc itq
^ JU IUUJ UIJdUVdI IIdgU v

dependence on clear skies This ed to the
rloc nn nf : nornr c:lolliro lraekiaa circrom n:llorl

Doppler Orbitography and Rad o-posiliorirg

IGS User Gommunity
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Integrated by Satellite'
(DORIS), as a collaboratrve
effort by CNES, IGN and
GRGS in France. lt is bas-
ed on the one-way
measurement of Doppler
^h;+^ '^,{;^ ^i^^^l^Jt il1.. ut I Iclutu Jtg|arJ

transmitted by ground
beacons and received
by DORIS s on-board
package as the satellite
passes within range of
them. Each beacon
transmits two signals with
very stable f requencies:
the first provides the
precise Doppler measure-
ment, and the second the
meteorological and house-
keeping data Together
they provide a tool for
eliminating the first-order
effect of signal propagation
through the ionosphere.

Fifty DORIS beacons have
been installed to date, of
which at least 40 are fully
operational Together they
ensure a homogeneous observed coverage of
about 800/o of the Topex/Poseidon satellite's
orbit,

The ability to handle DORIS data has been
implemented in the ESA POD Facility The
agreement between orbits computed from
DORIS data and orbits computed from SLR
data is within about 3 cm radiallv for
Tnnov/Pnqoidnn

ERS-2 and Envisat-1
The ESA Earth-observation programme begun
with ERS-I will be continued throughout the
remainder of the decade with the ERS 2 and
Envisat-1 missions, which will fly in very similar
orbits. In addition to laser tracking, ERS-2 will

be tracked with the Precise Range and Range-
rate System (PRARE), while Envisat-1 will be
tracked at least with DORIS. The ESA POD
Facility is therefore being prepared for
participation in the processing of these data
and in the assessment of the orbit solutions

Comparison with the ERS-1 laser solutions
demonstrates that, with the improved models
and software, solutions based only on Kiruna
S-band tracking and FD altimetry can deliver
radial accuracy at the decimetre level, and
around 4m and 2m alono- and acrosstrack,
respectively, for ERS-2

ESA GPS receivers

X.25IP.A.D. (9 kbits/s)

-- 
Phonc/Modem (6 kbits/s)

@ INTERNET (18o kblts/sl

+ BITNET

Figure 9. IGS data flow at
ESOC

Conclusion
ESA's Precise Orbit Determination Facility is

one of the most advanced systems available in
the World today. lt offers not only high accuracy
and reliability, but also rapid POD product
availability lt provides a solid basis for one
element of the ground support that will be
needed in the coming years for Europe's Earth-
observation missions, and for future satellite-
navigation systems, in-orbit infrastructure, and
rendezvous and docking activities. The
tracking techniques involved, particularly GPS,

are also highly relevant for future science
missions that reouire accurate orbits for
SUCCCSS.
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advanced graphic mmi techniques

Using Advanced Graphic MMI Techniques
for Telemetry Monitoring - The Eureca
Experience

G. Di Girolamo & N. Peccia
Flight Control Systems Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germanv

Background
For more than 15 years, ESOC has been using
internally-developed infrastructure software to
monitor and control spacecraft lt is currently
using the Spacecraft Control Operation System
(SCOS) The monitoring of incoming telemetry
within this infrastructure has been based on the

Traditionally, spacecraft control and monitoring systems have
displayed incoming telemetry as lists of data or as plots either against
time or another parameter value. More powerful and intuitive methods
of displaying the data are emerging and the most important appears to
be the use of mimic diagrams - animated, graphic representations of
a system.

To explore the potential benefits of these advanced man-machine
interfaces, ESOC developed a prototype Eureca Mimic Diagram
System (EDMS). lt has greatly improved the method of working during
a mission, particularly during the most critical phases when staff are
under great stress. lt could provide the basis for the design of the
display subsystem for future control systems that use the same
software inf rastructure.

use of a display subsystem which provides the
data in the following ways:

- Alpha-Numeric Display (AND) (Fig.1): a
maximum of 64 telemetry parameters
represented by their digital value

- Graphic Display (GRD): telemetry para-
meters represented graphically as values
nlniia| eifhor 262inot +imn aaainn+
VrvLLUu urLr rur qvdlllJL tllllU Ul dvdlllJL

another parameter value

- Scrolling Display (SCD): telemetry para-
meters represented either graphically or as
a digital value in a defined time window

These display facilities, together with the
software inf rastructures, have been used
satisfactorily to monitor the 25 successful
missions controlled to date by ESOC Opera-
tions Control Centre (OCC) teams.

More powerful and intuitive methods of
displaying telemetry data, however. are
emerging. The most important method
appears to be the use of mimic diagrams -
animated, graphic representations of a
monitoring system (Fig 2)

ESOC has recently attempted to provide the
operators of Marecs and Meteosat satellites
with some mimic features. Although these
experiences could be considered successful, a
systematic and standard approach to the use of
these techniques in the displaying of telemetry
data must still be established.

ESOC's prototype mimic diagram system
In order to explore the potential benefits of
using advanced man-machine interface (MMl)
techniques in spacecraft monitoring and
control, ESOC's Data Processing Division
decided to develop a prototype system that
orovides mimic features and is based on the
SCOS-18 infrastructure, a second-generation
version of the SCOS infrastructure then in use,
and which runs on Sun workstations rather
than on the traditional Intel workstations.

The protoiype system was to be tested during
the mission to retrieve ESA's orbiting Eureca
satellite and return it to Earth (the mission took
place from 21 June to 2 July 1993). This
prototype, named the Eureca Mimic Diagram
System (EMDS), was to be a subsystem of the
Eureca Dedicated Control System (EDCS),
which is used to control the overall operation of
Eureca, The aim was to provide the Eureca
Spacecraft Engineer with a set of mimic
diagrams related to the spacecraft subsystems
that are considered critical for the Orbital
Transfer Manoeuvre and Retrieval Phase. The
EN/DS was to include mimic diagrams that
represent the data handling system, the
attitude and orbital control system, the power
supply system, the thermal system, and the
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Fig. 1 An example of an
alpha-numeric display of
54 telemetry parameters

Fig. 2 Three mimic
diagrams used to monitor

a spacecraft's attitude and
orbital control system
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telemetry, tracking and command system An
additional mimic diagram was designed to
enable the Safety Engineer to monitor
simultaneously the most critrcal parameters for
each of those subsystems Figure 2 shows
some of the mimic diagrams used to represent
the Attitude and Orbital Control System

Design and development constraints
For the development of the prototype, the
normal ESOC software development life cycle
had to be modified to take into account'

- the shortage of available time
The decision to develop the prototype was
taken in December1992, with the Eureca
Retrieval Mission scheduled at that time to
take place in April 1993 This short
development time meant that the time
available for the developers to familiarise
themselves with the software graphic too.
used to design the mimics had to be
reouceo.

- the limited available manoower
The ESOC Data Processing Division and
the Mission-Dedicated Section (Eureca
Project) undertook the initiative without
budget extension and, therefore, could not
solicit industry involvement.

In addition the task of convincing operators
who had been using the well{ested, reliable
traditional techniques of spacecraft monito-
ring and control to switch to a new system
based on different MMI techniques and
hardware supports, was not an easy one
Moreover, doing so when approaching a
critical mission ohase such as the Eureca
Retrieval, only aggravated the problem
Most notably, since the System Prototype
Development Phase overlapped with a very
hectic period for the Eureca user com-
munity, there were problems in collecting
systematic and exhaustive user require-
ments

It must be pointed out that, although the
system was developed under the Data
Processing Division's initiative and without
complete user requirements at the outset,
the Eureca users were very supportive and
cooperative Indeed, both the developers
and the users have learnt throughout the
iterative life cycle of the prototype

- a new infrastructure
In order to be able to use the software
graphic tool required to create mimic
diagrams, the mimic system had to be
based on the infrastructure provided by the
second-generation version of the SCOS
infrastructure software. SCOS-1 B

Besides the technical constraints, a major
issue was the integration of the SCOS 1B

software, which was not part of the original
Eureca design assumption, with the Eureca
Dedicated Control System (EDCS) software,
This had to be achieved without any impact
or risk to the ongoing Eureca operations

- lack of an applicable standard
Unlike with other software development
prolects. at the start of this project, there was
no standard aooroach to the use of MMI
techniques that could be applied to the
definition of user requirements, the
architectural design or the implementation
of the system,

ESA's Committee for Operations and EGSE
Standards (COES) had begun to define
standards for MIVII for mission control
systems but only preliminary guidelines
were available lt was therefore necessary to
define a design style, as well as some new
animation and dialogue techniques but
without deviating from the preliminary
COES guidelines.

The lack of a standard was the main reason
for selecting an incremental approach to the
development of the prototype, With this
^^^/^^^h +h^ ,,^^.^opprudur r, u ru usurs afe glven a Vefy fOUgh
version of the system to try out and, based
on their comments and recommendations,
the system is modified to better meet their
requirements The users then experimenl
with the improved version of the system and
the developers refine it further. The process
is repeated until the users are satisfied with
the system

Selected design
In the EMDS, a mimic diagram is identified by
the following basic components (Fig 3):

tl-rn mimi^ r.^^:^.u tg tt [tt ilu ttEauEl

- the graphic layout of the system

- the dialogue widgets

The mimic header is a common set of fields
that provide the user wlth the mimic mnemonic
and title as well as the contributing telemetry
packet characteristics The graphic layout of a
mimic diagram is the part containing the
graphic representation of the system that is to
be monitored. Dialogue widgets are the MMI
components, such as on-screen 'push buttons'
and pop-up screens, that the operator uses to
interact with the mimic draoram.

Graphic layout
The graphic layout of a mimic diagram usually
includes both static and dvnamic obiects,
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components lhat are not driven by any
parameters They are usually a simple graphic
representation of the system or subsystem to be

monitored, but there is no graphic animation of

its behaviour. They are used only to illustrate

the system or subsystem,

Dynamic objects are used to represent system

components whose attributes change
according to the value of the driving parameter.

In the case of a spacecraft. the driving para-

meter or parameters will always be a telemetry
parameter or a logical combination of telemetry
parameters,

In turn, dynamic objects include both analogue
and digital objects Analogue objects give a
synoptic representation of the parameler. for

example. a thermometer is used to represent
temperature Digital objects use numbers ano
text to provide the user with a digital represen-

tation of the parameter value

Figure 4 contains examples of graphic objects
used, namely a set of meters, that have both
analogue and digital representations of the

Same parameter. The two types of represen'

tation are complementary and are used

together when possible. A digital representa-

tion provides precise information about the
parameter but is difficult to read, while an

... srlect Bn obJect or an opLion froh thE menu

.., scl.ct 6n option fTm thc hcnu (oF !onc)
Entr va.iable ond value (CR: updale, "name"1 file ihput., ESC: quiL): I

analogue representation gives less accurate
information but is much easier to read. This is

true mainly for those models of parameters
whose range is a continuous numeric one such

as temperature or pressure. while the para-

meters such as status variables or a switch,
whose range is a discrete set of values (eg a
switch with only ON and OFF values), are more

effectively represented by an analogue model

Fig. 3 Structure of an
EMDS mimic diagram

STR I NG

STR I NG

min

STR I NG
(null)

Fig. 4 Some basic graPhic
obiects, meters in this
case, used in building
mimic diagrams. With the
thermometer, for example,
the actual reading would
be shown in the black box
(digital object) while the

(ntlll) temperature level and its
acceptability with respect
to the specified limits
would be shown in colour
in the pictorial
representation of the
thermometer (analogue
object). The units,
maximum and minimum
levels, etc. can also be
customised.

EUFECA METEF SAMPLES

max

(null)

mln

PARAM
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Thermometer
Barometer
Qnaarlnmatar

Box

Switch
Lrne

Output text field
Numeric output field

Push area
Push button

Analogue continuous
Analogue continuous
Analogue continuous
Analogue discrete

Analogue discrete
Analogue discrete
l-)inital dicnraio

Digital continuous

Dialogue widget
Dialogue widget

Dialogue widgets
Each Eureca mimic diagram represents an
interactive task; it responds to the input
provided by the user via different input devices,
namely the keyboard and pointing devices like
the mouse or trackball

The SCOS 18 software provides all the MMI
features needed in order to start and stop a
mimic diagram HoweveI once a mimic is up
and running, further interaction with the
nntrr2lor ic ronrrirod 

- 
tho nnorat6l 11q6o ihnvvurqrvr ro rsvuil9u Lt ru v|\/utqLvt UJU) Lt tE

dialogue widgets, which include on-screen
'push buttons' and pop-up menus, to control
the mimic diagram,

Table 1 Basic graphic models and their configurable attributes

Model Name Model Type Conf igurable Attributes

Fach nhipci in tho lihr:nr h:c a cat nf nnnfi-

gurable attributes that can be changed to
define:

- a link to the telemetry parameter or logica
combination of telemetry parameters that
will be driving the obJect s behaviour
(animation)

- the object s size. colour, measurement units
etc (Table 1)

The configurable attributes are the same for all
ob1ects belonging to one class, e.g, for alltypes
of meters or all types of switches. Howeve( all
classes of objects share the same colour
convention for the parameter validity against
the limit:

green for 'in-limit' values

- yellow for 'soft out-of-limit' values

- red for 'hard out-of-limit' values

- grey, blue or another colour when the
telemetry parameter is not checked against
a limit, as is the case, for example, with a
naramalar thai indir.,,*. ,, ,-,Jares memory usage

The development approach
At the start of the project, the user requirements
had to be based upon the engineering layout of
each spacecraft subsystem as it was provideo
by the manufacturer. This approach was taken
mainly because the developers were unfamiliar
with the new philosophy and the users could
only allocate a limited amount of time to the
definition of their requirements (they were
involved in the oreoaration for the Eureca
retrieval on a full-time basis).

Since it was felt that it was important to gain the
confidence of the users immediately, it was
decided to deliver the first version of the
system, although it was incomplete and by no
means the final configuration, in an early
trainrng phase, Once the first versions were
delivered and following a period of
familiarisation with the new MMl, the users
realised the potential of this different way of
presenting the spacecraft status They began
to define ad hoc diagrams that fit their own
needs, for instance, designing an overview of a
system that, using the existing control system,
is monitored using more than one alpha-
numeric display Once the requirements for a
mimic diagram were defined, a first graphic
layout of the mimic was produced within one or
two days

The first release of the EMDS prototype system
was delivered to the Mission Operations
Division at the end of January 1993. lt was
subsequently used during the entire Eureca
Retrieval Simulation Proqramme, and fine-

Range, descriptive text
Range, descriptive text

Range, descriptive text

Text, status, colour table,

edge width, fill style

Descriptive text, colour
Width, style, colour
Text colour, background colour
Digit font, digit height, range,

background colour, digit colou;
descriptive text, numeric format
Highlight colour
Text, button colour, highlight colour

A set of these widgets has been implemented
in the EMDS They are devoted mainly to the
following functions:

- navigation through the mimic diagram
Once the required mimic is running. the
operator can navigate through the levels of
the mimic hierarchy, i.e, from an overview
screen to a screen with more detailed
information, just by clicking the pointing
device on the relevant push buttons, or
above the specific area that is to be
examined in more detail

- 'help' function
By clicking the pointing devrce on some of
the graphic objects, pop-up windows
anha.r niVinn rlalqjled infOfmatiOn abOUt
the models

Mimic creation
SL-GMS, a commercial graphic modelling tool,
was used to define the graphic layout of the
mimic diagrams The optimal approach is to
build a sub-models library - a library of all the
basic objects such as a box or a thermometer
that can be used in more than one graphic
layout (several examples are shown in

Figure 4).
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tuned throughout that exercise, lt was then
used during the actual critical Retrieval Phases
in June/July 1993.

The iterative prototyping approach used in

designing and developing the system eased
the familiarisation of the users with such a new
technology. The users' cooperation and their
growing interest in the new tools made possible
the development of a system that fully satisfies
the rrsers renrrirements from the functional
ooint of view

At the same time, much effort was spent trying
to apply as much as possible design criteria
aimed at maximising the reusability of the
results achieved. In that way, a first attempt at
defining standard MMI features was made.

Architectural layout of the Eureca SCOS-IB
The operational configuration of the EDCS is

shown in Figure 5 The hardware platform
hosting the EMDS subsystem is a VAX
machine The connection with the traditional
Intel workstations was made via an Ethernet
(serial-line) connection while the communi-
cation with the new Sun workstations was
based on the TCP-IP protocol This made it

much easier in terms of connectivity to the
EDCS, to use a Sun workstation rather than the
currently-used Intel workstation

One of the advantages of the TCP-IP
connection is that the connectivitv is controlled

at the application level With the currently-used
serial line, any time a workstation must be
connected, disconnected or switched between
the primary and back-up computers, human
intervention is required to operate a patch
panel,

During the Eureca Retrieval Phase, four Sun
workstations were connected to the EDCS VAX

back-up computer via TCP lP During this
phase, the EDCS back-up machine was
isolated from the operational system, allowing
the introduction of the mimic displays without
risk to ongoing operations The back-up
machine received Eureca telemetry and acted
as a 'warm' back-up throughout the whole
phase

The four Sun workstations were located as
follows during the Retrieval (Figs 6 and 7) (the

first three were in the main control room):

- above the Flight Director position

- above the Spacecrafl Operation Manager
position

at the Software Support desk

- at the Safety position (in the Project Support
Room)

Each Sun was configured to allow up to nine
tasks to run at the same time, making it a very
valuable tool and allowing, for instance, the
Flight Director and the Spacecraft Operation
Manager to be able to access up to three Intel
screens and nine Sun screens

OpSLAN = Ethernet

Fig. 5 Operational
configuration of the ECDS
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Fig.6 The main control
room and the proiect

support room during the
Eureca Retrieval Mission.

Four Sun workstations
were used to monitor

incoming telemetry with
the prototype EMDS.
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User response and evaluation of the
experience
User cooperation since the first delivery of the
system has been very valuable in allowing the
prototype to be tuned. particularly from the
MMI point of view

The EMDS has shown that the introduction of
N/N/l techniques can greatly improve the
method of working during a mission. parti-

cularly during the most critical phases of the
mission, when operations staff are under great
stress Users recommended, however, that the
animated graphic representation of the sub-
system be considered to be complementary to
+ha +rar)i+ian-l al^h- ^rrmorin rlicnlarr ralharLl lU LldUltlUl ldl dlpl ld-l lurrrurru urJlJrqy. rqurvl

than a replacement of it

The EMDS also provides a dfferent way of
^^..i^^+i^^ +a-^,.^a data, The traditionalrdv rgdLil rv u il uug r l

navigation techniques (ie 'retrieving') only
allow the users to move backward and forward
within a collection of historical data With the
graphic representation, it is possible to
navigate through the mimic hierarchy The
EMDS showed that the best design for a mimic
diagram system is to implement a hierarchical
view of the entire spacecraft. The ideal
aooroach would therefore be to start from a
graphic representation of the whole spacecraft

w/s = workstation

Future plans
After the successful conclusion of the Eureca
mission in July 1993, the EDCS software has
been 'frozen' However, the EMDS subsystem,
which resides in a stand-alone environment,
will be modified and improved to take
advanlage of lhe knowledge gained to date

EMDS is an incremental system that can be
used as a basis for future control systems that
use the SCOS 1B infrastructure lt can also be
, ,^^! ^^ ^ +^^+h^; t^" ,,^^" ^^^^^^m^n+- ^+UJUU dJ d LUJLUUU IUI UJUI OJJE)-I IIEI ILD UI

aaroan lerrnr rtc fnr fr rtr rro anntrnl a\/attrm

infrastructures (e g SCOS-ll)

The EMDS sub-models library which contains
all the models commonly used when defining a
mimic diagram, forms the bulk of a common
infrastructure that is available to all projects that
use SCOS 1B Each object has a default
standard configuration that can be modified to
suit the context

The display facilities provided by SCOS-1A the
traditional display on an Intel workstation
(described in the first section of this article), are
inconveniently divided into three different
^, ,h^,,^+^"-^ ^t^h^ ^, ,-^"i^ ^"^^hi^ ^^^JUUJyJLUT rJ 

- drpr rd-r rur ruru. 9roPr ilu or ru

scrolling displays - leading to additional
operator interaction with the control system
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The software used to produce mimics,
however, also provides a set of facilities to
support the creation of graphic displays and
scrolling displays The idea therefore would be
to develop a unique display environment that
uses a single task comprising all the possible
displays: mimic, alpha-numeric, scrolling and
graphic displays The implementation of such a
system would greatly improve the quality of the
work that the Spacecraft Analyst and the
Spacecraft Controller must perform during a
mission, by decreasing the number of
interactions that they must have with the
system,

Some of the concepts used when defining
EMDS MMl, could be applicable in the design
of general spacecraft control systems MMl,
given a suitable hardware platform. For

example, hierarchies can be used to facilitate
moving through the system. Push buttons and
pop-up menus can also be used to increase
the speed at which a task is executed, reducing
the amount of interaction that the user has with
the system by minimising the amount of input
that must be entered.

The application of the concepts developed is

however not only limited to the use of the
dialogue techniques, it can be extended to
other components of a mission control system,

such as telecommanding For ex-

ample, the telecommands and
telecommand sequences to be im-
ported into the Manual Stack, a
basic task in the uplink of a com-
mand, could be listed, for exam-
^t^pre, on a pop-up screen or a
scrollable list, and selected with
the pointing device using the
same graphic interface as used for
monitoring the rncoming telemetry,
Each selected telecommand or
sequence would still be subjected
to the required database checks,
in the same way as the checks are
done when importing telecom-
mands onto the Manual Stack with
the traditional interfaces, thus
maintaining the existing security
aspects.

As noted earlier, the lack of a stan-
dard that encourages a common
design style as well as animation
and dialogue techniques was a
problem in the design and
development phase of the proto-
type. ESA's Committee for Opera-
tions and EGSE Standards (COES)
is currently developing a
Human/Computer Interaction

standard that could helo to resolve the oro-
blem, In a further attempt to coordinate efforts,
ESOC established a Mimic Working Group at
the beginning of 1994 to define mimic design
guidelines for the use of the SL-GMS and
SCOS-1 B infrastructure

The EMDS prototype has also been used in
order to verify some of the intermediate results
achieved in the establishment of a standard,
both with the purpose of obtaining useful
feedback and to ensure the greatest reusability
of the prototype, minimising the work needed
to adapt it to whatever the final result in this
area will be

Conclusion
A lot of work is still required in the development
of advanced graphic N/Ml techniques in

telemetry monitoring. Although EMDS was
intended to pioneer rather provide a final
solution, the project represents a significant
step for ESOC in the field of man-machine
interaction for spacecraft monitoring and
control
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Fig.7 The Sun workstation
screens being used by the
Spacecraft Operation
Manager during the
mission. The traditional
Intel workstations are
below the Sun screens.
More data is displayed on
screens above the
operators' heads.
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Evolution of the Technical Computing
Services at ESTEC
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Information Services Division, ESA Computer and Network Operations
Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

M. de Bruijn, J. Gordijn & E. Paalvast
TNO-TPD. Delft. The Netherlands

Computational applications for space
engineering
In almost all disciplines of space science and
technology, an important new method of doing
engineering and research has emerged over
the last decade alongside the traditional
theoretical and exoerimental models. This new
approach, often referred to as 'computational

science', can be described as experimentation

At the request of the Information Services Division, TNO-TPD (the
Institute for Applied Physics of the Dutch National Organization for
Applied Research) has recently made an analysis of the conditions for
a transition of the Technical Computing Services at ESTEC from a
centralised model to a distributed computing infrastructure. This
study, based on the requirements for high-performance computing in
ESA in general, and within ESTEC in particular, involved interviews
with many representatives of the technical and senior management at
ESTEC. This article summarises the study's findings and conclusions,
and it also describes the changing role of information technology in
the ESTEC environment.

by means of computer simulation using
mathematical models in place of physical

systems, Typical applications (by no means an
^,,4^, ,^+i,,^ li^+\ ^.^.U I IdU>LIVU IIDL/ AIE.

r\^-^"+^+;^^^l trl' 
'- vv';,uLoLrvr r@r , ,rid Dynamics (CFD),

which can simulate the airflow around
complex three-dimensional spacecraft
during hypersonic flight

- Computational Electromagnetics (CEN/).

which reproduces electromagnetic fields in
complex three-dimensional structures such
as antennas with arbitrary source terms,

- Structural Mechanics (SM), which can
predict the response (overheating,

deformations, f ractures) of a complex
structure such as a spacecraft to applied
stimuli

- lmage Processing (lP), which transforms
raw satellite telemetry data into finished
products, ranging f rom maps of earth
resources to astrophysical imaging,

- Molecular Dynamics (MD) which can track
the evolution of huge assemblies of
interacting molecules and permits subtle
details of the molecular coupling (often only
described in terms of quantum physics) to
be translated into observable macroscopic
effects,

These methods, although relying on different
mathematical models and different proces-
sing techniques, all require the handling of very
large data sets and the execution of many
floating-point operations for each program step
in order to oroduce accurate results. In line with
the trend towards 'concurrent engineering',
several techniques have been developed
which can combine two or more such methods
to produce even more accurate results (e.g by
combining CFD and CEM, charged flows can
also be taken into account)

Trends in information technology
Processors
In order to perform a meaningful simulation in

a reasonable time, a computer has to be able
to execute millions of floating-point operations
per second (Mflops) Before 1980, such power
was only available on large mainf rame
computers, which by their very nature had to
ho nnoratod h\/ Qnp^i^ri^+^ ^^^+.^[^^!uu vVUrqLUu vy ovvuldl|JLJ dJ UUI lLlAl|JEU

resources The advent of powerful mini-
computers in the early eighties, followed by
Personal Computers (PCs) and eventually by
the popularity of work stations with user-
friendly graphical interfaces in the late eighties,
has changed the picture completely, leading to
the distribution of substantial computing power
over a variety of platforms.

Despite large mainframes having their power
increased over the last decade by several
orders of magnitude, by adding more
processing units and attaching vector and
array processors, the gap between these
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machines and desktoo comouters has
narrowed dramatically of late, and today s RISC
(Reduced Instruction Set Computing) work
stations can match the speed of mainframes at
a much lower cost

This trend has received a substantial impulse
f rom the emergence of parallel-computing
technology Loosely stated, parallel processing
means having several processors working
simultaneously on different parts of the same
problem. thereby reducing the overall time
required for the completion of a computational
task Parallel computers can be built today by
assembling together many relatively cheap
Rlqfl nr^.oea^ra Sinno tho docinn anrlv, vvveuv, u.

manufacturing costs of computer systems
typically increase more than lrnearly with their
processing power, parallel processing can be
remarkably cost-effective when compared to
traditional sequential or vector-based proces-

srng,

It should be noted, however, that while
programming tools and compilers that make it

easy to develop new parallel applications are
now widely available, it is sometimes not as
easy to convert applications that have been
developed for sequentral or vector processing
to a parallel-computing architecture When one
considers that the capital investment in

software is often much greater than that in

hardware (typically the life cycle of software is

R- lO rraarc ec nnnncad tn iho 'l-6 rro:rc nf

hardware). it can be expected that tradilional
scalar and vector supercomputers will continue
to play a very important role for a number of
years to come

Networks
Traditionally, computer networks have been
centred on providing point-to-point connect-
ions between individual users and the
computer where Lhey were executing their
^^^ri^^+i^^^ TAi^ ,",^^ true for mainframeoPPilUOUUT rD. I rrD VVOi

.nmnr rterq aq r,vell :q for the first lOCal mini-
computers, both typically based on proprietary
communications protocols.

The emergence of a 'distribuLed computing
concept, whereby different tasks (accessing

data. processing. displaying. printing etc )

were performed on different computers, while
still appearing to the user as a single logical
entity, created a completely new demand on
the network infrastructure: rather than point-to-
point connections, what was required was the
ability to provide seamless access from a
variety of platforms to a variety of computers
and applications, using standard multi-vendor
protocols,

A key event for the network infrastructure was
the construction, and completion in 1992. of
the new Erasmus building on the ESTEC sile
The Automation and Informatics Department
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Figure 1. Schematic of
the ESTEC network
infrastructure
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now housed in that build ng is high y nvolved
in prov ding techn ca support to the Project
teams located in the ma n ESTEC comp ex, a
few l.-^d'ed -.retres away Th s log stical 'acl
h gh ghted the need for a structured network
based o" a i'gh-speed site-'r de 'b'e-oot c
backbone, and local subnetworks connected
to the ma n backbone wrth w ring centres
ocareo -h'orgl^out rie ES-EC build rgs -his
concept f rst mplemented for Erasmus has
. n^^ h^^^ ^.,+^^i^  +-5 | uu uuu r u^ru ruuu rO nafy Ollef aleas ano
will cover the bulk of the ESTEC site over the
next couple of years

sleady evol-lor oI .rore sopiisl caled loo s
ard techr ques co'nb red r,tiri the power of
user f iendly g'apl-ical rler'aces. has g'eally
reduced lie need [o, l'adrrioral specialrs
comput ng skil s Unt lust a few years ago, in
o'de'Io be able lo -se corpLter prog'ars 'o'
Lheir work. erg ree.s eirier needed to be
highly 'computer literate' or required the
support of a number of spec a ists

Today they have a w de choice of 'off the she f '

aamnnnpnla eniiorino ranoala r:nninn frnm| ,v qvv\ vrv , u, v, ,v

dala preparalon ard node rg lo g'aph ca
visua sation and analysis, which
can be selected rn tne most

I appropriate combinaton for each
task to be performed

Distributed computing infra-
structure
The in-house network
The above mentioned w de choice
o'app calrors. wiicl- car oflen be
d stributed over a variety of hard
ware resources on the network
can lead on the other hand, if not
adequate y supooled bV a 'e -

^t- ^ -^,{ {t^,, t-t^ i^{.aa+"qv q o, ru rq/ urq rrrr c:. UCt-fe, lO d

staggering growth n overall com-
prexrry

One such case occurred a few
yea's ago r,ther i^ ll-e abserce ol
cons stent support for open' com-
munication protocols such as
ICP lP ltre certral sJopo'I be,fg
+"-:i+ ^^^11,, +^^ ,^^^i'aUil rJrlatry uuLtsseU On prO

pretary' protocols of mainframe
co'rpLte'> sLCr as BM s SNA aro Digira s

DECnel) srmple operal ons ke exchargrng
[ilo< roel roatioa nrinror] ^ r^,, - ra ^an.Anr haolilru). ruu uu.rrrv v r, r.uu uulPUL) lu dlluL lul lluJl

computet or exchang ng electronic-ma
n essages witi erlerral rrstirurrors we'e rot yet
p.ovided as slarda'd network servrces. atd
engireer: had to srperd corside'ab e ef'o'rs
r gettirg Lie:e capab liLies estab shed.
maintained, or f xed when not working
proper y

Today s ESTEC network nfrastructure is

seen, by general admsson of those nter
v ewed by TNO TPD, as an essential resource
for the everyday v;ork of engineers and
sc entrsts, wh cn can be marnta ned at tne
roat torl aor\/iao o,rol on rr f cpntre rr menrned

and coord nated

H igh-performance computing
Tl^e nigrarior of corp.t rg power to the user s

desktop - or even aptop - thanks to VLSI
(Very Large Scale lntegration) chrp technology
l^as rrdoubted y ru'^ed 'ast process ng irto

Software
The trend n recent years has been towards
'open' software standards, a owing machines
from different vendors to work together at the
operdr fg-syslen eve (Ur ) OSF Pos,;. tie
;se' rterlace leve iX-Wirdows ard OSt
Motf) and the network leve (TCP/lP OSI) This
br ngs many advantages, inc ud ng:

- nterchangeabil ty and flex bil ty allowing
selecrior o'tl^e ro>t cost-e['ecLive p atforn
at any given moment

- 'client-server' computing, wh ch permits

aop cat ors to be spl t rto ranageaflle
components. thereby a owing for more
flex ble and sca ab e systems
re-usability of equ pment and portab ty of

sottware
Itide accepla-ce. savirg o- so'lr,ra'e ard
re-trarning costs

User interfaces
lr lhe sa're r,ray rtrar rie 'apid developrerrs i^
hardware technoogy have broken the 'ivory

tower' of large centralised mainframes, so the

Figure 2. Example of a
graphical user interface
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a portable commodity, Together with the
exponential growth in processing power per
unit of cost, a whole collection of multimedia
devices have also been added to the core
functionality of PCs and work stations in order
to enhance the user interface

The integration of a group of engines (graphics
cards, modem connections, network adapters,
fax, phone, wireless devices) together with a
powerful processor has created a new type of
multiouroose machine that has unlimited
resources virtually built-in, thanks to its con-
nectivity possibilities

Although a first level of computing power is
available in a compact form, however, the multi-
tasking essence of these computers does not
allow the provision of the computational power
necessary for aerospace simulations and
studies When it comes to advanced calcu-
lations, computing resources with orders of
magnitude of extra power are needed
Examoles at ESTEC are the mainframe three-
vector processor and the recently installed
High-Performance Cluster Facili-

ty, a cluster of fast work stations
which can be used as a single
computrng resource.

The goal with these mid-range
computing facilities is to provide
fha trCTtra anainaar-,,Y" '--flng com-
munity with access to high-
performance computing as an
enabling technology for advanced
applications They are not intend-
ed to fulfil all the computing re-
quirements resulting f rom the
application of advanced simula-
tion techniques within the major
space projects In line with the
Agency's Industrial Policy, large-
scale 'production work' of this sort
will be executed primarily by In

dustry in the ESA Member States

In addition to the obvious benefits
of the faster response of the high
performance computer facilities,
the user is relieved of the burden of having to
cope with the time-consuming activities
associated with the maintenance and admini-
stration of a computer server, The opportunities
for time savings and cost reductions inherent in

the distributed-computing model are easily
quantifiable beforehand when defining a
financial plan for a large space project

Data management and security
In an effort to provide transparent and cost-
effective data-management services to the

desktop, storage technology has evolved in
parallel with the basic network infrastructure
The possibility of storing huge amounts of data
on ever more complex and denser media has
lpd tn thp nrnlifor:tinn n{ ronncitnrioe'

containing hundreds of gigabytes of data.
These are basically used for interactive work
and reflect the need for essential associated
services such as database management, file
administration, backup, archival and security

Docniia iha {aci ih2t +h^^^ ^^,,,i^^^ h^,,^uvol'/rru Lr rv ruuL Lr rql Ll IEJU JUIVIUUJ lldVU

reached an important level of automation,
professional support is needed to ensure the
necessary continuity and maintenance that
turns these high-performance storage
resources into a transparent enabling facility for
the aerospace engineer.

The current trend observed in most research
centres - e.g NASA, CalTech and CERN -
seeks to establish a harmony between the
network topology and the distributed high-
performance storage system where basic high-
volume resources (tape silos optical disks) are

logrcally linked to the fast-access local data
servers and monitored by highly specialised
coordinating staff

In addition to the obvious economies of scale
that a mat2-et^12^a System prOVideS, bOth
capacity and flexibility are orders of magnitude
greater than with isolated storage on office
machines As long as the site storage system is

treated as a single entity, the possibilities of
synergy in a single-headed control team offer
substantial savings in operating costs.

Figure 3. Application of
parallel computing to CFD
simulation
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Figure 4. Computer-
animation frame ol the

Hubble Space Telescope
from the ISD Visulab

Special facilities and resources
The impressive growth rn computer technology
in recent vears has oenerated a number of
niche' activities with iemendous ootential for

the aerospace industry. New opportunities
(network integration, parallelisation, computer
art, scientific visualisation) have offered new
and better ways of dealing with old problems
and unresolved questions ln this context,
some high level computer services are
uniquely adapted to a vertically integrated
strategy meant to address the production of
finished products and complete services.

computer complex, and the evolutionary path

was focused on maintaining operational
stability while planning the growth of the
deployed resources according to a relatively
predictable growth in user requirements

Only since the 'desktop revolution' in the late

eighties have stability and homogeneity given
way to diversity and heterogeneity, The role

of the information{echnology centre has
changed from that of managing hardware and
software platforms, which were completely
under its own control, to one of providing
suoDort to a distributed environment that is

largely determined by the independent choices
of the users: from that of being the sole
provi de r of i nformation-tech nology resou rces i n

a monopoly position, to that of being the
provider of the 'enabling technology platform'
which permits a number of logical services to
be distributed over different ohvsical resources

In the old centralised model, the user was
confronted with a single, stable and professio-

nally maintained environment. The migration of
computing power to his desktop gives him/her
completely new opportunities, unimaginable
until just a few years ago, but it also poses new
threats An engineer might be able to perform
more analysis locally, but may also be
spending considerable time attending to the
details of the system itself instead of
concentrating on his/her prime task.

Products and tools are beglnning to be
available from many vendors which adhere to
the Distributed Computing Environment
standards defined by the Open Software
Foundation (OSF DCE). They provide a wide
range of support functions previously available
only for central mainframes, such as:

- single-point user registration, authentication
and security

- a single filing system distributed across the
network and on different storage media, but
centrally administered and maintained

- tools and facilities for performing typical
system-management tasks, such as soft-

ware installation, from a central location.

ISD has already started pilot installations of
some such products, and will soon be offering
end-user services based on them The
challenge for ISD is to create, by deploying new
technology and at the same time by preserving
its legacy of professional experience, the
conditions needed for successful 'centrally

supported decentralisation' G

One such example is the ISD VisuLab, which
offers a unique suite of computer-animation
skills which the engineers can call upon to

enhance the quality of their technical
presentations The parallelisation of computer
programs for faster execution, consultancy and
assistance on integration issues, and remote
work-station management are other examples
of new areas where great benefits can be
gained from a clustering approach

Future prospects
Despite the rapid changes that have occurred
in the computing industry over the last three
decades - the price/performance ratios of
processors and storage technology dropping
by an order of magnitude every 2-3 years.

and at the same time the life-span of hardware
products shortening to some 3-5 years -
information technology has until recently
maintained a comparative degree of continuity
The typical informationlechnology infra-
structure was dominated bv a laroe centralised

o+



earth-observation guide and directory service

The ESA Earth-Observation Guide and
Directory Service

G. Triebnig
Earth Observation Division, Projects and Engineering Department, ESRIN,
Frascati. ltalv

Introduction
A growing number of international satellite
systems arc providing ever-expanding
capabilities for observing the Earth and its

environment. The conseouence thereof is

a growth in the variety and volume of the
valuable geophysical data produced. The
systems that are converting the data into useful
information and making it accessible to users
are also increasing in both number and
complexity,

The ESA Earth-Observation Guide and Directory Service (GDS) is a
new on-line information resource describing Earth-observation data,
systems and applications. lt carries details about ESA's remote-
sensing programmes and satellite missions and provides material
of interest to those working with the data products from these
missions. GDS also carries information for newcomers who are
interested in the science and exploitation potential of Earth
observation.

The information gathered in GDS is accessible in the form of full-text
documents, images, graphics, audio and animated image sequences.
The Service is also a network entry point from which a number of other
information systems can be located and, in several cases, also
accessed.

There is extensive knowledge about how these
systems work and how to apply the available
Earth-observation data both scientifically and
operationally. The problem, however, is that this
knowhow still resides with a comparatively
small group of specialists. lt is critical to the
future success and continued development of
Earth observation from soace that a wider
multidisciplinary community be made aware of
the potential of Earth-observation technology
and the usefulness of the information being
derived from satellite data

ESA has developed and is currently operating
the ERS 1 and Meteosat series of satellites,
together with the ground infrastructure for the
generation and distribution of related data
nrndr rnic Tho Ano, .,-flc! arso acqurres,

processes and distributes data from the non-
ESA Landsat MOS, JERS, NOAA and other
missions For all of these missions, ESA has the
mandate to provide information services that
help users in accessing the data products and
su00ort their utilisation.

These services use various channels to
communicate this information to users:
publications in the form of journals, brochures
and articles; user-services staff informing on a
person-to-person basis; mailing of newsletters;
bulletin-board services; CD-ROM based
information packages; conferences and train-
ing courses, etc. The existing ESA 'on-line'

information systems represent an essential
information resource and the Earth-
Observation Guide and Directory Service
(GDS) has been newly established as an
important addition to them

GDS is a multimedia database, accessible via
the major wide-area computer networks lt

orovides the comorehensive information
needed for a better understanding of the
essential characteristics of today's Earth-
observation programmes, satellite mrssions,
sensing instrumentation, and data products
and their utilisation/application. The current
emphasis within GDS is on missions handled
by ESA, and on ERS-1 in particular.

Finding, understanding and ordering data
A primary function of GDS is to help users find
the Earth-observation data of particular interest
to them. lt therefore contains a directory of data
sets that allows a ouick determination of their
nature and availability In addition, it contains a
guide IhaI offers more detailed information
suitable for evaluating the potential usefulness
of a oarticular data set.

Figure 1 shows how these directory and guide
functions relate conceptually to the 'inventory'

and 'browse facilities of more conventioanal
information bases.
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Figure 1. Relationships
between Earth-observation

user information services
(guide, directory, inventory,

browse) which help the
user in finding data and

understanding its
usefulness before ordering

the data products

Figure 2. Information
contained in 'directory of
datasets': results from a

search using keywords and
a brief description of a

dataset containing
information on associated
data products (Document

viewer software: NCSA
Mosaic for X-Window

system)

Data-set and data-product information
As already mentoned, the GDS information
base includes a directory of Earth-observation
dala sels All Landsat images stored in ESA

archives, for example, are considered to be a
single data set, There are currently more lhan
2500 data set descriptions stored in GDS,

collected in an on-going international effort (the

CEOS International Directory Network initiative)
from data producers all over tl^e World

A search in GDS using keywords from control-
led-keyword category lists or using just any text
word(s) will provide a full-text description of
relevant data sets (Fig 2)

\ til rEt*: &.d s r ltkr

Thiq r1cqcriniinn innlr deS the attribUtes Of the
data sel. an indication of its geophysical
-^^l;^^+;^^ ^^r^^ri^l ^^^^^i^r^^ ^^r^ ^^^+,^oPPilUOUUT I PUtUr rLrdr. OJJUUTdLUU UdLd-UUr rLrU

information. names of contact persons
knowledgeable aboul lhe dala set. and key
literature references for further reading.

Normally, Earth-observation data are delivered
to users in the form of specific data products
Gnq tharolnro nrnvidoc rlala-ard,arinavvrrrrv

informalion in the form of product lists. prices.
nrr'lar anA r]olirrorrr nnnAiliann rnA nrannnnaavrugr 4r ru uE|vEt y uut tultvt tJ dt tu PtuuuJJUJ.
etc. lt also contains the product media and
form:t snc.ifinalion dOCumenlatiOn and
information about any available software for
reading and analysing the data The
information gathered in GDS relates primarily
lo data products that can be ordered trom
ESAs commercial dala-distribution partners

Having identified in GDS the data set of interest
and the data products associated wlth it. it is

essential before ordering to
check whether the raw
Aala .^^' 'lr^A 
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nor.an+2^o nf iho imqno

was cloud-covered

The'inventory' databases
collect this information in a
systematic manner by stor-
ino often millrons o[
records, each containing
the parameler values that
characterise the individual
data 'granule GDS itself is
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In IIIAGE IIX)E, the SAR obtains strips of hlglr-resolution lEgery, IOO km
ln Hldth, to the rtght of the 3atclllte track, The lO 6"long atcnnar altgnedpatallel to the fltght track, dlrects a narrd radar b€il ilto the Earth's
surface ovcr the swath. Imgery ls butlt up from the tlm delay and strength of
thc rcturn slgnals, ufrlch depcnd priErily on the rsghtress ild dielectric
Frop€rtics of the iurface ild lts rilgc frm thc aatel'lite. Operat'|ff ln Img€
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- for research lnitltutes lntere3ted tn full SAR data processlng
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not an inventory service. but provides
information on how to access such services
Currently, some 60 on-line inventory services
nnerated hv r^lifferent institutions around the
World are referenced in GDS. This directory of
on-line services is collected and maintained
within the CEOS International Directory
Network coordination initiative For a number of
inventory services, GDS can also establish a

telecommunication connection to the service, if
the user so wishes,

In addilion to providing easy access to
inventory services and information about data-
product ordering and delivery. GDS offers a
wealth of other very useful information, as
outlined below,

Satellite, sensor and
information

ground-facility

GDS contains information on the spacecraft
and platforms that carry lhe remote-sensing
instrumentation for Earth observation. A
knowledge of these instruments and their
operating principles is often useful for
understanding the characteristics of data sets
and for the proper application of related data
products The GDS information base includes
two directories containing source/spacecraft/
platform and sensor/instrument descriptions
Photographs technical drawings and
occasionally animations of satellite/instrument
operating principles supplement the
descriptions

The European ERS-1 satellite, its payload and
the distributed ground facilities are described
in great detail in a special multimedia
document collection within the GDS
information base (Fig 3) Further information
about the European Earth-observation space
and ground infrastructures is in preparation

\Ctt n|.{,& }.(rn€{(

Di:{mnt f fili

fr!:ustnr llFlL

Figure 3. Text and imagery to describe and
illustrate satellite and instruments

(Document viewer software: NCSA Mosaic
for X-Window system. lmage viewer soft-

ware: the University of Pennsylvania's 'xv')

Earth-Observation User Information Services

Information provided by individual services, defined according to

recommendations of the Committee on Earth-Observation Satellites
(CEOS);

Directory - brief 'data set' descriptions (no information about
individual data 'granules' in set, but of the set as a whole), suitable for
identifying data and the data 'products' offered

Guide - detailed information suitable for assessing the application
value or usefulness of data sets (not of individual granules)

Inventory - attributes of individual data granules required for data-
product ordering

Browse - visualisations of individual data granules, typically limited in

size or resolution, for assessing their type and quality prior to ordering
the full data granule

ltyknd hummarl'

Iil,S I rrtriri inEfitrntrrt l-on ramir.thrfr of i ror. fttf of
r<tlitfonrl. rnrrnplrnxrl;ry initm'nrntk

O .\r ive \li< rrnra';r lrrstntnr:r I {.1
1S;rRl lrnll a l$inrl 5r'irllt'rolrrclrr.
t'idrHr{a?fi, all renl'trs tmrSr:r
rrnvr rrorfr {|r slR Frortree
derfr.tim or tbr hl*tr d
drtell8eror &r of

. Redar Altiuat<r iBAlDrovK€t

r AIorB'lrarl Scntlring l,ladiogretrc
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Data application information
A further role of GDS is to serve as a 'data user
guide', communicating achievements in all

areas of Earth-observation data aoolication.
GDS is assembling expert judgements on the
usefulness of existing 'Earth system' data
products, exclusively or partially derived from
satellite observations and available to the wider
user community Fulltext documents are to be
found in the GDS information base which are
written in a tutorial style, introducing terms and
concepts important for both understanding and
using the data Technical papers on specific
data applications will be included at a deeper
tevet,

Special sections in the GDS information
base will contain summarv documentation

e |Jo:r-rlffdtl1e lf

on processing algorithms, calibration and
validation procedures being applied to the
satellite measurements. Other sections will
contain demonstrations of typical and widely
accepted applications of this information in a
number of fields, together with illustrative
examples There could also be a place in the
GDS information base for proposals for pilot
demonstration projects aiming to develop
operational applications,

Currently, the GDS 'data user guide' infor-
mation is somewhat fragmented and mainly
covers descriptions of ERS-l data applications
(Fig.4). The collection of further data-
application information for GDS is envisaged as
a cooperative project involving the identifi-
cation and critical assessment of related
technical literature by international scientific
programmes and by agencies interested in

informing a broad audience about Earth and
space data applications ESA wishes to
encourage these programmes and institutions
to participate in the initiation and coordination
of such an information coooerative

Institutional and organisational informa-
tion
A 'data centres directory' in GDS describes
currently some B0 organisations providing
Earth-observation data products. lt describes
each data centre's focus, contact information,
access procedures, and data ordering, price
and distribution oolicies.

Figure 4. ERS-I altimeter
data application infor-

mation (Text viewer
software: University of
lllinois 'Xgopher' lor X-
Window system. lmage
viewer software: MIT X

Consortium'xloadimage')

Information in GDS

Dataset and data-product descriptions at various levels of detail.
Satellite, sensor and ground-facilities descriptions
Data application information, tutorials, scientific papers
Data user manuals and full ancillary and auxiliary data
Institutional and project information
Mission news and help-desk information
Product ordering instructions and order-form templates
Shareware software
Pointers to relevant internationally shared information sources
Inventory log-in information and user manuals
Calendars of events.
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GDS gives information about ESA itself and
about ESA's establishment in ltaly, ESRIN, from

which the GDS service is managed
and operated Newsletter-type tnformation

will be regularly updated by ESRIN's Earth-

Observation User Services to tnform customers
about the latest status of the ERS and other,

non-ESA missions

Descriptions of international scientific research,
validation and exploitation programmes will

also be incorporated into the GDS information
base. This data will be complemented by

descriptions of scientific campaigns or
projects

GDS has already started to collect names of

and contact information for researchers and
institutions actively participating in the ERS-1

project Potentially, GDS could become an on-
line 'yellow pages service', systematically
providing descriptions of European lab-

oratories and institutes active in Earth

observation, the people involved. their
soecialisations and the available research

capabilities and facilities.

Software repository
GDS is also providing descriptions of public

domain software products made available by

ESA or its partner organtsations to the Earth-

observation community Screen dumps
showing the user interface and processing

results are presented to illustrate the software's

functionality. The software itself is stored in

specific filetransfer directories, from which it

can conveniently be copied to the user's own

computer,

ESA will also use GDS to announce the

availability of its CD ROMs containing, for
example, systematic collections of browse
images and display tools.

ERS-1 information in GDS
GDS is intended to be a multi-mission
information service. but at present the primary
focus is on the European ERS 1 mission. GDS

rs used by the ERS Help Desk as its main on-

line publishing and announcement system lt

contains digital versions of the ERS-1 System

and Product-Specification Manuals, as well as

the ERS User Handbook and material from

various ERS-1 brochures and articles. Very

importantly, GDS will carry regularly updated
mission and Help Desk news, as well as the

complete set of 'ERS User Sheets (also

distributed by mail)

The top-level GDS menu of the current
collection of ERS-] information items is shown
in Figure 5

A first special-interest group, the ERS-1 Fringe

SAR lnterferometry Working Group, has started

to exchange and publish news and research

results in a coordinated manner via GDS. To

support this group, ESA is loading into GDS all

INSAR orbit listings' (currently some 10 000

files) thereby affording convenient access to
upto-date information.

The on-lrne ERS CUS (Central User Service)

system contains the inventories for the
European ERS and the Japanese ERS-l

missions. For the European mission, CUS also

delivers mission-planning information and

Figure 5. ERS-1 menu
called from the GDS Main
Menu (Viewer software:
University of Minnesota's
'Turbo Gopher' for
Macintosh)
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offers product-ordering functions Since CUS
can be accessed by authorised users only,
GDS does not support direct computer links to
CUS, but does provide all user-handbook
information for CUS users and for all those who
want to order ERS-1 oroducts,

Relationships with other ESRIN services
ln addition to the ERS systems mentioned
above, GDS also has 'links' to other existing
services at ESRIN. One of these is the well-
known LEDA service (on-Line Earthnet Data
Access), which has a long tradition of providing
on-line access to ESRIN's Landsat, NOAA,
MOS and Nimbus 7 inventories. LEDA is now
linked under GDS and is therefore available to
all in a non-restricted way The LEDA User
Manuals are also available via GDS for on-line
browsing or downloading

The ESA Prototype International Directory'
(ESAPID) is the forerunner service of GDS with
regard to the 'directory of datasets' and some
supplementary information, ESRIN wil
continue to operate ESAPID as the agreed
mechanism for the automatic exchange of
directory updates between ESRIN, NASA and
NASDA Direct user access to the ESAPID
service will, however: be disabled soon, when
the new GDS service takes over this role,

The 'European Space Science Information
System (ESIS) has many things in common
conceptually with GDS, and is even partially
built around identical technology ESIS has
been aimed exclusively at space-science
users, e.g. astronomers, whereas GDS is

targetted at the Earth-observation community.

The 'ESA Information Retrieval Service'
(ESA IRS) delivers on-line bibliographical
references and factual data which may
also ultimately be of interest to the Earth-
observation data user. This ESA IRS information
is therefore complementary to the information
contained in GDS Consequently, users can
find descriptions in GDS of ESA-IRS, summary
information on Earth-observation-relevant files
offered by ESA-IRS as well as instructions on
how to gain on-line access to this particular
information

Pointers to internationally shared informa-
tion
GDS is targetted to maintarn information
primarily on Earth-observation programmes
and satellite missions in which ESA is actively
involved The GDS information database
therefore contains 'pointers' to networked
external information sources on other missions
provided by other organisations GDS is

designed to help users establish computer

access to these resources at the highest
possible level of inter-operability',

Where proper inter-operability protocols have
been implemented by the target service (e.g

the Internet World Wide Web protocol HTTP)
the user connection is largely transparent
Otherwise, GDS automatically performs a log-
in to the target service and the user interacts
with the alphanumeric user interface offered
there. As GDS is a non-profit service and uses
Internet or DECNeI/SPAN networks that are
free-of-charge for non-commercial traffic this
automatic log-in service can also be offered
free

GDS also contains many pointers to other
Earth-observation user information services
There is a massive amount of information
available on today's networks, most of which is
not relevant for Earth-science aoolications.
GDS only includes pointers to relevant externa
sources (currently about 100) and therefore
offers a 'pre-digested' picture of the available
information (Fig.6).

WWW and Gopher
GDS employs a technology known as 'hyper-
media', which makes it easy to combine text,
graphics, sound and even video into a single
electronic document. These documents can
then be linked to each other so that a click on
the mouse at the linking pointer in one
document will cause a related document to
appear. The collections of documents thereby
form a so-called 'web'. This web is worldwide
because the links between documents can
exploit the Internet global network

The web's technology was created in 1989
at CERN, Europe's high-energy physics
laboratory, and was given the name 'World-
Wide Web' (WWW) The software is freely
available over Internet. The enthusiasm of
thousands of volunteers who built WWW
information servers and the availability of the
client software 'Mosaic' developed by the
US National Center for Super-computing
Applications (NCSA), have made WWW one of
lnternet's most popular technologies.

Seen from WWW, GDS is just one of hundreds
of information servers around the World This
offers the advantage, however, that the
technology and user tools required to interact
with GDS are alreadv widelv known and
distributed on Internet,

A very similar wide-area information tech-
nology is the Gopher' system developed by
the University of Minnesota. Since it has been
available on Internet lonoer than WWW. it
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serves an even larger community. GDS can
also be interrogated without restriction by this
community, using the common access tools,

The software needed by users to access GDS
from the WWW or Gopher can be obtained as
qh:rorrrqre nr nr rhlin-d^main na^1,-^an {nr .rr rqrvvvqru vr puuilu-uvt |oil | pdundgu5 tut d

range of computer platforms (Unix/X Windows;
PC/N/S Windows, Macintosh, etc) All the
screen displays shown in this article are
examples of the graphical user interfaces
supported by the various free software
packages In order to use this attractive
software, the user's computer must be
connected to Internet

GDS also offers 'log-in' access to users who are
on the DECNeI/SPAN or PSPDN (X 25)
networks This method of access is also
available to users who are on Internet, but who
do not have client software installed

GDS server technology
Figure 7 shows how users interface with the
GDS system via the access networks and the
client tools or terminals that they are using The
Hyper-G software developed for ESRIN by an

Austrian-ltalian university and industry team,
forms the core of the hypermedia server.
As well as making GDS look like a WWW or
a Gopher server, depending on which software
the user has, Hyper-G also includes the
user interface module for terminal log-in This
allows the log-in users of GDS to access
information on other Gopheq WWW and WAIS
servers (WAIS stands for 'Wide-Area Infor-
mation System' and is another Internet-based
technology)

The second part of the GDS system is a server
for file transfer using the standard Internet 'File

Transfer Protocol' (FTP) Files provided by this
server are downloaded to the user's computer
either by entering FTP commands from a
terminal or by using more comfortable client
software, so-called'ftptools'.

The NCSA Mosaic client software has
the convenient feature of being both a
hypermedia navigation tool and an FTP tool,
Consequently, a Mosaic user can retrreve
documents and data from both the GDS
hypermedia server and the GDS file server
wjthout switching tools

Status of the service and future plans
GDS has entered the initial operational
phase and can be fully tried out by users Many
individuals within GDS's target user community
have started to use the service in their daily
work, The feedback being received from these
people is very encouraging, indicating that the
GDS concepts and implementation as a whole
are on the right track,

It is ESAs plan to further develop the GDS
information service in a flexible way, such that
user feedback and information needs can be
fully taken into account. Users are invited to
provide their reactions as to how useful they
find the GDS information base (assessment of
quality and adequateness of rnformation
content, wishes for further material, etc) and
how they like the access methods and system
features (getting into the network, using cilent
software, quality of on-line help texts, eLc ) The
GDS user support sraff (see accompanying
panel for contact information) are keen to
receive and act upon this user feedback.

On the technology side the future develop-
ment of GDS will be designed to keep up with

Figure 7. GDS system
access tools, inter-

operable links to other
servers and network

connectivity
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the rapid evolution in WWW Gopher and
similar technologies. A further challenge will be
the more seamless integration of GDS with ESA
inventory, browse, mission-planning, order and
bibliographic services at ESRIN, and with
Earth-observation user information services
elsewnere.
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GDS Access Coordinates

Access via World-Wide Web (lnternet) - Navigate to Document URL
'http://gds esrin esa it/'

Access via Gopher (lnternet)

- Open the following Gopher item: Gopher type'1', host
'gds esrin.esa.it', port'70'

Access via FTP (lnternet) - Type 'ftp gds.esrin.esa.it', username
'anonymous', password: your e-mail address

Log-in access (lnternet) - Type 'telnet gds.esrin.esa.it', username:
'gdsuser', no password required

Log-in access (SPAN) - Type 'set host 29526', user name: 'gdsuser',

no password required

Log-in access (PSPDN) - Dial internat. NUA +2222641017461, user
name: 'gdsuser', no password required, Please ask GDS User Support
for your national NUA in Europe or Canada.

User support and help
ERS Help Desk, ESA/ESRlN, Via Galileo Galilei, | 00044 Frascati, ltaly,
Phone +39 6 94180 600; Fax +39 6 94180 510;
e-mail helpdesk@ersus.esrin400 esrin.esa. it
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The Golumbus Utilisation Information
System'CUIS'

G. Gendreau
Information Systems Division, Projects & Engineering Department,
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

P. Willekens
Directorate for Space Station and Microgravity, ESA, Paris

lntroduction
From its early development, CUIS was
designed as a user{riendly system that could
be added to existing equipment, based on two

-^i^. ^+^^!^.!^, *h1 IBM PC and theI rolur JLor ruoruJ, Lr rE

Macintosh To be complete, the system had to
offer a global service ranging from simple
mcqq2nc eych2nno tO the Creation and
exchange of comprehensive documentation,
The two main components of CUIS, the
General Communicatron Subsystem and the
Documentation Retrieval Subsystem, are
therefore based on an 'open architecture' that
guarantees system flexibility and adaptability to
a wide variety of users

The Columbus Utilisation Information System (CUIS) has been
developed by ESA with the aim of offering the scientific community
a tool to complement their existing means of communication,
particularly for communicating, retrieving and exchanging information
in preparation for space missions.

Other innovative features of CUIS cover
such services as Electronic Questionnaires,
which are extremely important in the context of
Calls for Experiment Proposals and
'Announcements of Flight Opportunities

Looking to the future, this community of space
experimenters can be expected to evolve
rapidly Missions are becoming more and more
interdisciplinary in nature and much of the
equipment being taken into space is being
developed in the form of multi-user facilities.
The need for interaction and communication
between the science and operation teams
involved in such missions is therefore
increasing rapidly, with a distinct trend towards
the decentralisation of the experiment
operations The scientists are tending to work
from their home institute or from the nearest
'User Support Centre', in contrast to the
Spacelab{ype scenario of the eighties when

the participating scientists 'lived' at NASA's
Payload Operation Center in Huntsville (USA)

for the duration of the mission

In addition to catering for the sophisticated
remote operations scenarios that will
characterise future missions, CUIS serves to
enhance the dialogue between users in

different time zones by incorporating a Bulletin
Board and Electronic Conferencing Service.
Last but not least, CUIS can provide quick
access to hundreds of thousands of pages of
operations guides and payload manuals that
the payload scientists need to access before,
during and after the missions.

What does CUIS offer?
CUIS has been designed to cope with the
communication and information-sharing needs
of those working on the Columbus Programme
The main goals currently being fulfilled are
firstly to unite the Columbus User Community
in communications terms, secondly to facilitate
access to the Columbus technical document-
ation. and finally to collect and analyse the
Columbus Experimenters requirements or
experiment proposals

One of the characteristics of the Columbus
community is that it is spread out all over
Europe, and even around the World These
users have all kinds of computer infrastructures
and networks, ranging f rom small stand-
alone personal computers to powerful work
stations connected to the maior international
networKs.

CUIS provides the necessary tools to connect
users with such disparate infrastructures, using
the user's existing computer and communi-
cation equipment as much as possible
Therefore, what the user installs and uses
depends on his current equipment Users with
little or no network infrastructure are connected
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together with a complele system offering
general communication services by means of a
standard telephone line; users who already
have their own network inf rastructure and
communication services generally prefer to use
the CUIS Accessories only as a bridge

The General Communication Subsystem is the
core item for electronic communication
between those not necessarily connected
to ESA networks; these services include
Electronic Mail, User Directories, Conferencing
and Bulletin Board via a simple telephone line.

The CUIS Accessories are designed to link
CUIS with off-the shelf applications like mail
svslems or e\/en simnle terminal emulators:
they allow lhe accessing and managing of
CUIS and non-CUIS address lists for the user's
own electronic mail infrastructure Instead of
providing an additional mail system, it offers all
thc tnnls necess2r\/ to use the CUIS User
Directories Moreover, users provided with off-
the-shelf tools (eg 'Pathworks' from Digital)
can access the CU lS Electronic Mail
Conference and Bulletin Board features directly
through existing networks (eg, Internet, SPAN)

The Communications functions can also be
rrsecl to exr:hanne r-lraft documents electro-
nically Then, once these documents have
been reviewerj bv all those involved and the
final version is ready, they can be made
available via the CUIS Documentation Retrieval
Srrhsvstem rnrhcre the USef Can SeafCh and
retrieve the information with the help of a
powerful query system.

For a successful space mission. it is necessary
fnr tha cneno-tanilitrr nrnrridorc l^ iniorani

alncol\/ rnrith lho rrqprq m:kinn ar rro th:r lha

planned experiments meet the latter s needs
cyar:llv Tho Gonpr:l COmmUniCalrOnS SUb-
a\/aiam linkc iho rrcorc innothar rrorrr o[lonlirrolrr
qn lhal lhev r:an nrtrn2re and COOrdinate their
requrrements and flight experiments

The Electronic Questionnaires System (EOUS)
io AnoinnaA l^ ^,,+^hrio mnct nf tho cloncl) Ug)l9llgU tU OUtUI llqLU rrrurL vr Lt tu olu|Jo
ronrriroI frnm tho nron^r^ti^^ ^{ ^ ^' '^^i;^^rsvuilsu ilur r lr9 prv|JdrdLrur r ut d \-luu5Ltut r-

naire up to the analysis of the responses Calls
for Pronosal' are lrst one area in which an
electronic questionnaire system is h ghly
beneficial

The end-user software is distributed free of
nharno h,, rho -alrrmhgg UtilisatiOf OftiCe Via

ESRIN in Frascati(l) Aside from the hardware
:nd qnffur:ro nro-ronrriqilcc rho rrqor ho:rc nnlrr

lhe costs incurred in accessing lhe nearest
network

Figure 1. Different types of
connection to CUIS

Figure 2. Typical electronic
questionnaire

Notification of Interest ruo EE

title First Hane Nane

Dr Andrew Holnes org-type-code

org_desc Bionedicar Research centre l.-9Ig-l!P9-fEU
tlniuersity Hospital of llales UNIV

Thelm title Effects of Hlcrograuity on the fornation of hunan skeletal
FUscle.

Envisaged E pressurised _ lGas-Tgpe carrier
tt:njjr.,"*,-. fl unpressurised x EuREca 

n ltlddeck Locker

My rep! lalls into the following catego

O cEtegoryt O Categorytt O Categoryltl O cdcgorylv
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File Update

Figure 3. The General
Communications Services

Figure 4. Mail with attached
file sent from DOS

To access the General Communications
Subsystem via a modem, users do not dial
drrantlrr intn tha (-anlral 

^^m^' 'l^r ;n lr-l\, ^.uiluuLry il rLU u rY vur ruor vur rPurEr il r rLqry. qo

this wouid lead lo p'onibitive telephone bills
and unreliable lrnks. Instead. they dial into an

X 25 Public Access Point for which a monthly
fee is usually payable to the national
telecommunicatiors services

In order to use the CUIS Accessories, the
user's TCP/IP or DECnet network must be
connected to the Internet or SPAN worldwide
networks

The System is operated by ESR N where there
ic e l-.loln l-)aclz in 2na\^/or nrroctinnc :hnr rl ilc

usage The Space Statron and Microgravity
Directorate at ESA Headquarters in Paris is

responsible [or lne data on the System

The General Communications Subsystem
(Gcs)
The General Communications Subsystem has

four modules: Electronic Mail and File
Fvnhanno I lcar l-)ironlnrioc Cnnforpnninn :nd

Bulletin Board,

Each CUIS use' has a personal electronic
mailbox on the CUIS Central Computer
at ESRIN CUIS users, as well as those
connected to most of the world's electronic
mail systems - ESA Profs/Office Vision,
NASAMa|I X 400 SPAN, Internet, etc - can
exchange messages via the CUIS GCS

CUIS Electronic Mail supports all standard
f unctions such as reply forward, request
automatic acknowledgment, search for mail
containing given keywords, store copies on the
ncrqnnal nnrnnr rtcr lranS[ef mail tO Or frOm a
Inr:al urnrd nrn.eqqnr etC One of its handiest
featrrres is thar it slnnorts files attached to an
olontrnnin moaa2no in ^ *"-^^^^-^^+ "-^6^^.uruuuvr ilu rrruooqvu ilr d tldl lJpdlUllt llldl lllul.

The appended files can range from pure text to
a qn.caciqhccl rnrnrri nrocessor or even data-
base documents.

In order to address etectronic mail easily. the
General Communication Mail module is

intpnralod rnrilh lhp I lcgr !i19619rieS module,
This allows the user to select the names and
adresses of his correspondents lrom the
Directories instead of having to compose them
afresh each time, The User Directories support
three types of addresses: CUIS users. external
users and distribution lists The latest list of
CUIS users is supplied automalically by the
ir rrQ oan+rol r-nmnr '+6r and is available to all

CUIS users

When a CUIS user corresponds with external
users, their names can also be stored in a list

These external users can be on any marl
svslem reacnable from CUIS Access to the
most importanl mail systems is predefined.
which means that the user does not need to
know lhe addresses of each of these systems.
but only how the intended correspondenls are
identified within their own mail systems,

When electronic mail is sent frequently lo the
same group of people, a distribution list can be
e raalad, innlrrrl,nn q566ifin nAnrnoono ro rrrnllurg4Lgu. il ruruurrrv JPwulllu ouulE)-gJ a) vvvll

^^ ^^il ,,^^ ^+ ^+^^. ^i^tribution lists.oJ uoil-uPJ ur vu rvr ur)

Finally the User Directories module supports
simple queries in ar on-line user directory in

order to obtain eleclronic addresses Currenlly.
it contains about 60 000 users, including all

ESA Profs and Quest users, NASAMaiI users,

SSFPmail users and others

In addition, the General Communications
Subsystem provides for Electronic Conferenc-
inn i,rrherohv nonnlo urith similar interests can
share their experience, opinions and
information. CUIS supports two kinds of
conferences: public and private. A public
conterence is one that any CUIS user can open
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2n.l r:nnirihr rle In a 'nriVate one iS restriCted to
invited participants only,

In parallel with the electronic conferences,
where any member can read and write
maaa2^oa al llQ :lcn nrnvidoc :n olontrnnic

Bulletin Board, which all users can read but
onlv arrthorise.l nnes Can write tO The CUIS
Bulletin Board provides a way of keeping in

touch with all the latest news and announce-
ments on Columbus, including forthcoming
events, progress repo.ts on differenl areas o'
Columbus research and Calls lor Proposals

The Documentation Retrieval Subsystem
(DRS)
One of the most important aspects of
Columbus utilisation will be collecting and
distributing tie technical documentation, and
facilitating and optimising access to this key

information The DRS, based on Ful/Text'

software from the company Fulcrum, also
ensLrres that the lastest version of a given
!^a, ,manr ^^^ ^1.^,^,,^ h^ ^^^^^^^^ h,, +h^UUUUIIIUI II UClI I dIVVdYs UU dUUUJJUU UY tI IU

widest community of users Documents like

the Columbus Payload Accommodation
Handbook (CPAH). the User Introduction to
Columbus, and a number of documents
relating to Eureca and Spacelab are already
available

Or rpricq renardina Colryp[gg documents can
be performed using intuitive visual objects lrke

menus. forms ard dialogues. In addition, tie
system allows users to navigate through the
database and through a document by rreans
of hyperlink techniques, simply by pointing to
existing correlations between sections of the
various documents or by navigating nto the
T^ar^ ^{ ^^^r^^r^ ^r - ^recific document, oncetdutu ur uurtu rLJ ut o Jl.

a snecific docrrment has been retrieved and
disnlaved the r,ser can receive and
immediate y browse through all the information
rol2io.l tn il innlrrdinr- i-^^^^ ^^! --r-+^!," .-_,,,J il rdvuJ dr ru rurdLUU

documents

Name:

Organization:

Pleiller, Eva

Gateway: Site:

Figure 5. Find External Users screen
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The Electronic Questionnaires Subsystem
(EOUS)
The lifecycle of an Electronic Questionnaire has
three specific phases: the design of the
questionnaire the filling-in of the answers, and
the analysis of the rep ies Questionnaire forms
can be of different levels of complexity, ranging
from a simole ouestionraire for addresses and
lolonhnno n, rmhorq tn ^^m^l^v a-llo f^rLUruVr rvr ru LV UUlllPlg^ VAll- lvl

Proposals There are also rwo distinct lypes ot
Questionnaires possible in CUIS: those that
can be filled in only once, and those that can
be filled in a number of times An example of a
single fill questionnaire is one that obtains

,^,irh ^^^h ^^.ri^i^^^rruJPUr rJUJ Ur I d JUr ilr rdr. vvru I udur I Pdr uurpdr l

Figure 6. Query for a

document. lt is possible to
query using more than one
field of the 'form screen'
or the 'text part' of the
document simultaneously

Figure 7. Questionnaire life
cycle

Designer sends blank
questionnaires to End
Users via e-mail

serS

Designer sends blank
questionnaires to central
comp uter

Encl users senct completed
quest ionr)aires to the
central computer via e-mail

Central
Compuler

.ltnel
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replying only once Review ltem Discrepancy
(RlD) forms used to comment on a document
would be typical multiple fill questionnaires

To speed-up the reply process. the designer of
an EQUS form can call upon a powerful user
interface including pick-up lists, check boxes,
etc Validation checking can also be incorp-
orated into the system if so desired.

Once the Questionnaire has been designed,
blanks are sent to the users via electronic mail
and to the CUIS Central Computer, The users
then download the form to their personal
computer and enter their replies offline Once
the questions have been answered. the end-
users forward them to the CUIS Central
Computer, again by electronic mail, where they
are stored in an Oracle database

The CUIS Accessories
The Cl JIS Ar:r:essories orovide the link between
the Columbus user communitv and commer-

cial electronic mail systems. Without such a
link, it would be necessary to type the exact
electronic address of the other Columbus users
(these are often unintuitive addresses that are
difficult to enter correctly) The CUIS Acces-
sories use pick up lists wherever possible to

overcome this problem A simple click copies
the qelcr:ted rcr:inicnlg' addfeSSeS tO theI vv,v,v, I

standard clioboard. from which the user can
paste them into his/her chosen electronic mail
system Virtually all electronic mail systems are
supported, including VN/S Mail, Profs,

QuickMail and Microsoft Mail

The CUIS Central Computer maintains a list of
electronic mail systems designed to be used
with CUIS Accessories The user merely
chooses one f rom a menu and CUIS
Accessories automatically knows the electronic
address format to be used for the CUIS users,

the external users, and the distribution lists

As in the General Communication Subsystem,
the user needs only specify the intended
recipient's mail-system identifier.

The Communications
Comouter-to-comouter communication has
traditionally meant all kinds of technical
difficulties for the nonsoecialist: comolicated
log-in procedures, different protocol arrange-
ments, and primitive text editors, For many
business or research users, it has often
seemed easier to use the telephone, which is

an expensive solution providing no written
record, CUIS changes all that by oftering an
attractive, easy-to-use interface, so that the user
does not have to remember comolicated loo-in
procedures

The CU lS Accessories and General
Communication Subsystem offer different
aooroaches for the communications: the
former relies on existing communication
systems. while the latter provides a complete
communication system requiring only a
telephone line and a modem, or an asyn-
chronous serial connection (RS-232) to a local
network

For most users, the cheapest and most reliable
means of connecting to the CUIS Central
Computer for the General Communication
Subsystem is via Packet-Switched Public Data
Network (PSPDN) provided by their local
telecommunications authority (PTT)

Compatibility and portability
CUIS has been developed with the aim of
guaranteeing the greatest possible degree
of compatibility and portability from one
platform to another. Both IBM compatible PCs

Figure 8. List of CUIS
users in the CUIS

Accessories

Figure 9. Create External
User screen
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CUIS

and Macintoshes can connect to the same
CUIS Central Computer without difficulty, and
the document formats in the Documentation
Retrieval Subsystem is identical for the PC the
lVacintosh and the Central Computer.

What is the future of CUIS?
Cl llS s r1cvolnnmont Started with the
distribution of an initial prototype in early 1988
in order to involve potential users well before
any major architectural design effort started,
Several subsequent prototypes have led to an
'lnitial Version' of CUIS that has iust been
distributed

The immediate exploitation of CUIS will be in

the context of a Spacelab mission as it is being
offered to the science and operation teams of
for the laboratory's next two flights, namely the
lN/L-2 mission (lnternational Microgravity
Laboratory) in June 1994 and the Atlas 3
mission (Atmospheric Laboratory for Applic
ation and Sr:ienr:e\ in October 1994. CUIS will
be used for the distribution of Remote
Operation Documenlation before these
missions and tested during the mission
simulations CUIS will play an essential role in
the enhancement of communications between
the five Operations Centres throughout Europe
from which the instruments carried aboard
Spacelab will be controlled,

larl oaa

The longer-term future of CUIS is linked to that
of the Columbus Programme and the future of
ESAs manned space activities in general G

Figure 10. Connection via
modem

Local Access Points
To use the General Communication
Subsystem via modem. the user dials the
nearest Public Access Point and from there
the Central Computer. On the following
networks, a direct access (Network User
Address, NUA) is set up, which reduces the
communications costs still further.

Country

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
lreland
Italy

Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
UK
Canada

Network

Datex-P
DCS
Datapak
Datapak
Transpac
Datex-P
Firnan
l+anaa
rL@POU

DNl
udLdpdn

r0erpac
Datapak
PSS

uaLdvdu

Minimum System Prerequisites for CUIS
The minimum prerequisites common to all CUIS subsystems are:

- An IBM PC or lOO%-compatible with MS Windows 3, or

- An Apple Macintosh Plus with Operating System 6 or 7

For the General Communication and remote Documentation Retrieval
Subsystems:

- A modem and a telephone line

- A connection facility to a Packet Switched Public Data Network
(PSPDN), such as TRANSPAC in France, ITAPAC in ltaly or PSS in the
UK

or

- A serial connection to a Local Area Network (LAN) with access to an
X.25 PAD.

For the CUIS Accessories:

PC:

- TCP/IP via Sun PC-NFS (Version 40 or later), or

- DECnet via Digital Pathworks (Version 41 or later)

- Any network that supports either of these two protocols.

Macintosh:

- Apple Communication Toolbox (included in System 7)

- Any connection tool supporting Telnet, CTERM, LAT or X 25

- Any network that supports either of these protocols: a direct Ethernet
connection or a gateway access through an AppleTalk network.

X-Windows (available second quarter of 1994):

- Sun or Vax Workstation with TCP/IP

- Motif or OoenLook

For the Electronic Questionnaires:
There is no additional prerequisite for using the Electronic Questionnaires
Subsystem However, to receive the questionnaire and send the replies, the
user needs either the General Communication Subsystem or CUIS
Accessories
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A propos du Colloque

'La Gonvention de I'ESA a I'oeuvre
Enseignements du pass6'

Florence, 25126 octobre 1993

G. Lafferranderie & V. Kayser
Service juridique, ESA, Paris

Une Organisation se penche sur son pass6
Une Organisation internationale repose avant
tout sur une Convention, un Traite, qui en definit
les objectifs, les ressources, les mecanismes
ll ne suffit pas d y faire appel en cas de
crise ou de I'examiner d l'occasion d'une
nnn{oronca 'Co Cnllnnrro m'a normic rlo roliro

la Convention que je n'avais lue qu'une fois et
que j'avais ensuite remise dans mon tiroir'
a{-on pu entendre Une Convention est trop
souvent vue comme une contrainte, un texte
pour 'juristes'. ll serait sans doute excessif de
dire que les succes spatraux europ6ens sont
dus au texte de la Convention. mais elle y a
contribue a sa maniere et, tres certainement,
^il^ ^^ t^^ ^ ^^^ +"^i^;eile |e tes a uas iluiltes,

Le contexte
En dehors m6me du contexte et des difficultes
actuelles. certains avaient estine utile pour la
r6flexion europ6enne sur les constructions
irrrirlinrrac do iotor rrn raaard, rotrnqnpctif
arri:nt nrro nrnqnpr-tif SUf la COnVentiOn, Yv,vvvvvr,,'

trouve-t-on toujou rs les reponses pou r

continuer d avancer, quels sont eventuellement
les nouveaux chainons manquants, etc? Ce
Colloque etait donc d la fois un colloque a
caractere historique sur l'origine et I'application
des textes e1 un colloque de prospective, de
reflexion entre les divers acteurs des activites
spatiales europeennes Nul besoin de
rl6mnniror ^rra l Fr rrnno rlo l Fcnano A

Yuv

consid6rablement evolue deouis 1960 Le

contexte europeen n'est plus le meme; de
nouvelles Organisations sont n6es, publiques
ou privees. dans le domaine des applications
soaliales, le contexte international a ete
profondement modifie; l'environnement
ranlomonlaira doc antiviloc en:tieloc a lrri-vvq\|uIvU u IuI

meme considerablement 6volue, tant pour ce
nrri cnnnorno loc aniirriioc nr rhlinrroc nrro loc

activites privees.

Ce passe, relativement recent, n a pas ete sans
crise. Rappelons-nous la marche vers l'unit6, la
mise en place de la CSE de la CETS. les efforts
pour reunir l'ESRO et l'ELDO. efforts sur le plan
pratique et institutionnel, les fameux 'package

deals'de 1971, 1973, la redaction d'une
nouvelle Convention, les inventions juridiques
(comme I'article Vlll de la Convention ESRO),
loc amhinrr'ii6c nnnctrr rntirrac lac ari:nnooc
*^i^ ^ ,^^i t^^ h^,,,r^ 

^^^^ 
l^ ^^^^A,a+ianI I tclt. du..t tuJ I tYut t> udt rJ td uuupurduur I

transatlantique, tout cet humus qui permit
a la Convention de l'Agence de germer. Mais
ne soyons pas naifs, ni optimistes, ni

pessimistes Les reponses alors apportees aux
probldmes sur la table de negociation peuvent-

elles continuer A s'appliquer dans le contexte
actuel de profondes mutations?

Cette reflexion etait devenue utile sans avoir
bien s0r l'ambition de tout resoudre Le debat
est en lui-m6me dela un debut de reponse Cet
echange entre personnes de tous horizons,
entre peres fondateurs et fils prodigues'. entre
personnes rep16sentant les inter6ts divers,
qu une Convention doit concilier, entre juristes,

scientifiques, industriels, repr6sentants d'autres
Organisations publiques et privees, partenaires
internationaux, tint ses promesses La Badia
Fiesolana et Florence n'ont pas ete sans
promouvoir une ambiance chaleureuse,
amicale et studieuse Le Colloque La

Convention de I'ESA d l'oeuvre
Enseignement du passei organise par I ESA.

l'lnstitut universitaire eurooeen et le Centre
or rrnnoon rlo rlrnii do l'acneno :rran lp cnr rtionvv I vvYuvv.

cl'Arianesnace et de la Commission des
communautes europeennes. a reuni une
centaine de participants venant de tous les

horizons de I'effort spatial europ6en

Les sessions
Ce Colloque. le premier du genre, ne pouvait



la convention de I'esa

tout traiter. Les organisateurs avaient d0 faire
des choix et s'en tenir d I'examen de
dispositions de la Convention qui soit
caractdrisent cette derniere, soit ont constitu6
des pr6occupations permanentes au plan
politique.

Aprds l'ouverture officielle du Colloque par le
orofesseur Massimo Trella au nom du
Directeur general de l'ESA, et par le Directeur
de l'lnstitut universitaire europeen, le
nrnfoccor rr Roimer I iict a nr6qent6 loq

principaux sujets qui seraient abord6s au cours
des debats, accompagn6s de reflexions nees
d'une longue pratique.

La premiere session, presidee par
M. Harry Atkinson (ancien pr6si-

dent du Conseil), 6tait consacr6e d
la naissance de la Convention et a
son evolution M John Krige
(equipe Histoire ESA)a presente le
point de vue de l'historien. Les ori-
gines et les evolutions des pro-
grammes facultatifs ont 6te
rappel6es (G. Lafferranderie, con-
seiller juridique) ainsi que leur
poids consid6rable au sein des
programmes de l'ESA M Loosch
(ancien delegu6 ESA) a expos6
les proc6dures de decision et de
vote au sein de I'ESA ainsi que
leur oratioue. lmmediatement le

ton fut donne par les 6changes
entre I'auditoire et le oodium. On
retiendra la critique sur la rdgle de
l'unanimit6 dont l'application est
allee en s'amplifiant bien au-deldt

des textes, et qui est d la source de
marchandages (on a meme fait
remarouer oue l'unanimite ne
devrait plus 6tre de mise pour le
vote du niveau de ressources). Les

regles de la Convention ont traduit
quatorze ann6es de reflexion. Mal-
heureusement elles ont et6 touchees oar
l'evolution et bien souvent les delegations ont
institue, par une interpretation discutable, pour
des motifs sans lien avec le texte lui-mOme, de
nouveaux verrous Or ces verrous 'artificiels'

devraient sauter, car au lieu de contribuer a la
stabilite des programmes, ils la mettent en p6ril

et I'Agence avec eux On aperqoit deja le

leitmotiv, la souplesse de la Convention qui

oermet telle ouelle de faire face d diverses
situations, mais en mOme temps le besoin de
davantage de rigueur.

Cette ambivalence de la Conventiontransparait
tout oarticulierement d travers I'examen des
dispositions relatives au retour

96o9raphique. Un debat anime suivit les

pr6sentations par MM. Duran (chef de
la division Contrats, ESTEC), Micklitz (prof de
droit, Berlin), Sacotte (conseiller du president,
CNES) et Praet (Directeur g6n6ral adjoint,
Alcatel ETCA), au cours de la seconde sesston
presidee par M. Van Reeth. Le'retour
industriel', quel mot magique! Quel bon genie
oourra trouver la formule satisfaisant un retour
industriel global proche de 1, les retours par
programme de 1 ou de 0,95. les regles

communautaires, etc. Un point a mettre ii I'actif
de ce Colloque fut la liberte de parole et de
orooosition En dehors des interventions
formelles au cours de sdances du Comite de la

T>i

Politique Industrielle (lPC) ou du Conseil,
d'aucuns ont avance des propositions, tous se
sont exprimes,

LAnnexe V de la Convention dont certains
lecteurs se souviendront de l'6laboration
difficile, a vu son decalage par rapport d la
politique industrielle et aux regles
communautaires particulidrement souligne.
Certains industriels ont ainsi souligne que si le
'juste retour' etart certes justifi6 a l'6poque de
l'apprentissage et du developpement, et
finalement celle de I'expansion, nous sommes
actuellement dans une periode de surcapacit6
industrielle dans laquelle il est permis de se
demander s'il n'est pas anachronique de
rendre la regle du juste retour de plus en plus
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rigide La flexibilite qui doit etre de rigueur dans
ce domaine a ete plusreurs fois mise en
exergue par les participants

Entin. I'on a pu noter la remarque selon
laquelle il existe au niveau de la Communaut6
et de la Communaute elargie des instruments
communaulaires pour aborder le juste retour.

oar exemple les fonds structurels ll a ainsi ete
suggere. dans une perspective d'amelioration
de la competitivite de I industrie europeenne.
d utiliser les instruments exislants et non pas
de regler chaque probleme au nrveau
structurel Reference a ete faite a I'ESA
aujourd'hui et au CERN demain, et la question
a ete posee de savoir pourquoi il appartiendrait
aux seules Agences de recherche de regler les
desequilibres nationaux qui peuvent etre
.A^r ^ ^^" ! ^,.+-^^ Tn\/ona floiio coccinnlgVlE) POI U dULl UJ llrvyur ro vULLU ouoorvt L

particulierement riche en discussions, a ouvert
de nombreuses voies de reflexion dans une
perspective qui irait au dela de I Europe
spatrale

C'est sur la question de la 'commercialisation'
que souvrit le deuxieme jour du Colloque
Loccasion a permis de reunir sur le meme
podium, l'ESA (M Trella, Inspecteur general)
Arianespace (M Bigot remplace par N/

Bignier), Eutelsat (N/ Payet, Directeur
technique). Eumetsat (M Morgan, Directeur
general). Spot lmage (M Brachet. Directeur
general) et Intospace (M. Von der Lippe)l On
sait que la Convention s'est arretee en chemin
sur la 'commercialisation', l'article V 2 n'en
traQant qu une ebauche. et pourtant I Agence a
parfois avec amertume porte de nouvelles
structures en elle Pas assez loin. pas assez
fort, dira-t-on. L Europe spatiale a besoin d une
politique qui sache prendre en compte des le
depart I exploitation des produits en
developpement, si besoin est, par de nouvelles
qlrr rctr rroq | tr tpmna oqt rronr r r'l'6tro nlr rc

creatif. plus imaginatit En particulier. il a ete
souligne au cours des discussions qu'une telle
dynamique devait particulierement etre
recherchee en matiere d'observation de la
Terre. ou un etat d esprit de type partenariat
entre l'Agence et un distributeur devrait etre
recherche. du meme type que celui auquel
I'Agence est parvenue avec Arianespace, ou le
CNES avec Spot lmage Enfin d une faqon
nlus o6nerale Iacr:ent a ete mis SUrY'" "

l'rmportance du role de la communaute des
utilisateurs dans le processus de decision de
l'Agence afin de mieux l'aider a se determiner
pour les differents developpements a
entreprendre dans le futur.

Dans une derniere session, conque dans
Icqnrit d rrno l:hlp r^n.lo ot nraci.loa nar

vr vurvvv vql

N/ Lopez Aguilar (ancien delegue ESA et

ancicn nrpqidcnt dr r COmite Oe relations
internationales), f ut aborde le contexte
international, au cours d'une serie de
presentations de M Vereshchetin (Academie
des Sciences de Russie). M Creola (chef de la
delegation suisse a I ESA) N/ Pedersen
(ancien administrateur adjoint charge des
relations internationales, NASA), N/ Paillon
(chef unite Espace, DGXII) contexte tout a fait
di{ferent aujourd'hui de celui qui existait lors de
la r:nnr:ontion nr r cle la naiSSanCe de la
Convention de lAgence, Une Europe spatiale
ne peut se concevoir aujourd'hui en dehors de
ce contexte mais sans pour autant y perdre son
ame. Une discussion passionnante sen est
suivie illustrant les differents aspects d'une
cooperation internationale qui a beaucoup
nhrnnn mrio n" l^ ^nh6einn oct nlla n1oUl lal lvg lllol) UU ld Uvr rvorvr I urr l.Jtuo Vuu
jamais necessaire et ou l'importance du
message a faire passer d I opinion publique et
aux decideurs politiques a ete plusieurs fois
soulignee

Enf in, le professeur Atkinson tira les
conclusions de ces deux journ6es, Des
images, des propos resteront dans I esprit de
ceux qui ont participe a ce Colloque: le souhait
de revenir d une Convention sans rigidites; 6tre
plus imaginatif pour r6pondre a de nouveaux
defis; au fond, instituer un meilleur dialogue
onlro irrrictoc cniontifinrroc innaniar rrc anfin

re-convaincre les politiques La Convention est
nee de l integration. de la fascination du public
pour l'Espace et de l'interet du monde
nolitiorre nor rr cctte nouvelle frontiere
LEsoace etait la demonstration d une bonne
construction europeenne, d'une bonne
atttnnnmia at lo n2no d rrno nnnn6rqtinn

vqvv

internationale solide. et qui doit le demeurer en
affrontant de nouvelles difficultes

| ^ f\^^,,^^+i^^ ^^, ,^r^^^^ ^^ ^'^^+LO VUilVUT rUUr I Pdt Jd JUUlrtu>>U ilU 5 UJL

pas opposee a la realisation de ces objectifs
Mais qui la lisait? Trop souvent on sort le pelit
livre bleu' a I'appui d'un interet particulier. Ce
Colloque a ravive I interet pour ce texte. pour
une Convention apte d canaliser I'interOt de
+^, ,^ ,,^.^ i^^ .A^t;^^rruus vers ues reailsiillOnS COmmUneS et a
relever les defis a venir. De nombreuses
cr rnnoqtinnc ^nt o+6 reQUes. noramment
d organ ser un nouveau Colloque dans le
meme esprit. traitant d autres aspects de la

Convention de l'Agence

Les Actes du Colloque, reprenant 6galement la
transcription des discussions, sont disponibles.
Pour tous renseignements, contracter:

Mme E. Vermeer
ESA, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis
75738 Paris Cedex 15 G
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In Orbit / En orbite

Under Development / En cours de rlalisation
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G bulletin 78

Soho
Industrie
Les acttvites relattves au modele
d'identification se sonl achevees debut
{;\ t.:^. 

^-r 
, ,aa aAr:a i aqca/c do anmna_tavt tct PAt Ut tV aYI tY U Orru'J vw vwt t tpa-

tibilite 1lectromagnetique couronnde de
^.,^^^^ t t^ ^^^^i )^ ^:naraft^n altorJUUUUJ, U// U)Jd/ UC Jg^Ju,u!'v,, uvuu

I'adaptateur d'inlerface d Attas llAS avait
ite nrec.4riemment' rAalEg a la mt-
AA^^^4,^ ^^t^^ 1^ ^^t.uecet tlDte.Su/u// /e catenofler prevu

I intenrafion dtt mndAle de vOl du
module de servitude s esl poursuivle en
innvipr ct fdvrier avpr /pq qni rs-qrrqiAmpc

rlc rdnttletian thcrmint tp et d alimentatlon
/ c .qnrrs-srzsfAme AOC..\ etatt en coufS
! ^^^^;^ ^+ ^^ ri, ,-^:^-^ 6t2;l nr6\/t tF n^t trU CJJd/J VL ad llVtdtJUIl Ltutt ptvvuw pvut

la mi-mars

I infenratinn de* evncrtgTl6es dU modele
de vol du module de charge uttle a
commence debut decembre, aprds
certains travaux d'optimisatron sur le
mat6riel r'la roat tlntinn lharmint ta Calla

intcnration a nrnnrpqqd de manidfe
^^+i^J^i^_^+^ ^^t^.: i^^ nrnh/AmesJqt/J/O/JdI/Lg, t t ldlglC tU) prvv,u,r,uo
ronannfrec n2r aerf2tnoa ovn6rionaac nt ti

nnf rlfi Afra ranvnvae<:- .-, ,.- r --- JUx equipes
responsab/es pour mise au potnt
at tnnlomontairo

Cooperation ESA/NASA
Une revue de d1flnition des operations
de la mission s'est deroulee a la mi-
feviler au Goddard Space Flight Center
rie la NASA / es renrisentants de /'ESA

ont participe a cette sess/on de deux
int trc nt ti n ncrmiq de annf irmor nt te daqYUU UUJ

nrnnrAc avaiont ot6 aaanmnlic./enc np

domaine Un certarn nombre de secfeurs
reclament une attention particultere et les
ar'.tivite.q A 4ntrcnrpn.lrp a Cet eflet Ont

ete identifiees

I a nrcmicre h tqoa Afla< llAQ lla rtorqinn

equipee de quatre propulseurs d'appoint
a nnt tr'lra nt ti r1^it 6tra t rlilicri'a nnr rr Qnhnl

a ete lancee avec succds /e 75
rl6romhro r'lt t Konnarltt Qnara (-anlar

Dct tx enrent.ctret tr< a h42jg
supplementaires (deslinds A Cluster) ont

Thernal test 19 o[ C rsler spacec'att at IABG.
l\,4r ninh /l-\\

/ ^ ^-l^//,r- , ^^-aiC lh1rmtnttaa ahA)Lg Jdtgrr/tc WIUJLCI dUA UJJU,J I,r-,r,lrvu

IABG, Munich (Allemagne)

A+A t,,,rAa an lA, ,.'^. I ^ ^ana1nlt^n Al l.gto //y/gJ Yll IYVltcl, Ld QuttwwpLtvtt vL ta
realrsation rle.< enreoistreUrs a memotre a

etat solide a progressd se/on /es p/ans
prevus

Experiences
Six experimentateurs avaent livre leurs
modeles de vol frn fevrier. ce qui a
narmic r'la lac tntAnrar at Aa /^. ^...r,^/pcttlrr. u9 rsJ r//rsv/q/ or uE /oJ EoocyE/

sttr le morittle de r-.harne ulile A la Sutte
dc ncq .nprattnnq n/rreiggl5 elements Ont

1te relor trncs aftn rl annorter une Solutnn
A rles nrohlcmtr., rtrn^nntres lors de
I int+araf inn ot t dcia irtcnlrfi€s SanS avotr
pu ete rdso/us avant la livraison. Ceci
necessitera certatnes activites de
reintdgration, qui entrarleront un
rlccelano nencral dt t nrnnrammo Pn tr lo

moment. ces dieimenls ont pu ete
intearc.q danq /pq marn'ps du Calendfrcr
prevu.

/ cc resnnnqeh/pq dc t trSA et de la NASA
.sc s.nf nen..hF. e\lpc t tne attention
particulidre sur la situatton de
I'experience UVCS. Un certatn nombre
rlp mc<ttrp< qnprifint ta< nnt FtF srlnnl6aq

afin d'offrir a cet tnstrumenl /es metlleures
chances de viabilite

t ^ .;^t,^^+:^^ )^^ ):t^ ^.a//re i linnaq doLd t YOtIaAL|UI I UgJ UUtUUtuur J u /'V' ,uJ uu
rpterd .rnisapq /YDl I nnt tr les tnStfuments
i i \.//-Q ai Ql l\/ltrD ^t t^A.:^, '^^ ^u v uQ qt 9u tvt Lr 1 . uu/ /gu) ct taut 

^-luvJ 
d

I Untversite de Californie. a Berkeley,
nrnnrpqee do maniAra a-t;.{.;.-h+^ 

^^-pr vv' UJJU ilu' u Jot/J/c/Jo/ /tE, vgJ

ddtecteurs ont franchi le stade de la
rct't trr r.rifint tp ele ,lafinili6p

Cluster
I F nrnl^l\/no dc vol dtt qatolltlo /PFA/l\oqLvrilv \t t tvt/

vrcnt d achever avec succes ses essa/s
r..l on, tilihraaa tharmiatta ^+ ^^^ ^^^^r^v wyutuvtQvv Lt tot t ttttluv ut JUJ UJJd/J

thermques sous vide chez IABG, a
A/lttniah /l,t\ | ac ract tllat^ d^ ^^^ ^^^-r^tvtut uvt t \u,t L90 / uou/rolJ uq ugJ EJJd/J

doivent €lre d present analyses et
compares au modele thermique afin de
nprmFftrc rlc fn trnir lp< nr6vt<innq do

vol L'ultime sdfle d'essais d'ambiance
str le PFA,4 r'.omnrend deS eSSalS en
vibrations en emptlement avec la

deuxieme unite de vol F2 qui seront
suivls d'essais en vibrattons acoustlques.
La sdquence d essais sur le PFM sera
alors achevee

L'unite de vol F2 a ete entieremen[
integree avec sa charge utile, et son

,'-

l.rti?;il
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Soho
Industry
The engineering-model activities were
concluded in early February with a
successful electromagnetic compatibility
test campaign, A separation shock test
with the Atlas llAS interface adapter had
previously been completed on schedule
in mid-December

The Service Module flight-model
integration has continued during January
and February with the thermal-control
and power subsystems The AOCS
subsystem is currently being tested and
its delivery is planned for mid-March.

The Payload Module flight-model
experiment integration started in early
December, after some optimisation work
on the thermal-control hardware. The
integration effort has been progressing
smoothly, within the constraints of the
problems encountered with the experi-
ments, some of which have had to be
returned to their teams for further work.

ESA-NASA cooperation
A Mission Operation Design Review was
held in mid-February at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. ESA representatives
participated in this two-day event, at
which it was confirmed that positive
progress has been made on this part of
the mission, A number of areas needing
attention and further effort were also
identified.

The first Atlas llAS vehicle (the version to
be used for Soho with four solid
boosters) was successfully launched from
Kennedy Space Center on 15 December.

Two more tape-recorder units (destined
for Cluster) have been delivered in

February The design and manufacturing
of the solid-state recorders has
progressed according to plan

Exoeriments
By the end of February, six
experimenters had delivered their flight
models and these have been integrated
and tested on the Payload Module.

Several units have subsequently been
returned for the correction
of problems that showed up during the
integration or which were known but
could not be resolved before their initial

delivery. This will necessitate some re-

integration activity which is causing an

overall programme slippage. So far,

howeve[ this is being contained within
the available schedule contingency.

The UVCS exoeriment situation has been
under specific scrutiny by ESA and
NASA management. Some specific
measures have been agreed in order to
give this instrument a maximum chance
of reaching a viable verification status.

The Cross Delay Line (XDL) detectors for
the UVCS and SUMER instruments belng
designed and manufactured at the
University of California at Berkeley are
progressing well and have passed their
Critical Design Review stage.

Cluster
The protoflight (PFM) spacecraft has
just successfully completed the thermal-
balance/thermal-vacuum test sequence
at IABG in Munich (D). The results from
the test have now to be analysed and
correlated with the thermal model to
enable the flight predictions to be

oroduced. The final environmental test
seouence on the PFM are a stack
vibration test with the flight 2 (F2)

spacecraft, followed by the acoustic
vibration test. This will complete the test
sequence for the PFM.

The F2 spacecraft has been completely
integrated, including its payload, and
electronically tested. lt now awaits
transportation to IABG to join the PFM
for the stack vibration test. Subsequently,
the F2 will undergo thermal, acoustic
and magnetic tests

The third flight spacecraft (F3) has been
fully integrated, including payload, and
is ready for full system-level electrical
testing at Dornier (D).

The fourth flight model (F4) is in the
process of integration at subsystem level,
with the payload due for delivery after
Easter.

The solid-state memory units intended
as a back-up to the tape recorders are
progressing on schedule. To date, two
engineering models have been delivered
and successfully integrated on PFM and
F2, together with the tape recorders.
Flighfmodel production is on schedule
for deliveries to commence in late 1994

The ground segment is progressing on

schedule, with the first system validation
test being planned lor early 1995. This
will be an end{o-end test from the
operations centre to the spacecraft via

the ground network.

The Cluster Science Data System has

successfully completed its Architectural
Design Review and is now in the
implementation phase. First delivery to
the data centres of the user interface
software is scheduled for mid-1994

rso
Scientif ic instruments
The flight-model scientific instruments
have been installed in the flight-model
satellite hardware and thoroughly tested.
They performed well in general The
ISOPHOT focal-plane unit, however,

showed some anomalous movements of
the filter wheels, and it was therefore
decided to replace it with the spare unit,
which is of improved design and
behaves perfectly

Satellite
The payload module with the scientific
instruments has been fully tested and
performed well. A major project hurdle
was crossed when the straylight test
showed that the 'darkness' inside the
payload module is better than specifi-

cation, viz. darker than one tenth of the
zodiacal background. The successful
outcome to this very critical test is a major
confidence booster within the orooramme.

The payload module was opened to
remove hardware needed to perform the
straylight test and to exchange the
ISOPHOT focal-plane unit. The payload
module will now be re-integrated, closed,
cooled and tested before final delivery to
ESTEC at the end of June

The service module has been in storage,
but it will soon be built uo and made
ready for mating with the payload
module during the summer. The
complete flight-model satellite will then be
subjected to a final series of system tests.

The satellite work remains on schedule
for the Seotember 1995 launch date

Ground segment
The spacecraft-operations development
effort is proceeding satisfactorily The
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electronique a 6td soumise d des essars

Elle doit ete tansportee a present chez
IABG pour sublr /es essals en vrbratrons

en empilement avec le PFM Elle subira
ensulte ses essais thermiques,

acousfrques et mag netiq ues

L'integration de la troisrdme unite de vol

F3 avec sa charge uttle a ete e//e aussi
achevee Le satellite se trouve pr€t a
subir des essars d/ectrlques complets au

niveau systdme chez Dornier (D).

La procedure d'intdgration de la

quatrieme unite de vol (F4) esl en cours
de realisation au niveau des sous-

sysldmes La charge utile du satellite

devrait 6tre livree aprds P1ques.

La realisation des unltds de mdmore a

etat solide, venant en appoint des
enregislreurs a bande, progresse selon le

calendrier prdvu Deux modeles
d'identification ont ete livres a ce jour et

integres avec succes sur le PFM et sur
F2 avec les enregistreurs d bande. La

rdalisation des moddies de vol se
poursuit comme prevu et leur livrabon
devrait interventr d partir de la fin 1994.

Les travaux du secteur so/ progressenl
normalement Les premiers essa/s de

validation au niveau sysldme sont pr6vus
pour le ddbut 1995. //s seronl rdalisds de
bout en bout, du centre des opdratrons

au satelilte, en passanl par le rdseau au

so/

La revue de definition architecturale du
systdme d'accds aux donn1es
scientifiques de Cluster a ete reahsee

avec succes et la phase de mrse en

oeuvre du systdme a etd lancee Les

premidres livraisons des logiciels
d'interfaces utilisateurs aux centres de
traitement des donndes sont prevues
pour la mi-1994

rso
Instruments scientifiques
Les moddles de vol des tnstruments
scientifiques ont etd mis en place sur le
moddle de vol du satellite et ont fait

l'objet d'essais approfondis, Les rdsulfals
rJa ncc pcc:lc nnf 6ta a6^A.-l^h^^+uu uuJ uJJo,J u/ ,r vLw vcl lcl dlYt I lYl lL

bons Les disques d filtre de I'unitd au
plan focal de l'ISOPHOT ont cependant
revele quelques anomalies de
mouvement el la decision a ete prtse de

uo

remplacer cet instrument par le moddle
de rdserve dont la conceptton est

amelioree et qui fonctionne parfaitement

Satellite
Le module de charge utile equipe des

instruments sctentiftques a subi avec
cr rnnAc rdec pcca/c anmrt^t^ t I^^ :'^^^ruuuuo uuo voru,r uv, 

' 
rlJlUtJ Ul MLAPV

importante a ete franchte avec /es essars

en lumiere parasite qui ont revele que
'l'obscurit6' d l'interieur du module etait
superreure aux spectfications, c'est-d-dire
superieure d un dixieme de la lumidre
zodiacale Les rdsullals posrtrfs de ces

essaA parlicultdrement critiques sonl lrds

encourageants pour le programme

I c mnrltrlc rle r.harae tttile a 6te Ouverl
n^t tr normtrllrc d cnlerreJ le mateftel
ndcessaire A la realisation des essais en

lumiere parasite et pour changer I'unite

au plan focal de l'ISOPHOT. Le module
doit €tre d present rerntegre, ferm6,

refroidi et essayd avant sa livraison

ddfinitive e I'ESTEC, a la fin du mois de

lutn

Le module de service, qui etait
entrepos1, sera bient)t monte et prepar1
pour €tre assemb/d durant I'ete avec le
mnrlttle rle r..harae rrtile l_g mOd€:le de

vol complet du satellite sera a/ors soumis
a une ultime sdrle d essais sysfdme

Les travaux d'avancement du satellite se
poursuivent conformement au calendrier
qui prevoit son lancement en septembre
1 995

Secteur sol
Les travaux prdparant I'exploitatron du
satellite se poursuivent. L'equipe de
d 6ve I op pe m e nt d es o pe ratro ns

scientifiques a ete renforcee et de gros

efforts sont accomplis pour respecter le

calendrier La prochaine etape
importante, au mois d'avril, comprendra
une sdrie d'essars d'rnterface entre le

satellite et les logicels d'opdrations
qr,.icntifint cs Ccs essals sefont
reconduits durant l'ete, entre l'ESOC et
la station sol de Vilbfranca, pres de
Madrid

Huygens
Les /ivrarsons d'6l6ments de matdriels
entre les membres du consorttum
industild Huygens progressent de
maniere lrds salrsfaisanle Les activiEs

rla nnnnantinn ant 6lA laraamant mon6ac

A bien, I'industrie se concentrant e
present sur la fabrtcallon el /es essars

des unltds mecantques et thermiques
aux normes de vol et des unitds

electroniques aux normes techniques.

I n mainril6 r'loq r tnil6< pl cn/ /q-e\/alompa

sont en cours de realisation selon le

cale ndrier prevu, toutefors, divers

scdnarlos ont 6t6 rmagin1s pour
repondre aux lventuels delais
qu'enlraneraient au niveau systdme des

retards dans la livrarson d'6l6ments ou

d'unites devant )tre rntdgres dans la
sonde

I 'aqsemhlane ct I'intcoralton du modele
structurel. thermtque et pyrotechnique de
la sonde (STPM) commencera comme
prevu au mois de mar Cette activite a

6td nroa6r'l6a el ar ttnricea nar unp rF\/t tFv.u P, vvvvev Pv' v' tv 
' 

v v uv

de definition du matdnel au niveau
prolet

I ln r..erfain nomhre rie nroblemes et de
questions techntques se sonl toutefors
nnsc.q a// r-'nrrrs ries dcrnters mois
L'analyse detaillee d'une eventuelle
contamination des fendlres optiques de
l'cvnerienr c D/SR /nrq rle l'entree danS

l'atmosphdre de Titan a abouti d
envisager plusieurs opttons permettant

d'incorporer d la sonde des dl1ments de
protection deployables. L' i nstabiilte
possib/e de la sonde dans /es plres

conditions d'entrde a conduit a modifier
la conception du parachute pilndpal et d
reprendre un certatn nombre d'essais en

soufflerie La rupture de certarns

6l6ments de batteries au cours des
essais aux vrbrations est un probldme
pr1occupant qui n'a toujours pas 6te
rdqnlt t /lcq 6l6mcnl.q de battertes sOnt

identiques d ceux qui equipent
actuellement la sonde de Ia NASA

Galileo)

A I'heure actuelle, se/on des informattons
en provenance des Etats-Unis /a IVASA

envisage de modifier le mode de

lancement prdvu pour Cassini/Huygens,
passanl d'un vdhrcule de reference Titan

ou Centaur, A un lancement double par
la navette L'assemblage de Casslni et
r.lt t rjarniar 6laaa r.la 126aamna+ aara;lwu uwt t ilwt urqyu uu tat tUcl llYI lL JvldlL

alors realise en orbite. Des dfudes ont
ete immediatemen[ entreprises pour
1valuer I'incrdence 1ventuelle de ces

changements sur le prolet
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science-operations development team
has been strengthened and great efforts

are being made to keep to schedule The
next key milestone is a series of interface

tests between soacecraft and science
operations software to be performed in

April. These tests will be repeated in the
summer between ESOC and the ground
station at Villafranca, near Madrid.

Huygens
Deliveries of hardware items between the
Huygens industrial consortium team
members are providing the most visible
signs of progress The design activities
have largely been completed, with
industry now concentrating on the
manufacture and testing of flight-standard
mechanical/thermal units and
engineering-standard electronic units,

The majority of the units and subsystems
are being built to the nominal schedule,
but various scenarios have nevertheless

been devised to overcome potential

system-level delays where items or units
could oerhaos be delivered late for
integration into the Probe

Assembly and integration of the

Structural/Thermal/Pyro Model (STPM)

Probe will start in May as scheduled, an
activity preceded and authorised by a
prolect-level hardware design review

The oast few months have not been
without their technical problems and
issues, however Potential contamination
of the DISR experiment's optical windows
during the entry into Titan's atmosphere
has been analysed in depth, resulting in

several options for deployable covers to
be incorporated on the Probe. Potential
instability of the Probe under worst-case

entry conditions has led to modification
of the main parachute's design and the
re-running of a number of wind{unnel
tests Breakage of battery components
during vibration testing is a serious
concern which is stlll being resolved (the

battery units are identical to those
currently flying on NASA's Galileo

spacecraft).

At the time of writing, there is news from
the USA that NASA is considering a
change of launcher for Cassini/Huygens
from the presently baselined Titan/Centaur
vehicle to a dual Shuttle launch, with

assembly of the upper-stage launch

vehicle and the Cassini spacecraft to take

olace in orbit. Work has started
immediately on evaluating the impact that
this might have on the project.

XMM

The recent period has been marked by

an extensive evaluation of industrial offers
for the project's Phase-B The results of
this evaluation were presented to the
Agency's Industrial Policy Committee
(lPC) on 14 March 1994, together with a
revised procurement proposal which
takes account of the unacceptability of
the offers that were evaluated lt was
decided to re-issue a competitive
Invitation to lender to European industry
for XMM Phase-B proposals, after which
the Agency intends to initiate the
resulting Phase-B activities no later than
the beginning of October 1994, The new
ITT therefore stresses the need to
maintain a tight programme schedule in

order to still meet the planned June 1999
launch date.

A number of activities associated with
mirror production for XMM's telescope
have already been started and continue
to be on schedule. The production of
flight-mirror mandrels, which are used as
masters to replicate the individual nickel
mirror shells, is so far advanced that the
first batch is already available at Carl
Zeiss, Oberkochen (D) They will be

delivered to Medialario in Como (l),

Artist's impression of the XMM spacecraft

Le satellite XMM (Vue conceptuelle)

where they will be used to manufacture
the first flight mirror-shells.

On the XMM payload side also,

significant progress has been made The
Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS)

experiment team has successfully
completed a ten-week X-ray calibration
test on their instrument's Electro-Ootical
Bread-Board (EOBB) model, at the Max
Planck Institute's 'Panter' facility in

Neuried, near Munich (D) The European
Photon lmaging Camera (EPIC) team
started their calibration activities on 18

January and the scientific data obtained
so far are already showing satisfactory
results.

All of the ground-segment activities being
carried out by ESOC are continuing
according to the XMM programme
schedule requirements. These activities
are directed primarily towards finalisation

of the XMM Mission Interface
Requirements Document.

Meteosat
During the commissioning of l\4eteosat-6,

which was launched by Ariane (flight

V61) on 20 November 1993, an anomaly
was observed in the infrared imaqes from
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XMM

Une evaluation approfondie des offres de
I'industrie pour la phase B du projet a
6t6 rdcemment conduite Les rdsultafs de
cette evaluation ont ete prlsentds le 14

mars 1994 au Comitd de la politique

industrielle de I'Agence (lPC), conjointe
ment A une propositron d'approvision-
nement r6visee prenant en compte
I'irrecevabilitd des offres evalu6es ll a 6td

decide de lancer un nouvel appel
d'offres ouvert d I'industile europ6enne
pour la phase B du projet XMM, d la

suite duquel l'Agence se propose
d'entamer les activit1s en rapport, au
plus tard ddbut octobre 1994 Le nouvel
appel d'offres souligne en consdquence
la ndcessitd de maintenir un calendner
trds strict afin de respecter la date de
lancement prevue en juin 1999.

Un certain nombre d'activites li6es d Ia
production de miroirs pour Ie telescope
XMM ont 6te ddje enbmees et se
poursuivent selon le calendrier prevu. La

production des mandrins des miroirs de
vol, dont on se serl comme moddles
pour reproduire les diffdrenfes coquil/es
des miroirs en nickel, est suffisamment
avancde pour que I'on puisse d6jA

drsposer du premier lot chez Carl Zeiss,

d Oberkochen (D) Ces mandrins seront
livrds chez Medialario, d COme (l), oit ils

serviront d. Ia fabilcation des premiers

exemplaires de vol des coquilles de
mtrotrs.

Des progrds significatifs ont 6td

6galement accomplis dans le domaine
de Ia charge utile XMM L'equipe
d'exp6rimentation du spectromdtre d

grille de rdflexton (FGS) a men6 avec

succds - pendant dix semaines dans
l'installation 'Panter' de I'lnstitut Max
Planck de Neuried, prds de Munich (D)

- des essais d'dtalonnage aux rayons X
du montage de table electro-optique de
l'instrument. L'6quipe de la camera
photonique europdenne (EPIC) a entame
ses acfivltds d'6talonnage le 18 janvier et
/es rdsu/tats scientifiques obtenus jusqu'a
present sont d'ores et deja saftsfarrsanls.

L'ensemble des activites du secteur sol

sont men6es par I'ESOC selon le

calendrier prevu Ces activites visent en
premier lieu d permettre la mse au point
definitive du document sur /es imperatifs
d'interface de Ia mission XMM

M6t6osat
Lors de Ia mise en service de
Met6osat-6, lancd Ie 20 novembre 1993
par Ariane (vol V61), Ies images dans
I'infrarouge provenant du satellite ont
prdsentd une anomalte. Alors que la
qualitd g5ometrique des images de la
Terre est correcte, le niveau de gils qui
indique les temodratures affiche une
instabilitd de l'ordre de 50/o pouvant
vailer par intermittence entre 0 et 300/o.

Une enquAb menee par I'ESA et par
I'industile semble indiquer que le

d4faut est d'ordre mdcanique el se silue
dans la partie infrarouge du radiomdtre
U ne commission d'enqu€te ESA/Eumetsat

livrera prochainement ses conclusions.

Les travaux se poursuivent dans le cadre
du Programme Mdt6osat de transition
afin de permettre un lancement fin 1995.

Eumetsat a paralldlement demandd d

I'ESA de lui fournir une proposition
permettant de repousser le lancement d

la mi-1997.

MSG
L'accord de cooperation ESA/Eumetsat

sur /es safe//ltes Meteosat de deuxidme
gen6ration (MSG) a 6te officiellement
srglne apres avoir ete approuve par le

Conseil de I'ESA. Sa mrse en oeuvre
ddpend encore de son approbation
definitive par le Comite directeur du
programme MSG d'Eumetsat et de l'6tat
des souscrptlons au sein de I'ESA qui,

conformdment d la ddclaration du
programme MSG, doit atteindre le niveau
reouis aour lancer les activitds.

Metoo
Le Programme preparatoire Metop,

approuve lors de la reunion du Conseil
de I'ESA en decembre dernier, a ddbut1
avec la realisation des moddles de
ddmonstration du radiomdtre tmageur
hyperfrequences multibande (M I M R) et
du diffusiomdtre vent de technologie
avanc6e (ASCAT) La rdalisation possib/e

d'un moddle supplementaire du MIMR

est a l'etude pour une occasion de vol

sur la plate-forme EOS PM de /a NAS,A

La pr4paration des activitds de la phase

B de Metop au niveau sysldme a

commencd sur la base des rdsu/tals de
I'etude de phase A, Iancde en octobre
1993

Des discusslo ns prog rammattques ont
6t6 ontronri<oq artoa Ft tmntoat n{in Aauru u,,rruprlouo avww LutllcLaQL dtlll uY

mettre au point le plan d'action qui doit
conduire a la phase C/D.

ERS

ERS-1

ERSI a subi sa premiere panne en

orbite depuis sa mlse en exploitation
rdgulidre, avec la perte d'un tube a
ondes progresslyes dans /e sysfdme de
fransmlsslon de donndes vers /e so/.

L'utilisation du tube de secours a

cependant permts de reprendre
rapidement une exploitation normale.

Une commission d'enquete a conclu que

le tube defaillant etait proche, en fait, de
la fin de sa duree normale de vre.

Que/ques mesures correctives mineu res

ont 6td recommand6es el mlses en

oeuvre pour prolonger la durde de vie

du satellite

ERS-2
Le programme d'intdgration au niveau

satellite a 6t6 lancd d la suite de
I'achdvement d u programme d' intdgration
du moddle de charge utile et de sa

livraison en ddcembre. Au nombre des
1tapes importantes d6ja franchies
figurent les premrers essars de validation
du systdme, mends avec succds d

/'ESOC Ces essars ont d6montr6 que les

adaptations du sysldme de contrOle

d'ERS-1 et les modifications sur ERS-2

6taient compatibles.

Les prdparatifs pour /es essars

acousllques et vibratoires au niveau

satellite, qui doivent avor heu en mai d
I'ESTEC, sont ddsormais bien avancds

Le moddle de vol de I'instrument GOME

en esl d prdsent aux ultimes dtapes des
essarb de recette. ll sera int6gr6 d temps
au satellite pour les essarS acousllques el
vibratoires.

Les preparatifs pour le lancement
d'ERS-2 d la fin de I'annee et pour son

exploitation ulteileure progressent de
laqon satrSfaisante. Une analyse
prdliminaire de la mission a 6td r1alisde

avec Arianespace au debut du mois de
mars Ces rdsu/lats ont 6td concluants.

La preparation du secteur so/ progresse

1galement de fagon normale
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the satellite While the geometrical quality

of the image of the Earth is correct, the
grey level that indicates temperatures
exhibits an instability of the order ot 5o/o,

but which also varies intermittently
between 0 and 300/o An investigation by

ESA and industry seems to indicate that
the fault is mechanical in nature and is

located in the infrared part of the radio-

meter. An ESA/Eumetsat Enquiry Board
will present its first conclusions shortly.

Meteosat-S is currently the operational
spacecraft, with Meteosat-4 on standby.

Work continues on the Meteosat Transition

Programme for a launch in late 1995

Meanwhile, Eumetsat has asked ESA to
provide a proposal that would allow for
delaying the launch until mid-l997

MSG
The ESA/Eumetsat Cooperation
Agreement on the Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG) has been formally
signed, afer approval by the ESA

Council. lmplementation of this Agreement
is subject to the full approval of the

Eumetsat MSG Programme Board and to
the ESA subscriptions reaching the
required level to allow activities to

commence in accordance with the MSG

Programme Declaration

Metop
The Metop Preparatory Programme,

approved at the ESA Council's
December meeting, has started with the
development of instrument demonstration
models (Multi-frequency lmaging
Microwave Radiometer (MIMR) and
Advanced Wind Scatterometer (ASCAT))

An optional MIMR model is being
studied for a flight opportunity on the
NASA EOS PM platform

Preparation of the Metop System Phase-

B activities has now started based on the

results from the Phase-A study, which
had been running since October 1993

Programmatic discussions have been
initiated with Eumetsat in order to work
out the plan of action leading up to
Phase-C/D.

ERS

ERS-1

ERS-1 has suffered its first in-orbit failure

since the start of regular operations, with

the loss of a travelling wave tube in the
data{ransmission link to the ground,

Nominal operations could, howeve[ be
quickly recovered by switching to the
spare tube An Enquiry Board concluded
that the failed tube was in fact
approaching its natural end-of-life. Some

minor operational countermeasures were
recommended and these have been
implemented to extend the remaining
lifetime of the satellite

ERS-2
Following completion of the payload-

model integration programme and the

delivery in December of the plaform, the
satellite-level integration programme has

started Major milestones already
achieved include successful completion
of the first System Validation Test with

ESOC, which has demonstrated that the
adaptations to the ERS-I control system

and the modifications on ERS-2 are

compatible,

Preparations are now well in hand for the
satel I ite-level vi b ration an d acoustic testi n g
planned to take place in ESTEC in May.

The flight model of the GOME instrument
is now in the final stages of acceptance
testing and will be integrated into the

satellite in time for the vibration and
acoustic testing

Preparations for the launch of ERS-2 at

the end of the year and the subsequent
ooerations are well advanced A
preliminary mission-analysis review was

held with Arianespace at the beginning
of March, with good results. Preparation

of the ground segment is also proceeding

satisfactorily.

Envisat-1/Polar
Platform

The Envisat-1 and Polar Platform

Declarations were approved at the ESA

Councrl Meeting of 15 December 1993

by an Act of Council which financially
links both Programmes

On the industrial side, activities have
progressed towards finalisation of the

accommodation of the Envisat-1

instruments on the Polar Platform and
ensuring the coherence of the technical
and management interfaces between
the two Programmes.

A mission/system-level Preliminary
Design Review (PDR) will take place in

June/July 1994, coverlng all aspects of
the Envisat-1 mission, including the

Polar Platform and the ground segment.

Polar Platform
Development activities are proceeding

to plan. The service-module structural-
model test programme has been
successfully completed at CASA (E)

and the structure will now be shipped
to British Aerospace (UK) for further
integration. Manufacture of the payload-

module structural-model is in progress.

Engineering models for most payload-

module equipment and protoflight

models for the service-module units

are being manufactured or assembled

Final negotiation of the majority of the

subcontracts has been completed and
the goal is to finalise the negotiation of
the main development contract (Phase-

C/D) in the second quafter of 1994.

Envisat-1

A major step forward has been achieved
with the approval of the full space-
segment Phase-C/D by ESA's Industrial

Policy Committee at its 14 March
meeting

Work is now proceeding to consolidate
all of the industrial activities and firm up
the detailed definition of the present

technical baseline To this end, the

development status of all the Envisat

instruments is being scrutinised through
a series of PDRs, which are due to be

concluded in May

Ground segment
Following several iterations to define lts
exact scope and content, the proposed

Envisat ground segment has been
presented for approval to the Earth

Observation Programme Board.

The ground-segment consolidation phase

has been the subject of an Invitation to
Tender (lTT) and the corresponding
industrial activities are planned to staft
early in June The objective of this

consolidation phase, which will last ten

months, is to finalise the architectural
design, and define all necessary
subsystem and internal/external interface
soecifications before the start of the
imolementation ohase

Aq
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Envisat- 1 /Pl ate-forme
polaire

Le 15 ddcembre 1993, le Conseil de
I'ESA a approuvd les Declaratrons
Envisat-l et PlateJorme polaire par un
'Acte en Conserl' qui lie financidrement
les deux programmes

Sur le plan industriel, des progres ont ete
accomplis dans la mise au point finale
de I'amdnagement des instruments
d'Envisat-1 sur la PlateJorme polaire, de
mdme otte rlans la rcc.herche d'une
cohdrence entre les interfaces des deux
programmes dans le domaine technique
ef dans celui de la gestion

Une revue de ddfinition pr1liminaire
(PDR) aux niveaux mrss/on et systdme se
deroulera en juin/juillet 1994, couvrant
tous /es aspects de la missron Envisat-l,
PlateJorme polarre el secteur so/
compns

Plate-forme polaire
Les acllyllds de developpement se
deroulent selon le plan prdvu Le

programme d'essais du modele de
structure du module de servitude s'esl
ar-hcv4 r-hrrz CASA lFt et la StrUCtUre doit
Atre entntrdc A nrdc.cnt Chez British
Aerospace (UK) pour la phase suivante
d'integration La fabncation du moddle
de structure du module de charge utrle
nrn./rcs.qp / pq modplpq d'identifiCatrcn
de la plupart des dquipement du module
de charge utile et les prototypes de vol
des unitds du module de servitude sont
en cours de fabrication ou d'assemblage.

La negociation de la malonte des sous-
contrats a etd achevee et lbbjectif est
aulourd'hui de fare aboutr la n6gociatron
du contrat de developpement prtnctpal
(phase C/D) au second trimestre de 1994

Envisat-1

La phase C/D du secleur spattal complet
a 6td annrnt rtt4p nar le COmite de la

politique industildle de I'ESA, reuni le 14

mars, ce qui a constitue une etape
importante On s'emplore desormais a

co n so I i d e r loules /es activ ites i n d u str ie I I es
et d 1tablir la definition detaillee de la

base de reference technique actuelle A

cette fin, une sdrie de PDR oil 6E
entreprises afin d'evaluer precisement le
stade de realisation de tous /es

instruments d'Envisat Cette procedure
doit s'achever en mai

90

Secteur sol

Une proposition de confrguratton du
secteur sol d'Envisat a etd soumise pour
approbation au Consetl drrecteur du
programme d'observatron de la Terre,

aprds plusieurs itdrations pour ddfrnrr sa

composition et son 1tendue exacte

La phase de consolidatton du secteur sol
a fait I'objet d'un appel d'offres, et les

activiEs industrielles correspondantes
devraient €tre lancdes debut juin
L'objectif de cette phase de
consolidation, qui doit durer dix mois, esl
de mettre d1finitivement au point
I'architecture de I'ensemble, et de definir
fous /es sous-sysldmes ndcessalres el /es

spdcifications des interfaces internes et
exfernes avant le ddbut dc la nhase de
mtse en oeuvre

MSTP

Technologie
La preparation des activites dans /e
domaine technologique. adaptee aux
besorns des vehicules ATV et CTV, a
progressd et les travaux industriels
debuteront prochainement Le
programme technologique comprend un
ddmonstrateu r de rentrde atmosphdriq ue
(ARD) dont la farsabilite est d prdsenl

Thermal testing of the Polar Platform's battery
compartment at ESTEC (NL)

Le compartiment des battertes de la Plate-
forme polaire aux essais thermrques e I'ESTEC
(Pays-Bas)

demontrde de mantdre suffisante, Cette
capsule ayant ete conQue pour €tre
emportde comme passager APEX sur le
vol V502 d'Artane, les contratntes de
planification sont crittques Une decision
concernant /es passagers du vol V502
sera p,se prochainement.

Etudes systdme conjointes
Columbus/MSTP
A la suite des ddcisions du Conserl, les
travaux relatifs aux activites conjointes
Columbus/MSTP ont ddbutd frn f6vrier
avec la mise en place de l'6quipe
commune au sein de I'ESA et la premiere
sesslon de travail avec I'industne aprds
attibution des confrats en rapport

Etudes systdme
Les dtudes sysldme actuellement en
cours portent sur I'exploitatron et
l'utilisation des 6l6ments MSTP dans le
scdnario de Station spatiale et sur la
ddtermination des contraintes dans /es

conditions de rentrde

I
I
t
I
I
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MSTP
Technology
Preparation of the technology activities,

adjusted to the needs of the ATV and
CTV vehicles, has progressed and
industrial work will start shortly The

technology programme includes an

Atmospheric Re-entry Demonstrator
(ARD), the feasibility of which has now

been sufficiently established. As this

capsule has been conceived as an APEX
passenger for Ariane flight V502, the
planning constrarnts are critical A

decision on the V5O2 passengers will be

taken shortly

Joint Columbus/MSTP system studies
Following the decisions taken by Council,
the work related to Columbus/MSTP loint
activities started at the end of February
with the setting up of ESA's internal 'core-

team', and with the first working session

with industry after the awarding of the
related contracts,

System studies
System studies that are in progress

address the operation and utilisation of

the MSTP elements in the Space Station

scenario, and the determination of

environmental re-entry constraints

CTV (Crew Transport Vehicle)
The two parallel industrial Phase-O

studies are in progress: the first step. to
determine, for four different missrons,

which have been specified as study
cases, the most suitable system concept,
has been achieved. Both Phase-O

contractors have arrived at valid solutions,

which will be further consolidated in the

coming months

ACRV (Assured Crew Return Vehicle)
The Phase-A extension studies have

been completed, Apart from a joint

evaluation with NASA, ACRV activities will

be discontinued Aspects of crew return

will now be dealt with in the framework
of the CTV studies

Servicing elements
The ERA and EVA,
Following the discussions with Canada
concerning the complementary roles of

their manipulator and the ERA (European
Robot Arm), a joint study has been
performed which has established the
technical basis for deciding on the need,

or otherwise, for developing both
systems.

Regarding Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA),

despite a good understanding with the
Russian Space Agency (RSA) on the

need for a common suit, a trilateral

agreement including ESA, NASA and
RSA still needs to be reached

ARC (Automated Rendezvous and
Capture)
ARC, which forms a crucial link in the

development and verification of European
rendezvous technology required for the

ATV and CTV vehicles, is still not

receiving the necessary support from
NASA for the demonstration flight of the

Astrospas/M inispas configu ration

Alternative solutions are therefore being
investlgated,

ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle)
The ATV industrial team, covered by

extensions to the Phase-A contract, has

continued to consolidate the vehicle

concepts The Request for Proposal
/RtrP\ fnr Phaco-R ic hoinn nran: rod fnr

release to industry in March An effort is

being made to integrate the ATV into the

Space Station operation and utilisation
plans

Cooperation with Russia
The studies being performed on the use

of MSTP elements and technologies for

the Russian part of the Space Station

have arrived at a point where the the

items of interest to be procured in

Europe have been identified ESA and
RSA have now to establish an agreement
concerning their deliveries, including also

items for bartering The MSTP elements
concerned are EVA, ERA and rendez-

vous sensors Russia still aims to launch
its elements starting in 1997, which
imposes very tight schedule constraints
on the European contributions

Cooperation with the USA
In view of the increasing importance of

including the MSTP programme in the
Space Station development scenario, the

exchange of information with NASA has

been intensified MSTP members are
participating in the on-going Space
Station reviews

Ariane-5
System
The dynamic environment tests on the

launcher upper section, with the vehicle

quipment bay L9 stage and Speltra,

have been successfully completed. The

next and final step concerning this

section will be the acoustic testing of the
sysrem

P230 stage
Following the propellant heterogeneity
problems identified in the two main M2

booster segments, it was decided not to
use these segments; the test has

therefore been cancelled.

The M3 booster, now built, is undergoing
checks and final assembly for a hot test

scheduled for June 1994.

The metal booster casing has success-

fully undergone burst tests for its

qualification

H155 stage
Integration of the battleship stage
teststand rn Guiana is proceeding apace
and, with the thrustframe and Vulcain

engine already assembled, it is possible

to envisage carrying out the first hot tests

over the summer.

Tank development work is continuing at a
sustained rate. There are two very
important events to report:

- hrrrst tests nn the nrialification tank as

predicted

- pressure-proof testing of the tank
intended for the 501 flight

The Vulcain engine has now undergone
173 tests, bringing total firing time to over

43 000 seconds The first flight-standard
engine has now been test{ired for over

1O 000 seconds - 16 times the flight

burntime.

L9 stage
The L9 stage is integrated on the
Lampholdshausen stand but the

modelling concerning the Pogo

phenomenon has shown that
modifications need to be made before
proceeding with the hot test, which is

now planned for April, G
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CTV (v6hicule de transport d'6quipage)
Les deux dtudes industrielles paralldles
de phase 0 progressent; la premidre
6tape, qui vise d determiner le concept
sysleme b plus approprie pour quatre
mrsslons diffdrentes - prdsentdes
comme cas d'etude - a 6te men6e d.

bien. Les deux contractants de cette
phase 0 sont parvenus d des so/ufions
valables qui seront consoliddes au cours
des mois d venir.

ACRV (vehicule de secours pour le
retour de l'equipage)
Les dtudes d'extension de la phase A
ont ete achevdes. Mis a part une
evaluation commune entrepilse avec la
NASA, /es activitds liees a I'ACRV seront
interrompues Les diffdrents aspects de /a

question du retour des 1quipages seront
d6sormais traites dans le cadre des
4tudes sur Ie CTV.

El6ments de desserte ERA et EVA
Une 6tude conjointe a 6td realisee d Ia

sulte des dlscussions conduites avec le
Canada sur /es r6les compl1mentaires du
bras tdl4mantpulateur canadien et de
I'ERA (e bras t1l4manipulateur
europden). Cette 6tude a fourni /es bases
techniques permettant de ddcider du
besoin de d5velopper ou non les deux
sysfdmes.

Dans le domaine des activitds extra-
v6hiculaires (EVA), un accord tripartite
reste encore d. conclure entre I'ESA, la
NASA et I'Agence spatiale russe (RKA),

bien que la RKA se soif montree
favorable d I'idde d'une combinaison
spatiale commune.

ARC (rendez-vous et capture
automatiques)
En ce qui concerne I'ARC, el5ment
essentle/ du ddveloppement et de la
mise d l'6preuve de la technologie
europdenne en matidre de 'rendez-vous'
qu'impose Ia rdalisation des v1hicules
ATV et CTV, Ia NASA n'a toujours pas

apport1 le soutten ndcessaire au vol de
d1monstration de la configuration
Astrospas/M in ispas. D'autres so/utions
sont dtudi'es en cons1ouence.

ATV (vehicule de transfert automatique)
Dans le cadre d'une extension du contrat
de phase A, l'6quipe industrielle de l'ATV
a poursuivi la consolidation des concepts
du vdhicule. L'appel d'offres pour la
phase B dtait en pr5paration et devait
€tre adresse a I'industrie au mois de

mars. Un effoft a 6td accompli pour
intdgrer I'ATV dans /es p/ans d'exploita-
tion et d'utilisation de la Station soatiale.

Cooperation avec la Russie
Les dtudes entreprises sur I'utilisation
d'6l6ments et de technologies du MSTP
pour la partie russe de Ia Station spatiale
ont permis d'identifier ceux dont la
fourniture par I'Europe pr6sente un
int6r6t. L'ESA et la RKA doivent
maintenant conclure un accord sur la
Iivraison de ces 6l6ments, dont certains
feront l'objet d'accords de troc. Font
partie de ces 6l6ments I'EVA, I'ERA et
des capfeurs pour les rendez-vous. La

Bussie enfend toujours /ancer ses
6l6ments a partir de 1997, ce qui impose
des delais fres stricfs aux contributions
europdennes

Coop6ration avec les Etats-Unis.
Les echanges d'informations avec Ia

NASA se sont intensifi1s. Les membres
du MSTP participent aux revues en cours
sur la Station spatiale.

Ariane-5
Systdme
Les essars en ambiance dynamique de
la partie haute du lanceur, comportant la
case, I'etage L9, et la Speltra, sont
termin€s ayec succds. La orochaine et

derniere etape systdme concernant cette
partie sera I'ex1cution des essais
acoustlques.

Etage P230
Suife d des heterogeneitds identifi1es
dans le propergol des deux gros
segments du propulseur M2, il a 6td
d6cid6 de ne pas ulrlrser ces materiels et
donc de suppimer cet essai.

Le propulseur M3, aujourd'hui fabriqu6,
esl en cours de controle et d'assemblage
final, pour un essal d feu pr6vu en juin
1994.

L'enveloppe metallique du propulseur a
subi avec succds /es essars de
qualification d rupture.

Etage H155
L'intdgration du banc d'essai de l'etage
Iourd en Guyane se poursuit activement,
le bati-moteur et le moteur Vulcain sont
ddp asssembles, ceci permet donc
d'envisager les premiers essais d feu au
cours de l'6t6.

Les actlvifds de developpement du
rdservoir se poursuivent avec un rythme
soutenu et l'on doit signaler deux
1venements trds importants:

- essais d rupture du rdservoir de
qualification conformement aux
prdvisons

- timbrage du r6servoi destind au vol
501

Le moteur Vulcain en esf d 773 essais
cumulant plus de 43 000 s de fonction-
nement. ll faut remarquer que le premter
moteur conforme en standard de vol
vient de rdaliser plus de 10 000 s de
fonctionnemenl soit p/us de 16 fois la
durde de vol.

Etage L9
L'6tage L9 est int6gre sur le banc de
Lampoldshausen, marS les moddlisations
concernant le phdnomene 'Pogo' ont
montrd la necessitd d'y incorporer des
modifications avant de procdder d la
mrse d feu, qui est desormais prdvue en

Ariane-s upper stage (19) AESTUS engine
nozzle

Tuyere du moteur AESTUS de I'etage L9
d'Ariane-5

G
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Finland Becomes Full
ESA Member State
On 22 lVarch, Finland signed an

Agreement for its accession to the ESA

Convention Under the Agreement, which
must first be ratified by the Finnish
Parliament, Finland will become a full

ESA Vlember State on 1 January 1995

F'nlano has been an Associate Member
of the Agency since January 1987, and
has been increasingly involved in ESA's

science Earth observation and
telecommunications prog rammes

This brings the number of full lVember
States to 14 The thirteen others are:

Austra, Belgium, Denmark, France,

Germany, lreland, ltaly, the Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the United Krngdom

Matti Vuorta $eated right) Secretary General
of the Finnish Mrntstry of Trade and lndustry,

acttng on benalt af the l-tnntsh Government.
and Jean-Marte Luton, Dtrector General of
FQA /<aatoel tofll f;nattaa th^ A^,^^6^nl'w't/, t tv'tJw Lt 'a ^gtcct 

t tct lI

making Ftnland the 14th ESA Member State,

as various Finnish representatives and ESA

officials laok on

G

In Brief

ESA Structure Changes

The ESA Council on 22123Marcl
approved a new internal structure for
FSA's manned snacefliolt and launchervYqvv ' ' 'v

nrnnr2mmoa Tho roctrr rnt..rinn reqr rltc

from the redefinilion of manned space
programmes decided at the Council's
previous meeting

There will be two new directorates and
their responsibilities w ll be:

Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity
l-)ircr:tnr:tc tnc nrcnaratjgp gpl
m2n2flpmtrn+ nf FSA q manned
spaceflight activities, including studies
with a view to Europes participation
in the International Space Station and
negotiations with the other partners.

and ESA's microgravity programme

Launcher Directorate: the Ariane-S
programme, the monitoring of
Ariane-4 explo tation, and future
launcners

The Council appointed two current ESA
f)rrectnrs to thesc ne\^/ nosts J Feustel-

Buechl as Director of lVanned
Spaceflight and Microgravity, and
F Fnnslrnm as Dirpclor of Launchers

lnret Fcttstel-R/ter,.hl Direr'.!of of Manned
S p acef I i g ht and M rc rog r av it,

Frerlertl^ Fnost'rnm Dirortor ot Launchers
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ESA Astronauts Training
at Star City
Four ESA astronauts are currently training
aI ZPK, the Russian training centre in

Star City near l\,4oscow, in preparation for

the EuroMir missions The first mission,

EuroMir-94, will last 30 days and will take
place this Oclober. Tl'e second one,

EuroMir-95 will last up to 135 days and
will begin in August 1995 G

Training for the EuroMir mlssions on board the

Russian lL-76 arrcraft (the ESA astronauts are

wearing white suits)

Work on Meteosat
Second Generation to
Begin

On 17 Fchrr rarv Fr rmelsgt and ESA

signed a cooperative agreement on the

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)

programme, which will ensure the

continuity of Meteosat data into the next

centu ry

The current Meteosat satellites have been

collecting and distributing meteorological
information since 1977 and are planned

to be operated until the end of this

decade Howeve( long-term
meteorological requirements as well as

satellite technology have evolved and

European needs for the next decade will

have to be met by a new series of

satellites

ESA will develop the first prototype
satellite, a high-technology geostationary

satellite, based on preparatory activities
that have been underway since 1987 lt is
expected to be launched in 2000, by an

Ariane launcher A series of such
satellites could subsequently be

developed

The Meteosat Second Generation
mission is being undertaken by ESA in
close cooperation with Eumetsat, in the
same way as the current Meteosat

Operational Programme (MOP) is being
car|ed out G

ESA to Open Liaison
Office in Moscow
Preparations are currently underway for
the establishment of a permanent ESA

mission in the Russian Federation This

office is planned to be located in the
centre of Moscow lt will provide official

representation of ESA in Russia, and will
r hroa t^ ^,,^n^r+ FQA nrnionlDEIVE O) O UODE tU )Upvvrr LU^ vrujuvL

teams conducting joint programmes with
Russia

Alain Fournier-Sicre, an ESA staff
member since 1973 and most recently
Manager of ESA's POEN/ 1 Preparatory
Programme, has been nominated as

Head of the Office

ESA has two other liaison offices, one in

Washington DC and the other ln
Brussels. G

John Morgan (seated left), Drrector of
Eumetsat, and Jean-Marte Luton (seated

right), Director General of ESA, sign the

cooperative agreement for the Meteosat
Second Generatton programme



in brief

Ariane Launches to
Resume in June
Ariane launches are expected to resume

on 4June, with the launch of Flight V64

All launches had been postponed
pending the results of an investigation

into the loss of Flight V63 on 24 January
The cause was an abnormal heating of

the engine's liquid oxygen (LOX) pump

bearing soon after it began operating

Flight V64, which will use a 44 LP

launcher: will carry IntelSat 702 as its

main passenger, as well as the STRV 1A

and 1B satellites

This launch plan assumes that the new

configuration of the HM7-B engine's LOX

pump is declared qualified That decision
is expected by the end of May The
qualification tests performed to date have

demonstrated that the improved bearing
(with a Ni/Ag/N/oS2 coating) has a
greater resistance to severe working
conditions

Two HM7 B test engines have

respectively accumulated 4600 and 3100

seconds of operation time to date. In

addition, eight bearings, which have

been tested at Liege University
(Belgium) have run for more than 40 000

seconds (with 8000 seconds successfully
achieved on two units) and with large
variations in the main parameters such
as the axial load, LOX flowrate and
remperarure.

At the same time, the other activities in

the action plan implemented in response
to the loss of Flight V63 are also
prog ressrng

The hardware for the upcoming Flight

V64 is also now being prepared. The

third stage is being integrated at
Aerospatiale (SlL, Les Mureaux, France),

and it will then be transported to French

Guiana The launch campaign is

expected to restart on 6lVay for the

launch on 4June. G

Go Where No Student
Has Gone Before!
For the first time, students will be able to
experienceweightlessness andcarry
out scientific experiments. Thirty places

have been reserved for students on

board a parabolic flight - an airplane
flight in which near-zero or microgravty
conditions are produced, causing
everything in the cabin to be free{loating.

The airplane is flown on a special
trajectory so that microgravity conditions
are produced for about 20 seconds, with

up to 30 parabolas during each flight
Such flights are used to carry out
scientific experiments under microgravity
conditions,

To win one of the places on the flight,

students are invited to submit a proposal
for an original experiment that could be

carried out in microgravity conditions on

board an aircraft and which would
complement experiments conducted in

ground laboratories The competrtion is

open to students at European universities

and institutes Cooperation between
student groups at several universities in

one or several countries is encouraged

The competition is sponsored by ESA

and VSV Ruimtevaartdispuut, a society of

engineering students specialising in

space technology at Delft University of

Technology in The Netherlands.

Proposals must be submitted before

13 June The flights will be conducted as

part of the Second European Week for
Scientific Culture, Irom 18-27 November,

For more information, contact:

VSV Ruimtevaartdispuut
Kluyverweg 1

2629 HS Delft

The Netherlands G

ESA C-l5
April 1994

Go where no student has gone before
Ate 'r'co prepaied iar an qut al lL)ts tarid chatietlge ?

Parabolic Flight Competition
closing date 13 June 1994

Thtrtv p aces for students I lave been reserved on board the

Cafavel e used lor palabolic flghtsi and you can wln one of

the places Thrs rs a unque oppoflunrly not ony to

e'ppr encp 'he t ,pFl > o' Aeigr lLF< ,-e\S bLl lo cdrri ou'

exper menls whrisl on board uocjer m crogravriy cond t,ons

Br=-#:ffi Derrt

Space Communications
by Laser One Step
Closer

ESA is pushing ahead with very

advanced technology to transmit data

directly f rom one satellite to another using

lasers, As part of this effort. ESA will set

up an optical ground station in Tenerife,

Canary lslands. Spain. to receive laser

optical signals from ESA's Artemis
satellite On 29 April, ESA signed an

agreement with the Instituto de Astrofisica

de Canarias (lAC) on the installation of

the ground station at the Teide

Observatory in Tenerife.

A one-metre telescope forms the heart of

this ground station The Tenerife site

chosen is at an altitude oI 2400 metres

and observations wil be almost
completely undisturbed by stray light lt

is also particularly well suited to simulate

and test laser optical communications
with a satellite in geostationary orbit,

The ground station is expected to be

installed in the second half of 1995 in

anticipation of the launch of the Artemis

satellite in 1996. Artemis is an advanced
satellite for testing and operating new

telecommunications techniques lt will

caly a Satellite Inter-orbit Laser

Experiment (SILEX) optical terminal that
will enable Artemis to exchange data

both with other satellites and with ground

stations

Under the agreement, the IAC will also

be able to use the telescope for
astrophysical research in return for
making the site and its infrastructure
available to ESA G
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Publications
The documents listed here have been
issred sinee lhe lasl nydi6gligpg
announcement in the ESA Bullet n

Renr,esls for cnnies srould be made
in accordance with the table on the
second last page o' this issle. and
JS f g tre Order Forn on rre last page

ESA Journal

The lollowing pape's were publisreo in

ESA Journal Vol 18 No 1:

SPACE POWER ELECTRON CS DESIGN
DRIVERS
D O'SULLIVAN

BACTERlORHODOPS N CRYSTAT GROWTF]
UNDER \IICROGRAVITY RESUTTS OF
IN/L-] AND SPACEHAB 1 EXPER]IV4ENTS

G WAGNEB

THE USE OF N/EDICAIVENTS N SPACE
IHERAPEUTIC I\IEASURES AND POTENT At
II\4PACT OF PHARN/ACOKINETICS DUE TO
WEIGHTTESSNESS
A PAVY.LE TRAAN ET AL

LIQUID GAUG NG N SPACE
rIE G 22 EXPEB]I\4ENT
B MANTI&W BERBY

SPACE PLATFOR\I INIPACT PBOBAB L TIES
THE THREAT OF THE LEON DS

M BEECH&PBRAWN

CCSDS PROTOCOL T=OR ADVANCED
ORBIIING SYSTEI.,4S NETWORKS AND DATA
LINKS, ANALYSIS OF ASYNCIRONOUS
TRAFF C SERVICES
V. VANGHI

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP-355 // 80 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ]1th ESA

SYNIPOSIUt\/ ON EUBOPEAN ROCKET AND
BATLOON PROGRAIVMES AND RETATED
RESEARCH
(ED E J ROLFE)

ESA SP-362 // 80 DFL
PROCEED]NGS OF TI-IE EUROPEAN
FORU[,4 ON SPACE TFANSPORTATION
SYSTE I,4 S
(ED T.D GUYEI'JNE & J. HUNT)

ESA Brochures

ESA BR-64 (F) / NO CHARGE
LA QUAL FICAT ON SPATIALE:
UNE AFFAIRE DE fEUROPE LES
CENIRES D ESSA S EUROPEENS
COORDONNES
(ED T,D GUYENNE)

ESA BR-92 // NO CHARGE
KEEPING SPACE IVOV NG EUROPEAN
SPACE TRIBOLOGY LABORATORY (ESTL)
(ED N LONGDaN)

ESA BR-99 // NO CHARGE
SPACE OPEN TO INTERNATIONAT
coN,4PET|T|ON (THE 38th B J M TCTELL
LECTURE BY J [,1 LUTON ESA D RECTOR
GEN ERAL)
(ED N LO|\GDAN)

esa sP-362

ProcFdings ol the Europ€an Forum on

P.lal3 de congds. N6my, Fffie
25-26 f,ov.m&r 1gc3

GHE*



publications

ESA Newsletters

EARTI OBSERVAT ON QUARTERTY
No 43 APBIL 1994 (NO CHARGE)

(EDS ,ry LONGDAN & TD GUYENNE)

EUFOPEAN CENTBE FOR SPACE tAW
NEWS No 13 VlARCll i994
(NO CHARGE)
(EDS A/ LANGDaN & TD GUYENNE)

IVICROGRAVITY NEWS FRON/ ESA

VOL 7, No 1, APRIL 1994 (NO CNARGE)
(ED B KALDETCH)

NEWS & V EWS (on ESAs Informaton
Retrieva Servce) VOL 19, No 1,

APRrrr994 (NO CHARGE)

ED N LaNGDON)

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
(Techno ogy Programme Quarterly)

VOI 4, No 1, N/ARCH 1994
(NO CHARGE)
(ED M PERRY)

ESA Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-01-700 lssue 2ll 35DFL
THE TECHNICAL REPORTING AND
APPROVAL PROCEDURE FOR N,'IATERIALS,

IVECI]ANICAI PARTS AND PROCESSES
ESTEC PRODUCI ASSURA,ryCE & SAFETY
DEPARTMENT

ESA PSS-01-701 Bev 3 // 50 DFL
DATA FOF SELECIION OF SPACE
MATER ALS
ESTEC PRADUCI ASSURA,ryCE & SAFETY

DEPARTMENT

ESA PSS-01-746 lssue 1 // 50 DFL
GENERAT REQUIREMENTS FOR
TIREADED FASTENERS
ESTEC PRODUCI ASSUFA,ryCE & SAFETY

DEPARTMENT

ESA PSS-03-203 Volumes 1 & 2 ll
1OO DFL PER VOLUIVE
STRUCTURAL NIATERIALS HANDBOOK
VOL 1; POLYMER CONIPOSITES,
VOL 2' NEW ADVANCED N/ATERIALS
ESIEC SI,qUCIUBFS & MECHANISMS
DIVISIAN

ESA Scientific and Technical
Memoranda

ESA STM-245 // 35 DFL
BODY POSTURE IN IVICROGRAVITY
K VERGE.DEPRE

qsa esa

nreleoroloqy remole sensrn9 - solrd ea.th - rulure Prografrmes

Apphcatron ol SAR Inrerlcromotry with LFS-l
in the Anlarclic

reparflng for the" 
Future
e's rfthnolqy Prcg.mnc Qlde/y

Asessment ol MMlc tuondry Phcess

es€l

esa BR-92
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publications

Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of ScoDe/Contents
rssues per year

Availability Source

Periodicals
ESA Bul etrn

ESA Journa

Earth Observal on Ouarterly
(Eng sh or French)

ECSL News

Reach ng for the Sk es

Co umbus Logbook

lVrcrograv ty News

rE^gl :h u rtl f Iencts . umrd' es)

Preparrng for the Future

4

4

4

4

4

o

ESAs prrmary rnagaz ne

ESAs earned lourna
Remote-sensng newspaper

Newspaper oi the Eurcpean Cenlre for

Space Law (under the ausprces ol ESA)

Space Transporlalon Systems newspapef

Space Statron/Co umbus newspaper

Nl crogravily Programme newspaper

Technology Programme newspaper

Free oi charge ESA Publ calrons Drv sron ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordw 1k The Netherlands

Monographs
Conference Proceed ngs

Screntrf rc/Technrcal lVonographs

ESA Brochures

ESA Fo ders

Sc ent f c & Techn cal Reports

Scentfc & Technrcal Memoranda

Procedures Standards & Spec t cattons

Code
(S P-x x x)

(SP xxxx)

(BR xxx)

(F xxx)

(STR xxx)

(STM'xxx)

(PSS xxx)

Vo umes of specrfrc Conlerence papers Pr ces be ow

Specrf rc/detailed nformaton on

graduate-eve sublects

Summarres of ess than 50 pages

on a speclc sutrlect
Fo ders g v ng short descnptrons oi Free of charge

sublects for the space nteresled ayman

Graduale leve rel ectrng ESA s Pr ces below

posrlron on a grven suillect

Graduale leve atest but not I na sed

tnrnkrng on a g ven suDlect

Del n t ve requ remenls n support of

con tracts

ESA Pub rcatons Drvrs on ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwrlk Thc Netherlands

Other Publications
Tra nrng lVanuals

Techn cal Trans atrons

(TlV-xxx)

(TT'xxx)

Seres lor educaton of users or polenta

users of ESA programmes serv ces oT

Iacr t es

Transalrons ol natona space related

documents (lV croltche or

pnolocopy only)

PrrceslrornESRN ESBN VaGali eoGal ler

CP64 00044 Frascalr lLr y

or ESA/ RS Oltce I 10 f"4arro N k s

75738 Pars 15, France

Public-relations materaal Genera Ieralure posters

pholographs, lms elc

ESA Publ c Relatrons Serv ce

8 10 rue flarro Ntkts

75738 Pafls 15 France

Charges for printed documents
\-rbe'ol pages ^ docure^'
Pr ce (Dutch Gu ders)

EO

150
35

rl
51 -100
50

E2
101-200
7A

E3

201 400
80

E4
401 -600
100

Note

ln the last three years we have left the prrce of our publications unchanged Costs have risen tn that ttme, partrcularly postal charges, and f rom 1 January

1994 new pnces wtll be charged as shown above

To compensate for thrs tncrease two discaunts wrll be possrble:

a All orders over Dfl 110 - drscount of 100/0

b All orders lor addresses outstde Europe over Dfl 110 - no extra payment far airmatl
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